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ABSTRACT  

	 This thesis is an exploration of  different manifestations of  the struggle to determine the 

place of  health and medicine in the international diplomatic and institutional landscape during 

early years of  the Cold War. Relying on analysis of  archival material and a survey of  

contemporary medical literature, this thesis makes a contribution to the literatures on 

international health arrangements, the interplay between domestic and global policy issues, and 

the evolution of  a humanitarian impulse within certain corners of  the medical profession. The 

actors and organizations profiled here grappled with questions related to whether the medical 

profession could lead the international system to a higher moral plane through the intrinsically 

apolitical nature of  the pursuance of  health, or whether medicine and its inherent power 

relationships could ever escape politics. In their efforts to enshrine health and medicine within the 

international system, physicians and other health professionals pursued a course that was as 

pragmatic as any in the idealistic context of  the postwar period, but they also demonstrated a 

philosophy and outlook that fit with the grand visions that dominated plans of  the period. As 

medical professionals looked beyond their borders to address issues with global repercussions, 

they nonetheless brought their national paradigms, circumstances and preconceptions to their 

efforts. This thesis therefore casts a lens on the dynamic interplay between national and 

international efforts to apply the spirit of  medicine to concerns ranging from cancer control to 

the prevention of  war. It also explores the manner in which physicians sought to organize 

themselves on an international basis to exchange valuable expertise about issues affecting their 

profession domestically. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 	 Introduction 

	 The title of  this thesis refers to an article written by two American physicians, both 

participants in the World Health Organization (WHO) planning conferences, Frank Boudreau 

and Surgeon General Thomas Parran Jr.. They articulated a vision for the postwar 

reconstruction of  society and the international system through the lens of  benefits that health 

and medical cooperation could bring to the world; health was to be the “rallying point of  unity” 

between all nations and peoples.  As an instrument of  foreign policy, health could be used to 1

draw nations together and unite their efforts, both practically and ideologically. These efforts 

were as pragmatic as any in the idealistic context of  the postwar period, but they also 

demonstrated a philosophy and international outlook that fit with the grand visions that 

dominated plans of  the period. In each chapter of  the thesis, the application of  the intrinsic 

qualities of  medicine as enshrined in the Hippocratic Oath will be shown to have infiltrated plans 

and proposals for the betterment of  health systems and global governance in the early Cold War. 

Furthermore, this vision of  what the pursuance of  health could accomplish influenced the way 

 Thomas Parran and Frank G. Boudreau, “The World Health Organization: Cornerstone of  Peace,” American 1

Journal of  Public Health and the Nations Health 36, no. 11 (November 1946): 1271.
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that physicians attempted to capitalize on their position of  relative social power to contribute to 

debates about issues that often went beyond their immediate professional jurisdiction. It is best 

evidenced by their anti-war activism and efforts to curtail the militaristic activities of  national 

governments. 

	 The opinions of  the profession cannot be generalized to any great degree, and neither 

should the arguments forwarded in the following pages be taken to suggest that all physicians 

held equally strong perspectives on any of  the issues raised. Nevertheless, the nature and content 

of  physicians’ conversations with each other and with the wider world shifted in the postwar 

period, and they came to encompass a more global spirit. Even opponents of  universal 

healthcare could not help but understand themselves and their professional roles within the larger 

fabric of  healthcare provision, national and international society as harbingers of  peace and 

goodwill for all. 

	 This history does not focus on inherently global activities or actors who were necessarily 

global by the traditional definition. Instead, it is a collection of  stories about how seemingly 

ordinary physicians (admittedly, some of  whom had elite ties and connections) managed to foster 

a sense that their profession had to develop a global conscience. On some issues, they engaged in 

very practical ways, and were caught up in the mania of  planning all aspects of  social, economic, 

and political life. It is notable that the “planning mindset” managed to infiltrate a professional 

outlook as staid and conservative as that of  physicians. Regardless of  how loudly (and frequently) 

the majority of  physicians may have voiced their opposition to government incursion into the 

economics of  health care and the financial relationship between doctor and patient, the dynamics 

of  healthcare did change, and everyone was caught in the swell. Even while they ranted about a 

loss of  professional autonomy and the dangers that might befall citizens if  their physicians were 
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not solely in charge of  their paycheques, those same physicians recognized that change was in the 

air. They were enthralled with both the notion of  planning other aspects of  life, and imposing a 

level of  order over medical arrangements abroad.  

Methodology 

	 The research for this dissertation relies heavily on published material from professional 

journals, in the form of  editorials, scientific articles, thought pieces, and correspondence. John 

Burnham’s work on the value of  medical journals as a metric for the scale of  transnational 

communication and scale of  ideas underlines the basic assumption of  my use of  contemporary 

medical periodicals for measuring professional interest in certain ideas and concepts over time.  2

In Chapter 2, I attempt to quantify the depth of  interest in international organizations and their 

work through counts of  the number of  times that search terms came up in a selection of  national 

medical journals. Though the emphasis in this thesis is on the qualitative aspects of  interest in 

internationalism, humanitarianism, and the global positioning of  physicians, the data reveal a 

surge of  interest in these topics over the period under review.  3

	 Additionally, I rely on archival material from Canada and Britain, from both 

governmental and non-governmental sources. The effort of  researching the multiplicity of  

organizations and actors contained herein was significantly streamlined by the digitization of  

official United Nations (UN) records, and the tendency of  national delegations to reproduce 

meeting minutes and briefing notes in full within their documentation. Unfortunately, attempting 

to access the archives of  the World Medical Association (WMA) proved to be a futile exercise. 

Consequently, the analysis in Chapter 3 relies on the trail of  communication and reports that 

 John Burnham, “Transnational History of  Medicine After 1950: Framing and Interrogation from Psychiatric 2

Journals,” Medical History 55, no. 1 (January 2011): 3-26. 

 See the tables and charts appended to Chapter 2. 3
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made their way into the British and Canadian national archives by virtue of  the involvement of  

those national medical associations with the WMA. Additionally, regular reporting on the 

Association in the national medical journals surveyed for this project has provided a picture of  

the activities, mandate, and mentality of  the organization during the period under review. 

Methodologically, the bifurcated emphasis on medical publications and archival sources familiar 

to international history weaves a history of  institutional formation and diplomacy through work 

on the global history of  medicine, emphasizing the significance of  health as a non-traditional 

source of  diplomacy. This aspect of  my thesis builds upon the work of  scholars who have 

examined how networks of  scientific experts and other knowledge elites are able to create 

“epistemic communities” that influence the policies and priorities of  international organizations.  4

	 This thesis is temporally situated in the aftermath of  the Second World War, and the 

intensification of  the Cold War that followed it. This positioning necessitates reference to the 

undeniable presence and power of  the United States within the international system during this 

time period. However, my emphasis here on Canadian and British material was both practical for 

the sake of  brevity, and intentional to foreground the comparatively untold stories of  Canadian 

and British physicians and how they fit into the bigger puzzle and boundaries established by the 

 Emanuel Adler, “The Emergence of  Cooperation: National Epistemic Communities and the International 4

Evolution of  the Idea of  Nuclear Arms Control,” International Organization 46, no. 01 (December 1992): 101–45; 
Ernst B. Haas, “Is There a Hole in the Whole? Knowledge, Technology, Interdependence,” International Organization 
29 (Summer 1975), 858-59. See also Ernst B. Haas, “Why Collaborate? Issue-Linkage and International Regimes,” 
World Politics 32, no. 3 (1980): 357–405; Ernst B. Haas, Mary Pat Williams, and Don Babai, Scientists and World Order 
(Berkeley: University of  California Press, 1977); Michael Karlsson, “Epistemic Communities and Cooperative 
Security: The Case of  Communicable Disease Control in the Baltic Sea Region,” Journal of  International and Area 
Studies 11, no. 1 (June 2004): 79–100.
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American example.  In addition, an extensive literature already documents American 5

involvement in international health, and each of  the domestic situations being discussed; 

therefore, the focus on the international aspirations of  two countries avoids retreading the same 

ground. Scholars have shown how American interests were transformed into international 

interests, through financial resources and through the fact that the foreign policy outlook of  the 

United States was enshrined in the makeup of  the postwar institutions themselves.  The presence 6

of  American interests and financial contributions in the UN and WHO represented a radical 

change in that nation’s willingness to engage in the growing constellation of  international 

institutions. While the United States had influenced international health work earlier in the 

century, it never became a member of  the League of  Nations, and never participated in the 

activities of  its Health Division. Rather, American involvement in international health during the 

interwar period was defined by the public health projects and scientific agendas of  large 

philanthropic organizations, such as the Rockefeller Foundation, the Milbank Memorial Fund, 

and its branch of  the Red Cross.  The work of  many of  these agencies continued alongside that 7

 For histories of  the American Medical Association, see Frank D. Campion, The AMA and US Health Policy since 1940 5

(Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 1984); Morris Fishbein, History of  the American Medical Association, 1847–1947 
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1947); Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of  American Medicine: The Rise of  a Sovereign 
Profession and the Making of  a Vast Industry (New York: Basic Books, 1982; 2008). For Britain see Peter Bartrip, Themselves 
Writ Large: The British Medical Association, 1832-1966 (London: BMJ Publishing Group, 1996).  For Canada see John 
Sutton Bennett, History of  the Canadian Medical Association, 1954-94 (Ottawa: The Canadian Medical Association, 
1996).

 On the establishment of  the UN and the subsequent American dominance over the organization, see Paul M. 6

Kennedy, The Parliament of  Man: The Past, Present, and Future of  the United Nations (New York: Random House, 2006); 
Ruth B. Russell, A History of  the United Nations Charter: The Role of  the United States, 1940-1945, The Brookings Series on 
the United Nations (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1958); Stephen C. Schlesinger, Act of  Creation: The Founding of  
the United Nations: A Story of  Superpowers, Secret Agents, Wartime Allies and Enemies, and Their Quest for a Peaceful World 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 2003). An excellent historiographical overview of  American foreign relations is Michael J. 
Hogan, America in the World: The Historiography of  American Foreign Relations Since 1941 (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995).

 James A. Gillespie, “Social Medicine, Social Security and International Health,” in Shifting Boundaries of  Public 7

Health: Europe in the Twentieth Century, Susan Gross Solomon, Lion Murard and Patrick Zylberman, eds. (Rochester, 
NY: University of  Rochester Press, 2008), 226-27.
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of  the UN and its affiliated organizations, but for all intents and purposes, American diplomatic 

involvement was largely determined by its position within the UN system. 

	 For its part, Britain had been heavily engaged with international health during the 

interwar period, by virtue of  its membership in the League of  Nations Health Organization. 

Moreover, planning for postwar reconstruction had initially been a joint effort between British 

and American authorities. From the outset, however, there was disagreement over how the 

organization should be structured and what discretionary latitude it would be afforded.  The 8

British stressed the need for a traditional, centralized decision-making authority, while the 

American planners pushed for the creation of  a larger bureaucracy which would allow for more 

decentralized decision-making. Recent scholarship has posited that although the British role in 

the international community was diminished in the postwar period, especially vis-a-vis the rise of  

the United States to superpower status, Britain exerted significant ideological influence over the 

UN system.   9

	 Canadian interest in postwar institutional arrangements can be linked to its status as a 

rising “middle power” in the international arena. Additionally, Canadians were involved in 

wartime medical relief  and continued to contribute to international health once the hostilities 

abated.  Canadians also occupied key administrative positions in the new organizations, thereby 10

consolidating the nation’s presence in the structure and organizational culture of  the UN and 

 Susan Armstrong-Reid and David R. Murray, Armies of  Peace: Canada and the UNRRA Years (Toronto: University of  8

Toronto Press, 2008), 18-21.

 Mark Mazower, No Enchanted Palace: The End of  Empire and the Ideological Origins of  the United Nations (Princeton: 9

Princeton University Press, 2009), especially 5-6.

 Susan Armstrong-Reid, “Soldiers of  Peace: Canadians in UNRRA’s German Nursing Brigade, 1945-1947,” 10

Canadian Bulletin of  Medical History 27 (2010): 101–122.
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other bodies.  Adam Chapnick argues that Canadian involvement in the early days of  the UN 11

system was not idealistic; instead it reflected an extremely cautious and politically expedient 

approach to foreign policy.  The Canadian individuals and perspectives profiled in the following 12

chapters did not seem to be wholly motivated by a desire to earn a seat at the institutional table; 

they are more readily characterized by efforts to consolidate a place for medicine at that table, 

rather than any particular national or individual interest. When physicians and other health 

professionals articulated their vision for the objectives of  the international system, they often 

ignored national boundaries, favouring instead an approach that positioned health as a 

transnational aspiration. 

Literature Review - Theoretical Foundations 

	 This thesis builds on a functionalist model for understanding international work and 

institutions. Broadly stated, functionalists hold that the root of  international problems and the 

real obstacle to cooperation and peace is the division of  the world into sovereign states. David 

Mitrany’s functionalist theory emerged from the context of  the interwar period and what he 

understood to be the central failure of  the League of  Nations; namely, that nations were drawn 

into the system out of  legal-constitutional arrangements, rather than from a shared interest in a 

particular transnational issue. In Mitrany’s view, cooperation over a single issue would naturally 

be extended to other concerns over time; it would prompt the establishment of  international 

institutions to oversee programs and policies, and gradually usher in “a working peace system.”  13

Another major principle of  functionalism was that individuals could be weaned from their loyalty 

 A lively autobiographical account is Escott Reid, On Duty: A Canadian at the Making of  the United Nations, 1945-1946 11

(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1983).

 Adam Chapnick, The Middle Power Project: Canada and the Founding of  the United Nations (Vancouver ; Toronto: UBC 12

Press, 2005).

 David Mitrany, A Working Peace System (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1943).13
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to the narrow perspectives of  nation states through experience with “fruitful international co-

operation,” provided that organizations were arranged “according to the requirements of  the 

task and could increase welfare rewards to individuals beyond the level obtainable within the 

state.”  Health was a clear inheritor of  this vision, and at every turn, contemporary discourse 14

asserted that improvements to international health were the best means of  bringing about 

broader improvements to human welfare around the world.  

	 In his work on military psychiatrist Brock Chisholm, a Canadian and the first Director-

General of  the World Health Organization, historian John Farley identifies the functionalist 

thought of  David Mitrany as the basis for the lofty goals of  the WHO and other technical 

organizations of  the United Nations Organization (UNO). Functionalists assumed it was possible 

to separate political and non-political affairs. They hoped that once cooperation had been 

achieved in affairs like disease control and public health, labour relations, and agricultural policy, 

other more political areas of  diplomacy would follow suit. In keeping with these goals, Brock 

Chisholm consistently tried to exclude politics from his efforts at the WHO. Even after he retired, 

“he continued… to perceive the UN as the only hope for a world threatened with annihilation, 

and… he often spoke as if  he believed that nation-states were the greatest threat to world peace 

and to the proper functioning of  UN agencies.”  15

	 One of  the central tenets of  Mitrany’s conception of  international relations was the 

separability-priority thesis; it holds that transnational problems requiring specialized technical 

expertise, such as infectious disease, should be prioritized for cooperative, multinational solutions. 

Mitrany deemed issues not requiring technical expertise to be “political,” and argued that they 

 Paul Taylor, “Introduction,” in The Functional Theory of  Politics, ed. David Mitrany (London: St. Martin’s Press, 14

1975): x.

 John Farley, Brock Chisholm, the World Health Organization, and the Cold War (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2008), 6.15
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would be less likely to result in policy-making consensus. Functionalists believe that once 

international cooperation on technical questions becomes habitual, the political sphere will, by 

extension, become more open to international cooperation as well.  Functionalism is clearly 16

reflected in the WHO’s constitution, which declares that “the health of  all peoples is fundamental 

to the attainment of  peace and security and is dependent upon the fullest cooperation of  

individuals and states.”  17

	 A key criticism of  Mitrany’s theory is that the separability-priority thesis creates a false 

distinction between political and supposedly “non-political” problems. Mitrany’s critics argued 

that any problem necessitating state intervention was necessarily political.  In their studies of  the 18

WHO, both Siddiqi and Farley observe that international health work cannot be separated from 

politics, particularly in the context of  a multinational institution. Sharing their view, I adopt a 

similar view, but examine the liminal space between the political and the (supposedly) apolitical 

efforts of  physicians and health experts to influence international institutions and organizations. 

The falsely dichotomous positioning of  the two perspectives – political and apolitical -  results in 

a certain level of  sympathy for the cause of  those individuals and groups who argued that health 

was not political and that the effort of  striving for it could elevate humanity to a more peaceful 

and prosperous future. Nevertheless, the nearly 70 year history of  the World Health Organization 

and like institutions demonstrates that even the greatest aspirations for health were constrained 

by the realities of  political maneuvering within those organizations and outside of  them.  

 These points are elucidated nicely in Javed Siddiqi, World Health and World Politics: The World Health Organization and 16

the UN System (London: Hurst & Co, 1995), 41-42.

 World Health Organization, Preamble to the Constitution in Basic Documents, p. 1. http://www.who.int/17

governance/eb/constitution/en/

 Inis L. Claude, Swords into Ploughshares: The Problems and Progress of  International Organizations (New York: Random 18

House, 1964).
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	 Another layer of  theoretical explanation for this thesis is provided by the work of  Robert 

O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, who in the 1970s questioned the realist assumption that 

interstate relations were the driving force behind international politics.  Instead, they argued that 19

transnational movements, multinational institutions, and corporations were also capable of  

shaping foreign policy, and of  directing international affairs. In moving beyond a state-centric, 

realist explanation of  international politics, Keohane and Nye illustrated how multiple agendas 

can simultaneously direct foreign policy. The extension of  this argument is that domestic policy 

agendas have a formational effect on foreign policy. Their research also demonstrated that the 

martial arm of  foreign policy is not the supreme tool by which a state’s agenda is carried out. 

Their observations support my argument that a state’s position on matters of  international health 

can be understood as a wing of  its foreign policy.  

	 Other scholars, most notably Peter M. Haas, have introduced terminology to explain 

international policy coordination and its relationship to institutional priority-setting.  Haas 20

examines the role that “networks of  knowledge-based experts – epistemic communities – play in 

articulating the cause-and-effect relationships of  complex problems, helping states identify their 

interests, framing issues for collective debate, proposing specific policies, and identifying salient 

points for negotiation.”  Haas defines epistemic communities as having recognized expertise and 21

competence in a particular domain, and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge 

within that domain or issue-area. They are united by a shared belief  in the verity and the 

 See Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, “Transgovernmental Relations and International Organizations,” 19

World Politics 27, no. 1 (1974): 39–62; Keohane and Nye, Power and Interdependence: World Politics in Transition (New York: 
Little & Brown, 1977).

 Peter M. Haas, “Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy Coordination,” International 20

Organization 46, no. 1 (Winter 1992): 4.

 Ibid.,  2.21
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applicability of  particular forms of  knowledge or specific truths. Haas argues that epistemic 

policy coordination occurs because of  uncertainty, interpretation and institutionalization. 

Uncertainty stimulates demand for information, and the experts who are able to provide it 

“become strong actors at the national and transnational level, as decision makers solicit their 

information and delegate responsibility to them.” A community’s advice, though, is informed by 

its own broader worldview, if  “an epistemic community consolidates bureaucratic power within 

national administrations and international secretariats, it stands to institutionalize its influence 

and insinuate its views into broader international politics.”  Other scholars have tested the 22

applicability of  Haas’ theory to research areas ranging from international tobacco control to 

health care finance reform.   23

	 Haas suggests that control over knowledge and information is an important dimension of  

power, and that the dissemination of  new information provokes behavioural determinants of  

international policy coordination — this process is exemplified by organizations like the World 

Medical Association and the Medical Association for the Prevention of  War, both of  which 

served as clearinghouses for medical professionals interested in international engagement in the 

period, who in turn were influenced by the knowledge and expertise of  their respective 

membership. Members of  an epistemic community also share “normative causal beliefs” in 

addition to ideas about which policies and methods are most valid and useful.  Haas contends 24

that epistemic communities do not need to be made up of  natural scientists; they can consist of  

 Ibid., 4.22

 Kelley Lee and Hilary Goodman, “Global Policy Networks: The Propagation of  Health Care Financing Reform 23

since the 1980s.” Health Policy in a Globalising World 2 (2002): 97–119; Hadii M. Mamudu, Maria-Elena Gonzalez, and 
Stanton Glantz, “The Nature, Scope, and Development of  the Global Tobacco Control Epistemic Community,” 
American Journal of  Public Health 101, no. 11 (2011): 2044–54; Jeremy Youde, “The Development of  a Counter-
Epistemic Community: AIDS, South Africa, and International Regimes,” International Relations 19, no. 4 (2005): 421–
39.

 Haas, “Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy Coordination,” 35.24
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social scientists or any group of  individuals from any discipline or profession with a body of  

knowledge that is valued by society. Additionally, the members’ professional training and 

reputation for expertise affords them access to the political system by virtue of  their technical 

specialty.  In this respect, the deference to the knowledge and authority of  physicians and public 25

health professionals who were interested in technical solutions in the postwar world is 

unsurprising, because of  the wider societal faith in medical science.   26

	 In their work on the power of  transnational advocacy networks, Margaret E. Keck and 

Kathryn Sikkink explore the impact of  these networks on international policy change from 1968 

to 1993. Building on the theoretical foundations developed by Haas, they emphasize the 

importance of  information exchange between “relevant actors working internationally on an 

issue, who are bound together by shared values” and who contribute to a common frame of  

discourse. In particular, Keck and Sikkink emphasize the efforts of  activists who are 

disempowered in their national contexts to seek other venues for their influence and ideas.  27

Additionally, Keck and Sikkink identify four clusters of  strategies and techniques employed by 

advocacy networks: information politics, symbolic politics, leverage politics, and accountability 

politics. Information politics refers to the gathering of  relevant information and its dissemination 

to relevant stakeholders. Hosting conferences on particular issues forms the basis of  symbolic 

politics, while leverage politics link issues of  concern to more powerful actors. Finally, the 

principle of  accountability politics reminds governments or institutions about their responsibility 

 Ibid., 17-18.25

 This also relates to the policy role of  the knowledge elite. See Dorothy Nelkin, “Scientific Knowledge, Public 26

Policy, and Democracy,” Knowledge Creation, Diffusion, Utilization 1, no. 1 (1979): 106-22.
 Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics (Ithaca: 27

Cornell University Press, 1998): 2.
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to previously endorsed principles.  Keck and Sikkink’s identification of  these concepts provides a 28

valuable framework for the explication of  the actions taken by actors and organizations 

throughout this thesis, but especially in Chapter 6. The frequent relegation of  pacifist-minded 

physicians to the outer edge of  the profession as a whole greatly affected the degree to which 

those physicians could influence policies of  governments. When their views about the dangers of  

war and the responsibility of  medicine to “cure” it ceased to be part of  mainstream news, these 

individuals faced great opposition and were forced to alter their approach and widen their 

mandate to remain relevant.  

	 While the majority of  International Relations (IR) theorization on technical agencies of  

the UN system deals with scientific research not related to medicine, this thesis applies the same 

logic to the dealings of  physicians within the system. The fact that chains of  communication gave 

domestic policy leaders a stake in the debate helps to explain how evolving national ideas on 

health were then transferred to the international context. Furthermore, these frameworks reveal 

how physicians and other health professionals influenced policy domestically, and then 

internationally. Because international health was initially associated with other aspects of  

reconstruction and development, it lends itself  well to analysis premised on the idea that 

technical solutions provide international organizations with effective solutions for international 

concerns.  

	 In their work on political rhetoric, Ronald R. Krebs and Patrick Thaddeus Jackson argue 

that persuasion is central to political processes and outcomes, but that it is theoretically and 

methodologically problematic. Their scholarly agenda is to advise scholars to avoid focusing on 

unanswerable questions about actors’ motives and instead to examine what those actors say, in 

 Ibid., 16-25.28
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what contexts, and to what audiences. They assert that “scholars with an ideational bent have 

typically relegated rhetoric to the margins. For ‘idealists’ words matter only insofar as they reflect 

actors’ true beliefs, with private statements seen as more revealing than public pronouncements. 

Public rhetoric is of  causal consequence only from the top down, as leaders of  states and social 

movements deploy resonant language in an effort to mobilize support.”  All this is written about 29

political actors, obviously, and the physicians in question in this thesis were not strictly political 

actors. In fact, they often attempted to articulate their views in apolitical terms, stressing that the 

global brotherhood of  medicine and science was above the (petty, brutish) world of  politics. As 

explained above, the reality was often far less distinct, but the value of  rhetoric in shaping 

physicians’ perspectives and ideas for the postwar world cannot be overstated.  

Literature Review - Historiography 

	 For much of  its development as an historical subfield, the history of  international health 

“was an area overlooked by all but institutional historians aimed at documenting a parade of  

progress in the name of  justifying particular programs and organizations."  The traditional 30

periodization of  international health proceeds in four stages: first, from the nineteenth century 

and the first Sanitary Conferences in Europe to the First World War; second, through to the 

interwar period with the establishment of  the League of  Nations Health Organization (LNHO) 

and the rise of  American foundations like the Rockefeller; third, to the immediate postwar era, 

dominated by the history of  the WHO; and finally, to the post-1970s proliferation of  new 

 Ronald R. Krebs and Patrick Thaddeus Jackson, “Twisting Tongues and Twisting Arms: The Power of  Political 29

Rhetoric,” European Journal of  International Relations 13, no. 1 (2007): 37.

 Anne-Emanuelle Birn and Gilberto Hochman, “Guest Editors’ Introduction: Communication, Control, and Co-30

operation: (Latin) American Interchanges in the History of  International Health,” Canadian Bulletin of  Medical History 
25, no. 1 (2010), 8.
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organizations involved in global health work with a shift in priorities away from vertical disease 

management toward primary health care.  31

	 Historians have applauded the interwar period work of  the LNHO.  Health was 32

diplomatically significant during the interwar period, because it was one of  the few channels of  

communication that remained open between the Soviet Union and the West. Furthermore, the 

League made important contributions to interwar international health, many of  which were 

carried over to the World Health Organization. Among the most important of  these was the role 

of  the organization as a global clearing house for public health research, thereby elevating public 

health values, institutions and practices, hastening scientific discoveries and expanding the 

boundaries of  preventive medicine.  Additionally, the Epidemic Commission of  the League of  33

Nations was a revealing counterpoint to the wartime work of  the Rockefeller Foundation and the 

United Nations Relief  and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), and to the humanitarian 

interventions of  the postwar period; it was the first example of  international cooperation on 

matters of  health funded not by charities, but by national governments. To block the future 

spread of  epidemics, the Commission acted exclusively through local health administrations and 

worked to strengthen the public health and sanitary capacities of  the countries with which it 

engaged.  34

 This periodization is widely recognized in the literature on the subject, but for a clear and concise elucidation, see 31

Virginia Berridge, Kelly Loughlin and Rachel Herring, “Historical Dimensions of  Global Health Governance,” in 
Making Sense of  Global Health Governance: A Policy Perspective, eds. Kent Buse, Wolfgang Hein and Nick Drager (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 28-46.

 Martin David Dubin, “The League of  Nations Health Organisation,” in International Health Organisations and 32

Movements, 1918-1939, ed. Paul Weindling (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 56–80; Paul Weindling, 
“Philanthropy and World Health: The Rockefeller Foundation and the League of  Nations Health Organisation,” 
Minerva 35, no. 3 (1997): 269–281.

 Dubin, “The League of  Nations Health Organisation,” 59.33

 Balinska, “Assistance and Not Mere Relief: The Epidemic Commission of  the League of  Nations, 1920-1923,” in 34

International Health Organisations and Movements, 1918-1939, ed. Paul Weindling (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 81.
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	 Iris Borowy’s superb historiographical overview explores the various ways in which 

international health organizations have sought to balance biomedical and social approaches to 

health. She stresses at the outset that both “health” and “international organizations” are fluid 

concepts that defy easy definition and analysis.  The position of  international health 35

organizations have  

vacillated between two poles: an approach which focused purely on technical medical 
help, whose success was quantifiable in the short run by counting tangible items like 
numbers of  vaccinations or treatments but which risked alleviating symptoms without 
changing the reasons for ill health, and an approach which focused on underlying 
social problems, which prompted profound long-term success but which risked 
achieving little in terms of  immediate help for people in need and getting bogged 
down in political controversy.  36

The biomedical view of  health defines it as a function of  disease; bad health is experienced as 

tangible illness. Borowy notes that the concept was strengthened by the discovery of  disease-

causing pathogens after 1880; she views diseases as “regrettable but natural events, for which 

nobody bears responsibility and which call for technical fixes rather than social or political 

change.”  Under this paradigm, diseases are handled with vertical policies, designed to fight 37

specific diseases until their rate of  incidence declines or they disappear completely. Under the 

social model, heath is understood as a phenomenon that is the direct result of  physical living 

conditions, economic status, or behaviours. Diseases are symptomatic of  underlying social 

problems, rather than problems in and of  themselves. “Far from a natural phenomenon, the 

health status is seen as a function of  policy decisions which determine social conditions and for 

which someone is responsible. The vision is a world where people are sufficiently healthy to deal 

 Borowy, “Shifting Between Biological and Social Medicine: International Health Organizations in the 20th 35

Century,” History Compass 12, no. 6 (2014): 517.

 Ibid.36

 Ibid.37
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with existing diseases.”  These two differing views of  health were both in evidence during the 38

early days of  the World Health Organization, and proponents of  each vied to have their 

particular vision fully implemented within the structure and programmatic priorities of  the 

organization. 

	 Historian Matthew Connelly observes that scholars of  international relations, foreign 

policy, and international institutions have been called to “see beyond the state” to understand 

issues and movements that transcend the national boundaries often applied to historical research. 

Indeed, in the past decade, the field has ably demonstrated that intervention need not be political 

or economic to impact international relations.  For example, as Erez Manela demonstrates in his 39

study of  the smallpox eradication, the most successful initiatives in international health were 

often spearheaded by multinational groups of  mid-level technocrats, rather than by politicians.  40

Relatedly, my thesis explores the connections between technocratic health professionals, their 

domestic liaisons, and the medical communities in their own countries to determine how ideas 

about medical humanitarianism and social models of  disease management were disseminated 

and put into policy and practice. In examining contributions of  the physicians to the dialogues 

and networks that informed and influenced international health, I argue that the medical elite 

who controlled professional journals acted as opinion leaders and gatekeepers for information 

about international issues.  

 Ibid., 518.38

 This historiographic trend is outlined nicely by Matthew Connelly, “Seeing Beyond the State: Population Control 39

and the Question of  Sovereignty,” Past & Present 193 (2006): 197-233. The nature, scope and ramifications of  
“traditional” Third World interventions in the period are summarized in Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War: 
Third World Interventions and the Making of  Our Times (London: Cambridge University Press, 2005).

 Erez Manela, “A Pox on Your Narrative: Writing Disease Control into Cold War History,” Diplomatic History 34, 40

no. 2 (2010): 301. Manela observes that the smallpox eradication program (SEP) can be called one of  the most 
significant Third World interventions of  the Cold War era, due to the involvement of  both superpowers and its 
profound impact on the global south.
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	 Emily Rosenberg’s work on the voluntary organizations selected to carry out humanitarian 

work on behalf  of  the United States between 1890-1945 uses the term “chosen instruments” to 

explore how the organizations in question came to be understood by government officials as ideal 

vehicles for spreading American values, ideas, and expertise abroad. Her insights offer a 

framework for interpreting medical intervention during and after the war as a form of  diplomatic 

maneuvering.  The medical professionals may not have thought of  themselves as diplomatic 41

instruments, but their significance to the broader fabric of  foreign policy becomes obvious 

through analysis of  their diplomatic maneuvering outside traditional channels. Rosenberg also 

synthesizes the literature on the domestic sources of  American foreign policy to describe how 

domestic goals connected with foreign policy mandates and the programs of  private interests. 

She features the interconnectivity of  private and public interests within interwar foreign policy, a 

reality that continued to shape the interactions of  physicians, foundations, and institutions on 

issues of  international health and humanitarianism during the Cold War. 

	 The notion that medical professionals were the absolute voice on issues of  medical 

economics alludes to sociologist Anthony Giddens’s work, and the reliance on expert systems of  

knowledge under conditions of  modernity. On Giddens definition, expert systems are “systems of  

technical accomplishment or professional expertise that organize large areas of  material and 

social environments.”  He suggests that each time laypeople consult a professional, such as a 42

doctor or a lawyer, those laypeople are relying on an expert to inform their actions and 

behaviours, on an irregular basis. However, expert knowledge becomes embedded in daily life, 

and influences actions in a continuous way. For example, one does not worry about the danger in 

 Emily Rosenberg, Spreading the American Dream: American Economic and Cultural Expansion, 1890-1945 (New York: Hill 41

and Wang, 1982).

 Anthony Giddens, The Consequences of  Modernity (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991): 27.42
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climbing the stairs because of  the trust placed in the expert architect who designed the house and 

its staircase. While the trust in experts on an individual basis is implied, what is more important is 

the “authenticity of  the expert knowledge which they apply.”  In seeking to ingrain their 43

“superior” view of  health and medicine into the emerging system of  postwar institutions, 

physicians relied on the authority and authenticity of  their knowledge, both self-perceived and 

otherwise. They were imbued with a sense of  their own responsibility for ensuring the maximum 

health and well-being for their patients and society as a whole, and this understanding shaped 

their actions and reactions. 

	 This thesis also fits in the scholarly landscape pertaining to the history of  internationalism 

and its manifestations in the postwar period. In her Internationalism in the Age of  Nationalism, Glenda 

Sluga contends that internationalism and nationalism are parallel phenomena. For Sluga, 

internationalist actors within institutions were not dreamers; they were just as likely as their 

nationalism-driven counterparts to advance particular agendas. Her deconstruction of  the 

simplistic divide between realistic nationalism and utopian internationalism is productive, and it 

is gradually gaining ground in the literature.  Traditional histories of  internationalism diverge 44

between an optimistic outlook for how the next internationalist experiment will prove to be the 

one that sticks, and those who pessimistically see a long history of  internationalist ambition 

coming up against the brutish status quo, and losing. Sluga offers an alternate view, suggesting 

that the history of  internationalism follows a line from “utopia to disillusionment” but that the 

experience is no different from that of  any nation, possessing a similarly imagined community.  45

 Ibid.43

 See Mark Mazower, Governing the World: The History of  an Idea (New York: Penguin, 2012); Samuel Moyn, The Last 44

Utopia: Human Rights in History (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010). 

 Glenda Sluga, Internationalism in the Age of  Nationalism (Philadelphia: University of  Pennsylvania Press, 2013): 152.45
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Sluga’s concept of  internationalist efforts as a series of  self-contained experiments, rather than a 

long teleological string, is relevant to this thesis insofar as the efforts of  international health and 

medical organizations in the period can be broadly characterized as fitting with the utopia-to-

disillusionment model, punctuated by instances of  renewed optimism.  

	 I contend that the attention paid to the international system, and to the affairs of  other 

nations, can be understood as a form of  internationalism; one country envisions itself  in relation 

to others, often with the intent to harmonize relations. This form of  internationalism is 

developed in Chapter 5, through the response of  many forward-thinking physicians to 

proliferation of  nuclear weapons, and the increasing aspirations of  their governments to acquire 

and develop nuclear technology. The most obvious example is the arms race, and the 

comparisons drawn between nations over weapons. But conversations also took place over 

international comparisons between civil defence plans. Though these plans were always written 

for domestic audiences, they were circulated internationally. British physicians learned of  the 

American plans as soon as those plans were made public. In light of  the degree to which British 

physicians anticipated the importance of  their role in civil defence plans, the medical press 

considered it a duty to inform its readership about issues of  the day, especially those related to 

nuclear technology. 

	 Additionally, this thesis builds on the body of  literature concerned with the formation and 

programs of  international institutions, much of  which has been written by international relations 

scholars.  Strong historiographical evidence suggests that some of  the ideologies propelling the 46

 Some of  the earliest examples of  this vein of  scholarship were the in-house histories produced by the WHO itself, 46

as a means of  chronicling the formation and early days of  the institution. These works are comprehensive and 
detailed, but do not provide much in the way of  analytic value nor of  scholarly interpretation. That said, they are a 
valuable springboard for deeper analysis of  the issues in this dissertation, and provide a comprehensive chronology 
and explanation of  the programs and policies of  the organization during the period under review.
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establishment of  the UN system, including the World Health Organization, emerged from the 

phase of  relief  work and reconstruction, following the Second World War. Most studies focus on 

individual campaigns or on particular organizations; they rarely account for the fluidity of  

purpose and programs that existed between the organizations in the aftermath of  war. Historian 

Jessica Reinisch suggests that the neglect is a product of  periodization: the reconstruction period 

(1944-1949) falls between two distinct historiographical camps: studies of  the war, and Cold War 

histories. Relief  work is thus defined as a postscript to the military reality of  the Second World 

War, or as a precursor to the Cold War.   47

	 Similarly, historian Mark Mazower observes that the development of  scholarly interest in 

postwar reconstruction is intimately bound up in the way that the Cold War shaped modern 

European historiography and the degree to which reconstruction efforts actually facilitated the 

emergence of  opposing power blocs in the late 1940s.  The United Nations Relief  and 48

Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) bridged the gap between relief  and reconstruction. A 

recent article by Jessica Reinisch positions UNRRA at the forefront of  the changing climate of  

internationalism that characterized the war and its aftermath.  Reinisch reassesses the dynamics 49

of  relief  work in the immediate aftermath of  the war by considering how differing motives for 

internationalism shaped UNRRA in practice. In reviewing American efforts to shape European 

public health, historian James A. Gillespie observes that UNRRA may have fallen short in its 

more ambitious objectives for economic reconstruction, but its efforts to ship food, clothing, and 

 Jessica Reinisch, “Introduction: Relief  in the Aftermath of  War,” Journal of  Contemporary History 43, no. 3 (2008): 47

372.

 Mark Mazower, “Reconstruction: The Historiographical Issues,” Past & Present, Supplement 6 (2011): 18-20.48

 Jessica Reinisch, “Internationalism in Relief: The Birth (and Death) of  UNRRA,” Past & Present, Supplement 6 49

(2011): 258-289.
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essential medical supplies to Europe and Asia provided “an unprecedented model in multilateral 

emergency aid.”   50

	 These historiographical perspectives have synthetically informed the view of  this thesis with 

regard to UNRRA: its wartime health-related activities can be understood as a crucible for the 

postwar expansion of  international health work under the auspices of  the WHO. This literature 

has emphasized the contentious nature of  the relationship between history and other social 

sciences, particularly in the use of  historical examples to corroborate theoretical precepts. The 

most complete and detailed study of  the WHO and its significance to international affairs 

remains Javed Siddiqi’s World Health and World Politics: The World Health Organization and the UN 

System (1995). Siddiqi’s political analysis is aimed at measuring the “effectiveness” of  the 

organization in achieving universal membership, a workable decentralized structure, and the 

eradication of  malaria.  He contends that, since its inception, the WHO has rarely been 51

effective, and that “politicization” between nations is both the cause and consequence of  the 

ineffectualness.  While Siddiqi paints a sweeping historical picture to underline his argument, his 52

work is best read alongside historian John Farley’s Brock Chisholm, the World Health Organization and 

the Cold War (2008). Farley’s work is institutional in outlook, but his narrative about the early 

efforts of  the WHO recognizes the division between proponents of  social and technical medicine, 

and how politicization diminished the ability of  the WHO to live up to initial expectations about 

what medical science could accomplish in a world endowed with humanitarian and welfare 

responsibilities. 

 Gillespie, “Europe, American and the Space of  International Health,” 117.50

 Siddiqi, World Health and World Politics, xi.51

 Ibid., 5-652
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	 Recent historical scholarship about the origins of  institutions such as the UN and WHO is 

exemplified by the work of  Akira Iriye and Amy L.S. Staples.  Beyond these two examples, 53

historians have paid little attention to the role of  international organizations in the history of  

international relations; instead their preoccupation is with state-centered activities, be they 

political, diplomatic, military or economic.  Additionally, the positioning of  health and medicine 54

as diplomatic totems is influenced by the work of  traditional international historians, including as 

Jeremi Suri and Andrew Rotter, who have considered the importance of  NGOs, “culture” and 

factors beyond traditional diplomacy in the creation of  international policies.  Studies that focus 55

on health and disease and the dissemination of  scientific and technical knowledge have the 

capacity to greatly expand our understanding of  international relations. The relative paucity of  

literature written by historians of  medicine on the interrelationship between medicine, 

international relations, and social welfare after the Second World War raises questions about (self-

imposed) disciplinary boundaries. It also suggests that this particular area of  international history 

would benefit from more analysis, particularly if  that analysis utilizes medico-scientific source 

material. I hope that my thesis can serve as a foray into this avenue of  scholarship.  

	 In his Global Community, Iriye examines the development of  international organizations, 

both nongovernmental and governmental, from the late nineteenth century to the present. He 

focuses on how international organizations contributed to humanitarian relief, development aid, 

peace and disarmament, cultural exchange, human rights, and environmental protection. The 

 Akira Iriye, Global Community: The Role of  International Organizations in the Making of  the Contemporary World (Berkeley: 53

University of  California Press, 2004); Amy Staples, The Birth of  Development: How the World Bank, Food and Agriculture 
Organization and the World Health Organization Changed the World, 1945-1965 (Kent: Kent State University Press, 2006).

 Iriye, Global Community, 4-554

 For an overview of  the ways that these new approaches to international history have altered and augmented the 55

traditional narrative, see Jeremi Suri, “Non-Governmental Organizations and Non-State Actors,” in Palgrave Advances 
in International History, ed. Patrick Finney (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 223-46; and Andrew Rotter, 
“Culture,” in Palgrave Advances in International History, 267-299.
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central thesis forwarded in Global Community is that since the late nineteenth century, international 

organizations have been the principal embodiment and promoters of  internationalism; to 

maintain peace and prosperity nations should cooperate. Iriye remarks: “to the extent that 

international organizations effectively reflect transnational concerns and in turn strengthen the 

sense of  global, human interdependence, they may be said to be creating an alternative world, 

one that is not identical with the sum of  sovereign states and nations.”  The efforts of  the World 56

Health Organization fit with this argument; however, the paucity of  scholarship on the World 

Medical Association and Medical Association for the Prevention of  War - a governmental and 

non-governmental organization respectively - demonstrates the necessity of  exploring how ideas 

and ideologies articulated as having transnational applicability: for example, “health for all” was 

embraced by organizations including and beyond the WHO in order to construct an idealized 

version of  the international system.  

	 Staples is adamant that the real significance of  organizations like the WHO, FAO and 

World Bank lies in their goals, rather than their accomplishments. All three organizations had 

rather abysmal early records for successful policy implementation, but Staples argues that their 

plans for international development were instrumental in bringing about the world order that we 

know today — warts and all. The individuals who were involved in the “birth of  development” 

did not seek to govern or to convert, or to derive monetary profit from their work. These facts 

differentiated them from prior actors in the international system - imperial powers, religious 

missionaries, and multinational corporations. The international civil servants whom Staples 

profiles were not the first to organize and work across international boundaries. Indeed, they 

drew upon over a century of  international work. It is clear that their international identity “grew 

 Iriye, Global Community, 7.56
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out of  their faith in progressive ideals, their own professional ideology, and their commitment to 

building networks of  cooperation that included a broad range of  organizations.”  The 57

physicians who involved themselves in international organizations and networks were part of  this 

same mentality, although few could be qualified as international civil servants.  

	 Another element in this stream of  literature relates to the place of  humanitarian ideology 

and action within these organizations. Historian Julia Irwin asserts that medical humanitarianism 

is a crucial element of  U.S. foreign policy; during the interwar period, American medical 

professionals functioned as diplomatic instruments, whether they sought the responsibility or 

not.  Finding a similar positioning of  medical professionals as internationalists and inadvertent 58

diplomats in the early Cold War, I explore the ways in which networks of  medico-scientific 

expertise were put in service of  broader foreign policy goals. The most notable of  these goals was 

the prevention of  another war, expanded upon in Chapter 6.  

	 The temporal boundaries of  that final chapter connect the work of  the Medical 

Association for the Prevention of  War with the later efforts of  physician-humanitarian 

organizations, including Médecins sans Frontières. These independent NGOs were another 

avenue to present specifically medical visions for the international system and potential 

improvements. An examination of  the literature regarding the links between NGOs, 

philanthropic foundations, and international health is a useful starting point for this aspect of  the 

thesis. The first decades of  the twentieth century witnessed the emergence of  a number of  

philanthropic organizations, which contributed to “the development of  a research-oriented view 

of  social improvement and introduced a wider, international dimension to research and 

 Staples, The Birth of  Development, 2.57

 Julia F. Irwin, “Sauvons Les Bébés: Child Health and U.S. Humanitarian Aid in the First World War Era,” Bulletin of  58
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sponsorship activities, especially in the area of  science and medicine.”  During the twentieth 59

century, the foremost international organization concerned with matters of  health and disease 

was the Rockefeller Foundation based in New York.  Scholarship on the Rockefeller 60

Foundation’s international health work has focused on its activities in colonial settings, and on the 

interwar period; indeed, the non-research efforts of  the Foundation had all-but disappeared by 

1951.  This literature emphasizes the Foundation’s vertical disease management initiatives and 61

its role in setting up European public health schemes and schools.  Virginia Berridge, Kelly 62

Loughlin and Rachel Herring argue that “the mix of  public and private in international health, 

the influence of  groups and organizations not formally associated with the state and the health 

 Berridge et al., “Historical Dimensions of  Global Health Governance,” 35.59
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consequences of  globalization, are not new but are recognizable from the past.”  By the end of  63

the nineteenth century, international cooperation between state and non-state actors focused on 

the exchange of  information, and “represented the first moves towards an international 

vocabulary (standards, classification) in medicine and science.”  A great deal of  interaction took 64

place between philanthropic organizations, reform movements, and missionary committees on 

single issues that led to the establishment of  permanent, cooperative umbrella associations. 

Historians have neglected certain time periods in their studies on the effect of  NGOs in shaping 

government policy and international health policy. The liminal period between the Second World 

War and the explosion of  social movement-oriented NGOs by the 1970s is a particularly dead 

zone for analysis that draws together the threads of  government interests, international 

organizations, and NGO activities. Another ambition of  this thesis is to begin to shed light on the 

way that organizations like MAPW contributed to the international conversation about health, 

medicine and diplomacy in this understudied period.  

	 In his study of  MSF and its stake in contemporary global politics, D. Robert DeChaine 

observes that one of  the most significant twenty-first century manifestations of  “our 

contemporary longing for borderlessness” is evident in the proliferation of  humanitarian NGOs. 

These organizations “have increasingly been at the forefront of  a broad-based social movement, 

challenging states’ sovereignty, forging coalitions and partnerships, drafting declarations, 

collaborating on laws and policies, and assisting in their implementation and enforcement.”  A 65

teleological reading of  the case studies contained in my thesis could define a progression from 
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idealistic perspectives on the role of  health and medicine in the postwar world; to a more 

pragmatic (and often nationally-constituted) emphasis on how internationalized efforts of  

physicians could address particular policy issues, including state intervention in medicine, cancer 

control, and the terrifying reality of  nuclear war; and then back to what was ultimately an all-

encompassing and borderless vision of  the responsibility of  the medical profession to act as a 

moral compass for the rest of  society and the international system. 	 

Chapter Outline 

	 Chapter 2 picks up on many of  the themes introduced above to explore the discursive 

and ideational lead-up to the formation of  the World Health Organization. I argue that the 

establishment of  these bodies relied upon the spirit of  medicine and connected postwar 

physicians with the successes of  their forebearers in meeting the challenge of  disease in an 

international sense. The timeline of  this chapter begins with the close of  the Second World War 

and early postwar efforts to shape of  international health; it ends shortly after the organizations 

were established. 

	 Chapter 3 examines the way in which the formation of  the World Medical Association, 

and how its founders capitalized on the same momentum that fuelled the WHO, but created a 

forum for exchange of  information and expertise between physicians as professionals. It 

chronicles the work of  the WMA and its membership, comprised of  representatives from 

national medical associations, to resist state intervention in medicine, exemplified by outrage 

directed at the introduction of  social security and publicly-funded health services in Britain 

between 1948 and the mid-1950s.  

	 Chapter 4 is a case study of  these principles in action through the lens of  a single disease: 

cancer. It explores national and international efforts to control and study cancer, largely under 
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the auspices of  the Union Internationale Contre le Cancer (UICC). The efforts of  the Union 

were directly correlated with varying national ideas about how to control cancer domestically. 

Diverging expectations about the relative importance of  public education and medical research 

in efforts to overcome the disease created a vibrant space for debate. The case study shows the 

interest of  health experts about a disease that was considered a global scourge not because of  its 

communicability across borders, but rather because its chronic nature posed a growing burden on 

health systems everywhere. 

	 Chapter 5 is another case study that examines physicians’ attitudes to nuclear science 

between the bombing of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 and the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962. 

It considers the intersection of  medicine, domestic policy, and foreign policy over nuclear science 

at moments of  crisis or of  reconsideration of  the nature and danger of  the atomic age. In the 

period, nuclear science – its development, regulation and use – was a contentious domestic policy 

issue that was influenced by international networks of  scientific experts, and institutions; it was 

further complicated by Cold War politics. Additionally, the ever-present reality that technology 

used to develop life-saving treatments could be weaponized created a set of  challenging ethical 

considerations in an era of  highly-charged political maneuvering. 

	 Chapter 6 is a case study of  the Medical Association for the Prevention of  War (MAPW), 

which has heretofore been relatively overlooked. The chapter provides a bookend to the thesis, 

and emphasizes the manner in which MAPW embodied the version of  internationalism and 

humanitarian intervention articulated by the medical professionals who participated in the 

planning of  postwar international health organizations.  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CHAPTER TWO 

 	 The Foundations of (Imagined) Internationalism:  
Medicine, Health, and International Institutions in the Postwar Period 

	 In the aftermath of  the Second World War, the importance of  health and medicine 

within the international system was enshrined by the establishment of  the World Health 

Organization (WHO). This development was the result of  extended planning and consultation 

between statesmen, international health experts, and delegates from national governments, many 

of  whom had medical credentials. This chapter chronicles the period leading up to the 

establishment of  the World Health Organization and immediately following it. The emphasis 

here is on exploring the emotional and ideological climate into which the organization was 

formed. This focus is in the interest of  gaining a full appreciation for how the organization came 

to be, and how its earliest supporters articulated their vision for the new world order from the 

moment that it was clear there would be a new world order. This chapter forms a discursive frame 

of  reference for the manner in which health professionals, meaning physicians and public health 

officials understood how their expertise could be put in service of  the world, simply by virtue of  

the (supposedly) inherent humanitarianism of  their profession and of  “science” more generally. It 

is an important baseline for the analysis contained in the remaining chapters of  this thesis. The 

framers of  the WHO grappled with the question of  how to balance emerging medico-scientific 
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research priorities with the institutional legacy of  effective programs to address the social 

determinants of  health.  Contemporary medical observers anticipated that regardless of  the 66

approach taken, the new organization would be able to achieve their vision of  an international 

community improved by the integration of  medical wisdom and expertise within it.  67

	 Moreover, this chapter deals with the idea of  “imagined internationalism.” This concept 

refers to the intellectual process by which individuals and groups who would not traditionally 

have had anything to contribute to official discussions about foreign policy or governance sought 

to involve themselves in international institutions and networks. Historian Helen McCarthy uses 

the concept in her work on the League of  Nations Societies in the UK. She examined the roles 

of  democratic accountability and popular engagement in the making of  foreign policy. The 

imagined internationalism displayed by health professionals herein meant carving out a space for 

medicine and health within the international system.  68

	 The framers of  the UN intended to set up an international health organization from the 

beginning of  the Second World War and the dissolution of  the League of  Nations Health 

Organization, but it took physicians with an ability to imagine their place within the international 

system to bring everything to fruition. When physicians and allied professionals articulated their 

vision for the postwar world and, by extension, of  their place within it, they did so with an 

exalted sense of  purpose. Prior experiments in organizing health at an international level had 

been the most successful of  all the institutional precursors to the United Nations system. 
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However, earlier generations of  statesmen and health experts had been practical and constrained 

in their concepts of  what their organizations could reasonably accomplish. Visionary 

expectations for the WHO were thus a novel concept. Revived internationalist hopes were 

securely pinned to a single organization, and the discourse around its creation was imbued with 

an unprecedented sense of  professional responsibility for steering the ship towards better health 

and lasting peace. 

	 Prewar international organizations operated as private entities in which individuals, not 

governments, cooperated with one another for professional, rather than geopolitical, reasons. 

Prewar scientific exchange was linked to broader forms of  intellectual and cultural exchange; 

conversely, postwar justification linked science to technological development and economic 

growth, and to geopolitical initiatives that involved government-to-government cooperation to 

promote international peace.  The failure of  the League of  Nations and the inability of  69

traditional diplomatic channels to stave off  the outbreak of  war in 1939 meant that postwar 

internationalism confronted “a loss of  faith in the ability of  the system of  nation-states and 

traditional diplomacy to cope with modern problems, coupled with a search for a solution.”  70

	 The chapter opens with an examination of  the precursors to the World Health 

Organization, before moving into a brief  discussion of  the plans developed during the Second 

World War that contributed to its creation at the abatement of  hostilities. It then charts the 

visionary rhetoric that characterized the otherwise staid planning conferences of  the 

 Clark A. Miller, “‘An Effective Instrument of  Peace’: Scientific Cooperation as an Instrument of  U.S. Foreign 69

Policy, 1938-1950,” Osiris 21, no. 1 (January 2006): 137. Miller observes that these developments were most visible in 
the evolution of  U.S. Latin American policy from 1938 to 1945, and the influx of  money and expertise in the region 
that was intended to curry favour with the Allies during the war, and ensure continued geopolitical alignment in the 
region.
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organization, emphasizing the degree to which expectations for its mandate exceeded those of  

other technical agencies, and virtually ensured that its actual work could never live up to the 

hype. This chapter closes with an examination of  medical interest in the organizations that 

formed the fabric of  international health work, as measured by a quantitative analysis of  leading 

national medical journals and the prevalence of  articles, editorials and correspondence 

pertaining to relevant search terms.  

	 Throughout this chapter, I will highlight the manner in which physicians and health 

experts commented on the state of  international health plans and initial programs, and how they 

used emotionally-laden language and rhetoric to construct a world order in which medicine and 

the pursuance of  health were essential to the success of  postwar reconstruction and beyond. 

Medicine itself  was articulated as an instrument of  foreign policy to address the problems that 

plagued the nations and peoples. These included epidemics and ill-health, but the rhetoric also 

applied to broader manifestations of  strife and inequality, which could be remedied by improving 

the health of  individuals and communities.  

Precursors to the World Health Organization 

	 The organizations that preceded the WHO in international health work were a diverse 

patchwork of  agencies most often focused on a particular geographic region.  Additionally, they 71

demonstrated the efficacy of  non-governmental health workers, and the comparative struggles 

that they faced as they tried to mobilize government action in matters of  international health. 

International health work had to go beyond the restricted sense of  intergovernmental action on 

health problems. The ideology of  postwar cooperation on matters of  health capitalized on the 

 For a policy-oriented history of  efforts to control the spread of  international disease, see Heather MacDougall, 71

"Fear, Flight, Frustration and Dedicated Service: A Brief  History of  International Disease Control Activities, 
1918-2008," Forum on Public Policy, Summer 2008 edition (January 2009), http://www.forumonpublicpolicy.com/
summer08papers/archivesummer08/macdougall.pdf.
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idea that health and medicine had more to offer the international system than previously 

appreciated by governments. Indeed, many of  the most successful international health efforts had 

come from non-governmental organizations like the International Health Division of  the 

Rockefeller Foundation and the International Red Cross Organization.  

	 In 1950, Norman Howard-Jones published an article in the British Medical Journal, in 

which he laid out a clear and cogent history of  international cooperation on matters of  health. 

Howard-Jones was a British physician who had been involved with the WHO since its 

establishment two years prior, and who later became the Director of  Editorial and Reference 

Services, responsible for the publication of  the WHO Bulletin; he was gatekeeper for all manner of  

information on the WHO and its precursors.  On prior attempts at promoting international 72

cooperation in health, Howard-Jones remarked: “The rise of  political and economic nationalism 

seriously limited the individual’s freedom to travel and study abroad, and the increasing 

responsibilities for health services undertaken by governments [could not] be without effect on 

the fruitfulness of  unofficial international relations in medicine.”  Howard-Jones described the 73

long history of  cooperation on matters of  health, from quarantine measures enacted to deal with 

medieval plague to control of  cholera in the nineteenth century. International Sanitary 

Conferences held from 1851 through the early twentieth century were diplomatic in character, 

but from the outset they included both physicians and diplomats, thereby signalling the growth of  

the professional status of  physicians in a period when that status was being consolidated. 
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However, when the first conference failed to reach consensus after six months, physicians were 

excluded from the second. Howard-Jones observes that “in all but the most recent of  them, 

medical testimony was so conflicting [that it was] an obstacle rather than an aid to international 

agreement.”  Later in the century, the development of  germ theory and alterations to licensure 74

and medical education created more confidence in physicians and further reinforced physicians’ 

professional authority. The work of  the sanitary conferences showed a legacy of  “nations driven 

to international negotiation by a common danger but completely unable to reach agreement 

because of  the limitations of  scientific knowledge;” the differing views on what caused epidemic 

diseases hobbled the ability of  the committees to make coherent and effective plans.  75

	 The idea of  a permanent international agency to deal with the matters being discussed at 

the sanitary conferences was first floated in 1874 at the Fourth International Sanitary Conference 

in Vienna. The ad hoc nature of  the sanitary conferences up to that point was not thought to be 

the most effective way of  managing the ever-lengthening list of  diseases and issues confronted by 

health officials. Collecting and analyzing epidemiological data was central to the mandates of  

new organizations. First among them was the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB), formed in 

1902. The Bureau claimed responsibility for the Western hemisphere, although it was initially 

little more than an arm of  American influence in the region. In addition to an epidemiological 

surveillance, its primary objective was to assist with quarantines. 

	 For its part, the Office Internationale d’Hygiène Publique came out of  an International 

Sanitary Conference in 1903; it was founded in 1907 as the European counterpart to PASB. 

From the outset, the OIHP gave a lot of  leeway to its member states, thereby privileging powerful 

 Ibid., 1034.74
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government actors within it.  This tendency had the dual effect of  constraining its activities on 76

issues that were of  pressing interest to some member states, and preventing it from developing 

and applying a wider and more creative outlook on its mandate. After the First World War, 

international circles were concerned that OIHP had become too narrowly focused on 

quarantines, and “too French,” in addition to being enviously independent. Both the OIHP and 

the PASB adhered to narrowly-defined mandates that left little room for rhetorical imagining of  

how health could change the world — a central factor in the planning of  the WHO.  

	 The League of  Nations Health Organization (LNHO) was established in 1924, but 

according to Borowy, its effectiveness was constrained by the absence of  American funding and 

support. The LNHO marked a departure in international health work, in that it “was no longer 

concerned merely with the erection of  sanitary barriers, but embraced a wide and ever-growing 

range of  medical subjects upon which international agreement was desirable or in relation to 

which the more advanced countries could, through an international agency, confer benefits upon 

countries whose technical resources were more limited.”  The LNHO existed alongside the 77

OIHP, and both organizations focused on Europe. In effect, the OIHP viewed the LNHO as a 

direct threat to its autonomy. Howard-Jones remarked that the continuation of  unilateral efforts 

of  the OIHP meant that “a bastion of  antediluvian conception of  international health work” was 

allowed to persist.  It lacked a cooperative and collaborative spirit; it ensured the continuation of  78

icy relations between French public health workers and their foreign counterparts. One French 

diplomat retorted: “Why should we lend a hand to an undertaking which would deprive us of  an 
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instrument promoting French influence, which since the year it was founded in 1907 has had its 

headquarters in Paris and has rendered most worthwhile services to public health?” Farley wryly 

observes that it was neither the first time, nor the last, that “the self-interest of  a nation-state was 

standing against international cooperation.”  The failure of  the League of  Nations and 79

traditional diplomatic channels to stave off  the outbreak of  war in 1939 meant that postwar 

internationalism did not place the same trust in the previous system to solve the world’s problems, 

and thus searched for a new solution.   80

	 One organization whose vision, mandate and success had the greatest bearing on the 

form taken by the WHO was not an intergovernmental organization at all, but rather an 

American philanthropic foundation. For the first half  of  the twentieth century, the International 

Health Division of  the Rockefeller Foundation dominated philanthropic health intervention in 

the Americas. It also was at the forefront of  scientific research, which further enhanced its 

international standing. After implementing successful yellow fever eradication programs in Latin 

America and the Caribbean, the Foundation developed a positive reputation in international 

health circles. Known for “a somewhat American perspective of  the world,” the foundation 

adopted a narrowly biomedical approach to health work. It trusted in scientific fixes and focused 

on technical medicine and individualism rather than collective policies. That said, the network of  

scientists that developed out of  Rockefeller-funded laboratories had a profound influence on 

international health work in the interwar years and after.  The Foundation dominated health in 81

the Americas and the Caribbean, and historians have emphasized the degree to which its 
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activities and structure inspired other international organizations, including the WHO.  82

Additionally, the close association between the Rockefeller Foundation and the United Nations 

Relief  and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), based on the overlap of  key members of  

each organization, ensured that the perspective of  the Foundation (and its deep pockets) would 

have at least a marginal bearing on the WHO. 

Initial Wartime Interest in the Reconstruction of  International Health 

	 In a March 1943 memorandum entitled “International Health of  the Future,” a senior 

official from the Rockefeller Foundation’s International Health Division gave his prescription for 

the international health organization that was to come. He was adamant that the plan could not 

commit the LNHO in any way, since the League was unlikely to survive the war in its present 

form. From an American perspective, the ideal solution was to combine the efforts of  the LNHO 

and the OIHP, to create a single centralized organization.  Intense collaboration on health 83

matters would be the hallmark of  the new organization, made possible by centralization. In the 

context of  the war, the united fight against disease was framed in militaristic language fitting with 

the contemporary mood: 

The British Commonwealth of  Nations and the United States of  America are linked 
in a common struggle against common enemies. When the forces of  evil are defeated, 
there will be new battles to be fought; and one will be against Disease, that eternal 
enemy of  human happiness, security and welfare. If  we are to win the peace, the 
Battle of  Health must be waged with all available resources and on the broadest 
possible front. We shall still be engaged in a common struggle against common 
enemies; because disease knows no boundaries, and the public health problems which 
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will follow global warfare cannot be tackled effectively unless they are approached 
internationally.  84

Health was thus positioned as a universal aspiration that could inspire unprecedented 

international cooperative action. Moreover, policymakers were seemingly prepared to do 

whatever was necessary to ensure that health was made an international priority, undergirding 

the new postwar world order. Winning the peace required giving attention to public health, and 

the pervasive nature of  the total war necessitated a proactive approach. Medical journal articles 

through the mid-1940s made reference to the initial plans being made in different national 

contexts to bring about a new, centralized agency for international health after the war.  

Once the war ended, and policymakers and diplomats began to articulate their visions for 

the postwar world, physicians envisioned a central place for medicine in the rebuilding process 

and contributed to larger discussions about the ideal configuration of  international relations and 

institutions. They proclaimed that “the spirit of  medicine” was uniquely suited to “lead mankind 

to higher ground.”  Moreover, the medical community maintained that physicians were 85

uniquely qualified to contribute to postwar planning, by virtue of  the successes of  international 

health organizations in earlier periods. According to contemporary discourse, medical experts 

were “blessed with a philosophy and technic that [were] particularly applicable for international 

collaboration [in] the movement toward a world society of  nations.”  86
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The United Nations Relief  and Rehabilitation Administration	  

	 The most immediate precursor to the WHO was the United Nations Relief  and 

Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), which was formed in 1943 to get a head start on 

postwar reconstruction efforts. UNRRA was to be more organized, better equipped, and 

ultimately more successful than any of  its predecessors. Observers expected the organization to 

demonstrate the advantages of  international cooperation via its program to reestablish self-reliant 

national health departments. Its framers envisioned “a world with many active national health 

departments, each of  which meets its responsibilities to its own country, enters into organized 

cooperation with other nations, and plots an unending war against disease under the generalship 

of  a strategy board for the world.”  Though this emphasis on strong national health 87

departments was more in line with the mandate of  the World Medical Association, established 

two years after the WHO, the idea of  mobilizing physicians to achieve health targets fit with the 

broader plans for the entirety of  the international health infrastructure that emerged in the 

postwar period.  

	 Also present in the earliest discussions of  UNRRA’s contribution to international health 

and the reconstruction of  Europe was the idea that the creation of  a worldwide health 

organization would be a key component in the establishment of  international peace.  Doctors, 88

public health workers, and medical scientists envisioned themselves as integral to the 

management and maintenance of  international health. The contemporary medical literature is 

characterized by effusive and self-congratulatory language, but it shows that the medical 

profession believed that it had had a unique perspective and expertise to bring to the peace-
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building process after the war — a perspective that was to be solidified and entrenched in the 

activities of  UNRRA and the future work of  the WHO. 

By 1947, UNRRA had become the largest international health organization the world 

had ever seen, in terms of  personnel, budget and mandate, not to mention the breadth of  

activities that it was carrying out across Europe and Asia. In 1946, the total health expenditure 

amounted to roughly $82 million dollars.  Comparatively, in 1931, in its largest annual budget 89

year, the LNHO functioned on the equivalent of  $414,078.   While UNRRA’s expenditures for 90

health are stunning on their own, they are even more impressive in comparison to other 

organizations involved with international health. These enormous resources yielded excellent 

results; world leaders were astounded at what UNRRA was able to accomplish over its short 

mandate. British Prime Minister Clement Attlee wrote to the Director-General: “In the field of  

medicine and the rebuilding of  national resources for the fight against disease, no one who has 

considered the comparative freedom of  all liberated countries from the epidemics which ravaged 

Europe after the First World War can fail to pay tribute to the work which UNRRA has done.”  91

Leaders and foreign ministers of  other countries echoed his sentiment; the general mood of  the 

international community was that UNRRA had accomplished what it set out to do. Even in the 

 Between 1943 and 1947, the total organizational budget amounted to approximately $3.7 billion dollars, with the 89

majority of  that budget going towards the shipment and distribution of  medical and sanitation supplies.
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face of  difficult circumstances and uneven support from donor and recipient nations, the 

organization had accomplished feats that few thought possible at the beginning of  the effort.  92

At the height of  UNRRA’s activities, one contemporary journal of  public health 

remarked that every “intelligent person with a social conscience” was aware of  the work being 

conducted by the organization in Europe and elsewhere.  UNRRA loomed large in the minds of  93

policymakers and medical professionals, and the interest in war relief  work was also channeled 

into reporting about the events of  the planning conferences for the United Nations and World 

Health Organization. Through the circulation of  the journals, medical professionals and those 

working in the allied sciences were probably well informed about the challenges and triumphs of  

UNRRA and the vision for international health going forward.	  

	 As stated above, most of  the predecessor organizations carefully guarded their territorial 

jurisdictions, wherever they lay. Consequently, the WHO had to confront diplomatic 

maneuvering on the part of  preparatory committee members, many of  whom clung to the power 

and influence that they had exerted in earlier eras of  international health, while they 

simultaneously espoused grandiose visions for the new organization itself. Prior attempts at 

creating a single, centralized international health organization were sometimes hindered by 

overlapping mandates and the nationalism of  the constituent agencies that were meant to be 

united. The squabbling between the OIHP and the LNHO stands as the most telling example of  

how suspicion that one country or region (France; Eastern Europe) could dictate the direction of  

an entire organization and stall efforts to unite mandates aimed at greater efficacy and efficiency. 

 The correspondence files from this phase of  UNRRA’s history allude to the uneven support that the organization 92

had received from some of  the donor and recipient nations. Many of  the leaders expressed regret that their 
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	 Moreover, the precursor organizations to the WHO seemed alternately too broad or too 

narrowly focused in their health work to truly bring about positive change in health outcomes, let 

alone the international system itself. Part of  this failure was practical: budgets were small in the 

interwar period; organizations like the LNHO had to be creative and parsimonious in their work. 

This financial problem directed attention to the social determinants of  health. They were seen as 

an amorphous and seemingly unattainable target for improvement, but, for example, it was 

cheaper to improve water supplies or nutrition than to develop vaccine programs across an entire 

region. 

Impetus to Create an International Health Organization 

	 Official recognition of  the need to establish a group with inclusive standards of  global 

health came at the United Nations Conference on International Organization in San Francisco, 

on 25 April 1945. Delegates discussed the joint Chinese-Brazilian resolution for the establishment 

of  an international health agency.  Some suggested the creation of  an international health 94

conference under the sponsorship of  individual countries, but eventually they decided that the 

initiative should fall under the umbrella of  the United Nations. The UN Economic and Social 

Council called for a Technical Preparatory Committee on Health to make preliminary plans for 

an International Health Conference. The Technical Preparatory Committee (TPC) met in Paris 

in March-April 1946.  Following the work of  the TPC, 51 members of  the UN were invited to a 95

World Health Conference in New York on 19 June 1946.  The representatives of  the member-96
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nations were joined by delegates from thirteen nations that were not UN members, allied control 

authorities from Germany and Japan, and ten international organizations with a stake in 

international health arrangements.  

Medicine as Moral Compass 

	 Prior to the outbreak of  the Second World War, few scientists gave much thought to the 

social implications of  their discoveries. Nor did they necessarily ruminate on the applications to 

which their research might be directed, or as one editor wrote in 1943, “to the inhuman purposes 

it might assist the unscrupulous to achieve.” The editor, likely an African American, concluded: 

“We have a right to hope, yea to expect, that in the brotherhood of  nations and peoples to follow 

this war, there will be less of  nationalism and more of  internationalism. In this atmosphere, 

scientists, already internationalists by the very nature of  their work, might be able to conclude 

international scientific agreements of  real value to all mankind… Medicine is always 

constructive. Its underlying concepts disregard geography, race, and creed. It is not too much to 

hope that in the post-war reconstruction the spirit of  medicine may help lead science to lead 

mankind to a higher ground.”  In these terms, “the spirit of  medicine” was to be the moral 97

compass for all of  science, and science was intended to be a unifying force of  good in the postwar 

world.  

	 Medicine and health were seen to have a preordained role in the reconstruction of  

international relations and societies. That vision also sustained attempts to control or restrict the 

production of  nuclear weapons, or to implement humanitarian initiatives spearheaded by doctors 

at home and around the world. International conferences brought together physicians who 

worked on cancer. One of  the most pressing issues in postwar medicine that demanded a 

 P.P.B. “War, Science, and Medicine,” Journal of  the National Medical Association 35, no. 1 (January 1943): 34–35.97
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concerted and coordinated effort on the part of  the world’s best and brightest. Even in their 

discussion of  how to best meet the needs of  patients in domestic health policy arrangements, 

committed physicians immersed themselves in networks of  discourse that informed and shaped 

their opinions about the options and outcomes of  the proposals of  stakeholders.  

	 An editorial from 1947 in the Postgraduate Medical Journal observed that even in grave 

economic and political crises, medicine had the great advantage of  possessing “a universal 

tongue for the exchange of  learning between countries.” Furthermore, “if  only we had a 

common tongue with the Russians it would be of  great mutual advantage. Certainly there should 

be a wide interchange of  workers in the field of  physiology and medicine between our 

countries.”  98

	 A series of  letters in The Lancet of  1951 addressed the establishment of  a medical peace 

organization. One physician asked, 

I wonder whether your readers experience the same feeling of  helplessness, tinged 
with exasperation, that I do when I read of  the comings and goings of  the politicians 
and diplomats? At the present time we have the sorry spectacle of  the members of  
the United Nations acting as judges and counsel on their own disputes instead of  
submitting them to the real International Court of  Justice, which men of  good will 
throughout the world would honour and whose decisions they would be prepared to 
back up… I am inclined to think that Dr. Alex Comfort is right when he condemns 
these power-addicted men who are moved more by considerations of  prestige than 
the desire for peace. I can see no hope for peace, unless the non-powerseekers 
combine all over the world (and I include the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.) to insist that 
the politicians shall cooperate or compromise or else clear the way for others. Such 
an organization could be called the Society for the Prevention of  Cruelty to People. 
Alternatively, politicians should be debarred from holding office for longer than one 
year, and I can even foresee that conscription of  reliable citizens as M.P.s, backed by a 
neutral civil service, may be found necessary… It has always amazed me that as a 
profession we struggle to save the lives of  the few, whilst the politicians can direct the 
destruction of  the many.   99

 “Internationalism,” Postgraduate Medical Journal 23, no. 264 (October 1947): 451.98
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I will return to this series of  letters in Chapter 6. 

Medicine held itself  to a higher standard of  collaboration than the rest of  society, and in 

the postwar period, it took particular issue to the manner in which supposedly civil diplomatic 

relations were enmeshing societies ever further into conflict, rather than peace.  

Planning Conference 

	 Physicians wrote about their experiences at the planning meetings for the WHO, and 

reflected on the sense of  community that was fostered, in spite of  the bureaucratic wrangling that 

occurred.  The minority of  delegates who remained wedded to the idea that the new health 100

organization should coexist with existing regional organizations advocated for a limited mandate. 

Conversely, the majority of  the exchanges at the preparatory committee meetings stressed that 

the new organization would face a greater task than any of  its antecedent organizations, and 

would thus require an enlarged scope of  activities. The Croatian physician Dr. Andrija Stampar 

emphasized that the Economic and Social Council of  the UN had decided that there would be a 

single international health organization, and that the question was not open for discussion. He 

favoured the enlargement of  scope, and the creation of  regional offices where they did not 

already exist. These offices were intended to strengthen, rather than weaken, the organization.  101

	 When confronted with the question of  what the primary objective of  the WHO would be, 

all of  the participants agreed that its success would depend on cooperation between nations on 

matters of  health. Canadian psychiatrist Brock Chisholm articulated his vision for an 
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organization that was not limited in its scope; through whatever means necessary, it must pursue 

its mandate to influence its member states to bring about positive health outcomes:  

The world was sick, and the ills from which it was suffering were mainly due to the 
perversion of  man, his inability to live at peace with himself. The microbe was no 
longer the main enemy; science was sufficiently advanced to be able to cope 
admirably with it, if  there were no such barriers as superstition, ignorance, religious 
intolerance, misery, and poverty. It was in man himself, therefore, that the case of  
present evils should be sought; and these psychological evils must be understood in 
order that a remedy might be prescribed.  102

Chisholm’s statement expresses the genesis of  ideas about how medicine could be applied to 

larger social issues including nuclear weapons, war, and inequitable access to health services. 

Each of  these issues will be taken up in subsequent chapters of  this thesis. 

	 Chisholm was by no means at the top of  the list of  individuals to lead the new health 

organization. Karl Evang, Thomas Parran, René Sand and Andrej Stampar were in the running 

for director-general, by virtue of  their prior experience in international administration. By 

contrast, Chisholm was invited mainly because he was Canada’s deputy health minister, and 

because individuals within the Department of  National Health and Welfare were eager to 

dispatch him somewhere far from their Ottawa offices. A psychiatrist with a reputation in 

Canada for being a loose cannon, he held particularly unorthodox views on organized religion, 

viewing it as a psychological hindrance and a source of  social maladjustment, immaturity and 

unhappiness. He argued that children should be raised to value intelligent and rational thinking, 

rather than “the crippling burden of  moral good and evil” in order to stave off  the psychological 

imbalance and prevent future wars. His view of  morality based on reason and “the freedom to 

observe, think and behave sensibly” made him the enemy of  religious leaders, and it also raised 

 OR1, Minutes of  the Fourth Meeting of  the Technical Preparatory Committee for the International Health 102
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concern among senior civil servants in Ottawa, who did not think that his frequent barn-burner 

speeches were remotely appropriate for a man of  his position.   103

	 The conflict over Chisholm’s personal views is an intriguing sidebar to the voice of  

supreme moral authority that would eventually be espoused by organizations including the World 

Health Organization and the World Medical Association, and later by the medical peace 

movement. At the upper level of  these organizations, true morality must oppose war through 

scientific rationality and a respect for the preservation of  human life. Religion did not enter the 

picture. Rather, the sacrosanct mission of  preserving human life, so ingrained in the Hippocratic 

Oath and the professional codes of  physicians, was expressed as a singularly suitable moral tenet. 

This ethic was then knitted together with the scientific side of  medicine — the rationality and 

faith in intellectual reasoning. The shared human experience and the undeniable micro and 

macro-level benefit of  preventing the loss of  life through (increasingly irrational) war thus 

became the guiding ideology of  physicians whose faith in both the international system and their 

own ability to improve the global community soon superseded any shred of  their own religious 

beliefs.  

	 When it came time to select an Executive Secretary to lead the Interim Commission and 

then transition to become the first Director General (DG) of  the WHO, the Commission selected 

Chisholm. He had distinguished himself  during the planning meetings and had pulled ahead of  

the American Thomas Parran in terms of  general likability. Parran was plagued by indecision, 

intellectual dishonesty, and bias.  Chisholm, however, had no experience in public health 104

whatsoever. Farley wryly observes: 

 Farley, Brock Chisholm, the World Health Organization, and the Cold War, 42-45.103
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Others, such as Sand, Stampar, Evang and Parran had far more experience… But by 
the time of  the First World Health Assembly, Sand had disappeared from the scene. 
Stampar, for his part, was handicapped by first being a Croat and then a Yugoslavian 
in a world that was being torn asunder by the Cold War; moreover, he had blotted his 
copybook by his seeming inability to control meetings while serving as chairman — a 
fatal flaw in any potential director general. This left the vastly experienced and much 
admired Parran… But the delegates, with justification, would always worry that a 
French, Soviet or American director general would be subject to rigid control by his 
home government, and this would have wounded Parran.   105

Ludwik Rajchman, a luminary of  the interwar public health scene and director of  the LHNO 

from 1921-1939, was overlooked for the position because of  his association with UNRRA.  106

Moreover, he had not served on the Technical Preparatory Committee or the Interim Committee 

because he was embroiled in efforts to reconstruct Poland; in June 1945, he had been elected 

Poland’s representative at UNRRA. For its part, UNRRA was increasingly viewed through the 

lens of  Cold War politics, and the United States could not continue supporting an organization 

whose major efforts were aimed at the Eastern bloc. In June 1946, the US withdrew its support 

for UNRRA, and the organization soon collapsed without American funding. 

	 Luck was on Chisholm’s side. The facts that he was Executive Secretary of  the Interim 

Commission, and that his tenure lasted two years, meant that he became known to the decision-

makers; he had time to become more secure and confident. Chisholm’s vision for the WHO was 

boundless, which enhanced his reputation among the delegates, and made him “a spokesman of  

the Middle Powers.”  When confronted with the question of  what the primary objective of  the 107

WHO would be, all participants agreed that the success of  the organization depended on 

cooperation between nations on matters of  health. Brock Chisholm, went further, and proposed 
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that the new organization be called the “World or Universal Health Organization,” to indicate 

that unlike its antecedents, “it was even more than international.”   108

Early Days and Big Dreams 

	 Immediately after the WHO was created, individuals who had been involved in its 

planning went on a written publicity tour, shouting the praises of  the new organization and its 

mandate for all who would listen. The ideals contained in the constitution of  the WHO were 

high-minded, but they were “neither impractical nor impossible to realize.”  The organization 109

held that unequal promotion of  health and the uneven control of  disease were a “peril” that 

affected the entire world. Conversely, Parran argued,  

raising health standards in any state is beneficial to peoples everywhere. With 
airplanes cross-hatching the modern map of  the world, the World Health 
Organization has built its globe-girdling foundations on the thesis that no nation can 
isolate itself  from disease vectors by means of  purely defensive barriers such as 
quarantine. Rather, disease must be attacked at its sources. In a world of  rapidly 
shifting environment, optimum health for all peoples is essential in achieving 
international security, and peace, and freedom.  110

For Parran and others, even the broader and more idealistic aims of  the WHO were practical, 

rather than theoretical. He argued convincingly that the emotional security and fundamental 

freedom that arose from good health would lead to “harmonious human relations.”  111

	 “Superficial observers will say that wars have not always been started by the nations with 

the worst health records, that the most recent and devastating wars are the responsibility of  
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highly developed peoples with high standard of  living and a good health record.”  Parran and 112

Boudreau continued, listing the regions of  the world where strife and “disturbing international 

relations” were worsened by malnutrition and epidemic disease. It was essential to deal with 

diseases at their source, and to improve the health of  populations where epidemics originated — 

more often than not, in the developing world. “Unequal development in health matters cannot be 

improved,” they argued, “by measures aimed at improving health and nothing else; a whole series 

of  economic and social measures are required, and in the end nothing less than economic and 

social improvement or rehabilitation will suffice.”   113

	 Their statement aligned with the social view of  what the WHO could accomplish. 

Moreover, it prefigured the mentality of  organizations like the Medical Association for the 

Prevention of  War (MAPW), which described war as a form of  disease that would plague society 

until physicians turned their attention to it. For the framers of  the WHO, focusing on the diseases 

themselves was not enough. Instead, an overhaul of  the entire system of  economic and social 

relations that fostered the spread of  disease in the first place was required, if  mass improvements 

to health and well-being were truly what the organization and its members desired. The more 

visionary minds behind the WHO viewed health as the solution to the “difficult and ominous 

problems that the war had left in its wake. …Faced with these difficulties and dangers mankind is 

seeking rallying points of  unity, around which men of  different cultures and faiths can 

combine.”  114
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Survey of  the Medical Literature 

	 The following section of  this chapter deals with the broader contemporary appreciation 

for the WHO and other international health efforts. These are measured through an analysis of  

the prevalence of  certain keywords attached to professional literature. Medical journals provide a 

window into the epistemological framework that physicians used to understand the place of  their 

professional character and its central tenets in the larger picture of  ethics, cooperation, and 

internationalism. Not every physician regularly read medical journals, nor did all those who did 

take an active interest in “internationalism,” “humanitarianism,” or the work of  organizations 

like the WHO. Nevertheless, the discursive expansion of  these topics and the increased coverage 

of  international affairs within journals provides one explanation for how health was articulated as 

an instrument of  diplomacy, and medicine was understood as a standard bearer for goodwill 

around the world.  Physicians were at least led to believe that this was the case, and altered their 

outlooks accordingly.  

	 The articles surveyed in the analysis below run the gamut from editorials and published 

correspondence to leading articles and scientific studies arising out of  the technical committees at 

the WHO in particular. As shown in Figure 2.1, there was a steady increase in coverage and 

interest in the World Health Organization that remained stable among British journals. This was 

also true to a lesser extent among Canadian journals. The Journal of  the American Medical Association 

(JAMA) displayed little interest, which is perhaps an indication that the American Medical 

Association did not see the value of  international collaboration in matters of  health. By focusing 

on scientific research and concerns closer to home, American physicians isolated themselves from 

the epistemological climate that was constructed via medical literature in other venues. 
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Additionally, Fig. 2.1 shows an inexplicable falling off  interest in the WHO on the part of  The 

Lancet and an attendant rise in the British Medical Journal. 

	 "  

	 A similar upswing of  interest in the work of  the World Medical Association is seen in 

Figure 2.2, peaking in Canada and Britain in the mid-1950s. The tapering off  in the 1960s might 

reasonably be ascribed to a level of  acquiescence on the part of  the medical profession to state 

intervention in the health system. The NHS and Medicare were both firmly entrenched by the 

time journals ceased publishing regular reports out of  the WMA. These issues will be taken up in 

greater detail in the Chapter 3. Once again, the American journal showed little interest in the 

efforts of  an international organization aimed at improving medical cooperation worldwide. 

	 Figure 2.3 displays a similar pattern and rise in the exposure of  the World Health 

Assembly from Canada and the United Kingdom. This is unsurprising, given the overlap of  

articles pertaining to the WHO and the Assembly’s work. As interest in the scientific and 

technical committees of  the WHO overtook broad surveys of  the organization’s mandate and 
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guiding ideology, reports about the WHA gradually took their stead and were published on at 

least a yearly basis. 

"

"   
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	 A search for mentions of  “internationalism” and its variants revealed few hits in the 

literature, which can be at least partially explained by the challenges of  optical character 

recognition — and please bear this caveat in mind concerning entirety of  this method of  

quantitative analysis. That said, in the case of  internationalism, the small number of  hits shown 

in Figure 2.4 should not be correlated with a lack of  interest. Articles about internationalism and 

the institutions that espoused it were to be found in medical journals in the period, which is 

particularly notable given that these were professional publications that had a great many 

scientific and clinical matters that they could have reported on. Indeed, the fact that 

internationalism found its way into the journals at all is evidence of  the significance of  the term 

and its influence on postwar institutional arrangements in health. 

"  
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	 Figure 2.5 shows a search for the terms “humanitarianism” and “war” that was 

conducted in the interest of  gauging physician engagement on these issues for the sake of  the 

discussion in Chapter 6. The immediate postwar period showed an explosion of  interest, 

especially in the UK. The enthusiasm steadily declined into the mid-1980s. Although it is outside 

the scope of  this thesis, would be worthwhile to see whether the resurgence of  Médecins sans 

Frontières as a humanitarian interventionist organization in the 1990s and early 2000s was 

reflected in the literature. 

	 For the framers of  the WHO, focusing on the diseases themselves was not enough. 

Instead, an overhaul of  the entire system of  economic and social relations that led to the spread 

of  disease in the first place was required, if  mass improvements to health and well-being were 

truly what the organization and its members desired. The more visionary minds behind the 

WHO viewed health as the solution to the “difficult and ominous problems that the war had left 
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in its wake… Faced with these difficulties and dangers mankind is seeking rallying points of  unity, 

around which men of  different cultures and faiths can combine.”  115

 Ibid., 1271.115
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CHAPTER THREE 

 	 The World Medical Association and Transnational Currents of 
Opposition to State Intervention in Medicine 

	 Amid the same rhetorical fervour that accompanied the establishment of  the World 

Health Organization, a second international health organization emerged. Touted as a physician-

focused counterpart to the WHO’s public health mandate, the framers of  the World Medical 

Association capitalized on the same upswell of  interest in the proper role of  health and medicine 

in the international system. The WMA and its General Assembly were to provide a gathering 

place for representatives from national medical associations to gather and debate issues that were 

of  mutual interest, with the intent of  bringing about greater health for all. Beyond the idealistic 

vision of  entrenching the “spirit of  medicine” in another international institution, the WMA was 

intended to be a forum for distinctly professional concerns that faced physicians in their 

respective national contexts. Though a balance between the pursuance of  health and a desire to 

address issues facing the profession might have been the original goal for the Association, laid out 

in its founding documents, the WMA soon oriented itself  towards the latter objective. This move 

was exemplified by the Association’s response to state intervention in medicine and health 

arrangements. The explosion in the number of  publicly-funded, state-orchestrated health systems 
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that developed between 1940 and 1960 forced physicians and national medical associations to 

reconsider their power and influence over domestic health policy.  116

	 This chapter first details the ideological climate in which the WMA was formed. The 

Association capitalized on the tidal wave of  interest in international organizations demonstrated 

across a variety of  fields, in addition to the internationalist spirit demonstrated by physicians and 

allied medical professionals in the preceding chapter. It then shifts to a discussion of  how an 

organization that received little fanfare beyond the medical profession was nonetheless able to 

carve out an area of  expertise and to exert global influence. This effort manifested around the 

expansion of  state intervention in medical service, vis-à-vis the establishment of  postwar social 

security schemes and the welfare state. It was an issue that galvanized the Association and its 

member organizations, demonstrating the position occupied by the WMA in the institutional 

landscape of  the early Cold War and subsequent periods. Moreover, the WMA was a forum for 

debate between physicians and national medical associations on the matter of  state intervention. 

During a time of  shifting domestic political climates, this role demonstrates its strengths and 

shortcomings as an organization.  

	 This chapter also explores the degree to which domestic health priorities were brought 

before international organizations and made global, and how national health policies were re-

articulated in different political climates. Relatedly, the following chapter investigates the degree 

to which comparisons made to health systems in other countries shaped the response of  medical 

professionals to changes being made at home. The emphasis here, as elsewhere in this thesis, is on 

the British and Canadian contexts, and their experience with transnational currents of  policy 

 Universal health care was implemented first in New Zealand in a series of  steps between 1939 and 1941. The 116
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consideration and exchange. The timeline covered herein focuses on the most active phase of  

physician opposition to social security, with an emphasis on flow of  information and perspectives 

from Britain to Canada between 1948 and the mid-1950s. By turning their corporate gaze 

outward, physicians engaged, sometimes inadvertently, with the nascent international networks 

of  policy planners who would preside over the radical reorganization of  the relationship between 

the state, physicians, and patients in the postwar period. 

	 Outside of  avid readers of  medical journals, or those who were directly involved, little 

was known of  the WMA. Even among medical professionals, unless they were actively engaged 

with their national medical associations. This lack of  awareness about the work of  the 

Association is also reflected in the historiography, but it does not diminish the value of  the WMA 

as a metric for international medical opinion on health policy, medical ethics, and numerous 

other issues that were of  interest to the medical profession in the period. 

	 The WMA always emphasized the role of  the physician in society. The preceding chapter 

explored the manner in which the concept of  “health” entered into international discourse in the 

postwar period, and aided in the construction and priority-setting of  functionalist institutions. 

This chapter is concerned specifically with the place of  medicine within that framework. 

Physicians had much to say about the WHO, and considered its work central to their general 

interest in improving health outcomes. However, they were less likely to be actively involved in 

the work being conducted by the WHO, and instead found their professional role more closely 

aligned with the work of  the WMA. 

Establishing the World Medical Association 

	 The WMA was born out of  discussions held in 1945 at BMA House in London. Through 

the war, BMA House had served as a gathering place for physicians from allied nations to discuss 
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issues of  medical practice, education, and wartime service within their respective countries. In 

September 1946, on the invitation of  the BMA and the former Association Professionnelle 

Internationale des Médecins, delegates from 32 national medical associations assembled in 

London to consider the formation of  an international medical association. Over the next year, 

the organizing committee, headed by Canadian T.C. Routley, met four times, twice in London 

and twice in Paris. At the first meeting, Routley effused: “One could not help but be deeply 

impressed, and greatly gratified to see a body of  14 men, of  11 different nationalities, with 9 

different mother tongues, assembled, with one unselfish purpose to be served — that of  

contributing towards the realization of  the best in medicine throughout the world. They met as 

members of  World Medicine, not as representatives of  any narrow medical nationalism.”  The 117

internationalism of  medicine was the spirit that underpinned the planning meetings for the 

WMA, and hopes were high for the new organization and what it could accomplish in the world.  

	 The planning committee was charged with drafting a constitution and a set of  by-laws 

that would situate the nascent World Medical Association in the ecosystem of  international 

organizations after the Second World War. Its unstated goal was to entrench the professional 

perspective of  physicians firmly within the larger scheme of  international health organizations, 

which touted the view that medicine and the provision of  good health could bring about a 

peaceful and productive new world order. Whereas the WHO was a governmental agency, the 

World Medical Association “represented organized medicine on an international scale.”  The 118

widest possible view of  the WMA’s mission suggested that it could help promote peace by 
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building relationships between professionals across borders.  In September 1948, the WMA 119

adopted a revised version of  the Hippocratic Oath, which it called the Geneva Pledge. In signing 

the pledge, national medical associations were expected to uphold its tenets within their own 

member bodies. The emphasis was on the professional integrity, “the honour and noble traditions 

of  the medical profession,” and putting the welfare of  patients ahead of  all other concerns.    120

	 In order to finance the Association at a period when monetary exchange was restricted by 

many national governments, the United States and Switzerland were considered the most 

desirable locations for the headquarters. Those sites would place the WMA in close proximity to 

the work of  the United Nations and World Health Organization, although at the time, the 

locations for those organizations had not yet been finalized. New York was the ultimate selection, 

and the WMA was headquartered there until 1974, when its offices were relocated to Ferney-

Voltaire, France, closer to the Geneva-based international organizations, including the WHO and 

ILO. Initially, it was unclear how the organization would be financed, especially given the way 

that the war had affected some of  the smaller members; it was hoped that the financial obligation 

would not be a burden.   121

  	 The second meeting of  the Organizing Committee was held in Paris on November 15 

and 16, 1946. It was chaired by Canadian T.C. Routley, and attended by physicians from France, 

the UK, Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden and Czechoslovakia.  From the outset, the WMA was 122

an organization with an international character, but no Americans served on the initial 

committee. The third session of  the Organization Committee of  the World Medical Association 
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was held in London on April 14 and 15, 1947. The international character of  the committee was 

maintained, and Routley remained at the helm, but an American was in attendance. The 

promise of  American support for the WMA and its efforts, especially from a financial point of  

view, was important in the early days. At that third session, the organizing committee also 

proposed that a statement be prepared for submission to the WMA General Assembly to 

establish the profession’s attitude towards war crimes, demonstrating the degree to which it 

sought to take a stance on issues of  the day.   123

	 Speeches with stirring rhetoric had been the mainstay of  planning conferences across all 

of  the UN agencies; however, a particular statement by Canadian chairman T.C. Routley to the 

WMA planning conference stood out and was quoted in an editorial of  the Canadian Medical 

Association Journal. Routley remarked that the state of  health around the world should make 

physicians “not only very uncomfortable, but very much alive to the dangers that beset us, and to 

the duties that confront us, as doctors first, as Canadians second, and finally as citizens of  this 

rapidly contracting world.”  124

	 The objectives of  the WMA were laid out in September 1947, and incorporated in its 

Constitution: 

1. To promote closer ties among the national medical organizations and among 
doctors of  the world by personal contact and all other means available 

2. To honour and protect the interest of  the medical profession 
3. To study and report on the professional problems which confront the 

medical profession in the different countries.  
4. To organize an exchange of  information on matters of  interest to the 

medical profession 
5. To establish relations with, and to present the views of  the medical 

profession to the WHO and UNESCO and other appropriate bodies 
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6. To assist all peoples of  the world to attain the highest possible level of  health 
7. To promote World Peace 

Each of  these points would affect the WMA’s discussions of  social security and state intervention 

in medicine in turn. The Association framed its efforts to oppose state intervention in medical 

care and health services on the basis of  promoting camaraderie between national medical 

associations and physicians themselves. It asserted that its responsibility was to act in vigilant 

defence of  the professional character of  its member associations, and by extension their own 

membership. It liaised with other institutions on aspects of  social security and other issues that 

were of  mutual interest, and constantly worked to improve the awareness of  the common 

challenges facing national medical associations.  

	 Before it tackled social security, one of  the WMA’s first tasks was to conduct a survey of  

the problems of  the refugee doctor, and of  the paucity of  physicians serving in some of  the most 

war-ravaged areas. Both the WHO and the WMA were aware of  and concerned by the problems 

facing displaced persons, and especially in the plight of  physicians whose work and lives had been 

disrupted by the war. The WHO therefore called an interim commission on the problem of  

refugee doctors, with the assistance of  the WMA, whose members felt compelled to help their 

colleagues for the sake of  professional unity. Moreover, the absence of  physicians and allied 

health professionals - due to death, displacement, and disruption of  services - meant that the 

health and wellbeing of  the citizens of  the world was in jeopardy. The use of  high rhetorical 

language mimics the terms for discussion of  human health and medicine in the period.  

	 When the findings of  the study were reported to the WMA General Assembly, the results 

were staggering: Ethiopia, a country of  12 million people, did not have a single native doctor or 

nurse (alive and) working in the country; Czechoslovakia had 12,000 doctors in the country when 

the war began, but by the end of  the war 7,000 of  them were dead or missing; China, with over 
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400 million people, had fewer than 12,000 trained doctors; India had a total medical registration 

of  40,000 to serve more than 400 million people in the country; Liberia, a country of  2.6 million 

people, had one doctor.  Some countries discussed had not been directly affected by fighting 125

during the war, but had experienced some of  the effects of  a truly global conflict. As the 

international organization, however newly formed, charged with advocating for the profession’s 

interests on the world stage, the WMA took a great interest in these doctors. The close linkage of  

the WMA with the WHO on the subject of  refugee doctors made sense, but the WMA’s decision 

to align its membership --- a conglomerate of  professional organizations --- with the WHO on 

what was so clearly a diplomatic issue was a way that the former organization sought to ensure its 

place at the table of  international organizations at an early juncture.  

	 The WMA functioned as a self-described clearinghouse, rather than a directing body, for 

national medical associations. On the issue of  social security, the WMA provided the opportunity 

for its members to learn about the experiences of  other nations, and to get a panoramic sense of  

how the issue was playing out worldwide. Through it all, the WMA maintained a stance 

premised on the importance of  individual responsibility for health, and the idea that physicians’ 

professional autonomy and prestige were worth protecting at all costs.  A 1950 editorial about 126

the Association pointed to its significance in the context of  postwar life and politics: “We have 

our own problems at home and they are becoming more and more complex. But if  the events of  

the last ten years have done nothing else, they have shown how impossible it is for any country to 

separate itself  from the rest of  the world. And the interest in each other cannot be merely passive 

observation, in the field of  medicine at any rate.”  Another 1950 editorial observed that the 127
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World Medical Association was faced with a multitude of  challenges, not the least of  which was 

its reputation for “being too detached from practical details to be of  much obvious help in 

everyday problems.”  Nevertheless, the editor remarked that the same could be said of  national 128

medical associations, and that the WMA’s ability to bring together large numbers of  physicians 

generated “intellectual and social forces of  [an] incalculable and otherwise unattainable 

extent.”  The objects of  medicine “were the same everywhere but by bringing many nations 129

together one learns the different problems which exist in carrying out that common aim.”  The 130

common aim for national medical associations in the late 1940s was mounting a unified 

opposition to the introduction of  national health services, and blocking state intervention in 

medicine. 

A Scandalously Short Interlude on the History of  State Intervention in Medicine 

	 Using state intervention in the subheading above is perhaps a misnomer — in the case of  

this chapter, social security and health insurance are the more accurate descriptions for the 

programs that physicians opposed. They were not against the state as an entity, nor does it seem 

likely that they would have found fault in state involvement in law and order, the construction of  

highways, or in managing tax policy. Rather, their distaste for state planning of  health services 

and the provision thereof  can be reduced to a fear of  losing professional autonomy and socio-

economic standing, coupled with fear of  the unknown.  
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	 The history of  state-funded medical services in Canada and Britain is the subject of  a 

scholarly literature, especially in Britain.  The standard line has been that the development of  131

national health insurance schemes and increased state intervention in medical services were part 

of  the overall expansion of  the welfare state in the postwar period, which itself  built upon gains 

made before the Second World War. It (re)emerged and capitalized on the upsurge in planning-

minded individuals, who saw an opportunity to implement their visions for the reorganization of  

the relationship between state and society amid broad economic growth and increased prosperity 

following the horrors of  war. Of  course, it is an oversimplification to say that all national 

economies rebounded immediately. Certain nations took longer to recover from the 

infrastructural and economic stress that the war had wrought — Britain experienced rationing 

well into the 1950s. Indeed, the relative fragility of  the British national economy was a stumbling 

block in the establishment of  the NHS.  

	 The comparative experience of  state intervention in Canada and Britain is the focus here, 

as the World Medical Association took a keen interest in comparative study of  national 

experiences with state intervention in medical care. Its role as a forum for debate about the best 

course of  action and the possible implications following policy change was made possible by the 

exchanges of  information between its member bodies. The flow of  information and expertise 

went naturally from British to Canadian physicians, because the former experienced changes to 

social security and the attendant alteration to health policy earlier than the latter.   
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	 British state intervention into health services was central to popular expectations for 

postwar reconstruction. Charles Webster observes that the NHS “was designed to bring order to 

an inheritance of  health care institutions representing the accretion of  more than a century of  

incessant construction.”  Services had been added piecemeal since the commencement of  the 132

voluntary hospital movement in the eighteenth century, followed by the 1848 Public Health Act 

and the introduction of  state-administered compulsory national insurance in 1911. These three 

planks: voluntary (public) hospitals, the provision of  public health services, and insured provision 

for the payment of  medical services, formed the major elements of  the health service going into 

the Second World War, and they were enshrined in the final form of  the National Health Service. 

The British medical profession rarely expressed opposition to the first two elements, as patients 

were given the freedom to choose their own hospitals and physicians. Issues arose around the 

provision of  health insurance, even though most Britons considered the 1911 legislation to be the 

most important intervention of  the state in health care before 1948, and the most direct 

forebearer to the modern NHS.  133

	 The guiding influence and impetus behind the NHS was the 1942 Beveridge Report. Sir 

William H. Beveridge was initially commissioned to survey the existing national schemes of  social 

insurance and allied services in the interest of  making recommendations for their reorganization 

after the Second World War.  After a great deal of  study and vacillation on the part of  the 134

government, Beveridge presented his plan and its two main assumptions. First, he said that a 

comprehensive social security scheme depended on “a national health service for the prevention 
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and comprehensive treatment of  all members of  the community.”  Second, Beveridge surmised 135

that the government would have to absorb the cost of  comprehensive health care because the 

existing Social Security Fund would not, and could never, fund the entire projected cost. When 

he articulated the second assumption, Beveridge became a de facto champion of  a National 

Health Service. Further, he identified disease as one of  the “Five Giants” that needed to be 

addressed by the welfare state in order to bring about full reconstruction.  

	 The complicated and sometimes dramatic story of  the introduction of  hospital insurance 

and publicly-funded medical in Canada has been told very ably by other historians, who have 

emphasized the manner in which the Canadian medical establishment attempted to block the 

efforts of  policymakers.  Shifts in Canadian medical economics have also been studied from a 136

policy-oriented perspective, with an emphasis on statistical analysis of  trends over time.  137

Broadly stated, even before the introduction of  the NHS, planning-minded Canadian physicians 

stressed that the inherent challenge was in providing a uniform quality of  care from coast to coast 

across Canada’s vast landscape. Access to services and funding would always vary between 

provinces. 

	 In 1934, the Canadian Medical Association Committee on Medical Economics had 

defined medical economics as “the science which investigates the conditions and laws affecting 
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the production, distribution, consumption, and cost of  the various types and kinds of  medical 

services that promote and preserve the health of  the people.” In 1939, the Canadian Medical 

Association Journal published an eleven part series on medical economics written by statistician 

Hugh Wolfenden. He argued that providing uniform access to quality health care in a nation as 

diverse and geographically disparate as Canada was a major challenge. On the eve of  the Second 

World War, the Canadian Medical Association Journal laid out the case against implementing schemes 

that had been successfully introduced in other countries. The prevailing wisdom was that 

adapting even the most successful programs to the Canadian context was a useless endeavour. 

T.C. Routley, President of  the Canadian Medical Association, stated that he had visited the 

majority of  countries with operational health insurance plans, and that he could say “with all 

confidence” that he did “not know of  one scheme or plan now in effect in any country that [he] 

would wish to see introduced in Canada.”  The main barrier to socializing medicine in Canada 138

was that regional differences necessitated radically different approaches in each province, and 

that no other country with an operational insurance or socialized medicine plan grappled with 

the same regional disparities or separation of  powers. Provinces were charged with ensuring the 

health of  their citizens, and presumably would be charged with organizing and paying for any 

scheme that resulted from discussions of  medical economics in the period. Much of  the 

contemporary literature deferred to provincial examples of  schemes then in operation. 

	 In 1943, the Canadian Medical Association Journal (CMAJ) published an article entitled 

“Medical Planning in Great Britain,” which laid out for its readers some of  the basics of  the 

plans underway to radically change the way that healthcare was financed and orchestrated in that 
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country, as a result of  larger social welfare reforms arising from the Beveridge Report.  The 139

article explained, in great detail, the manner in which physicians would be affected by the new 

plan, and it also communicated how and why British physicians were voicing their opposition. 

The fundamental objection to a fully-salaried scheme (under which doctors would be paid by the 

state) was that it would remove the competitive friction that medicine then engendered. British 

hardliners argued that competition was necessary to maintain professional efficiency: “the 

salaried plan would produce a profession of  ‘routine safe men,’ which, in the long run, would be 

a detriment to medicine and might cease to attract first-class men.”  140

	 The CMAJ reminded its readers that all reports out of  Britain paid tribute to general 

practitioners, who were touted as the cornerstone of  the medical structure and of  professional 

society more generally, but that efforts to alter medical economics in that country were 

undermining the profession and, perhaps, its ability to safeguard the health of  the population. 

Indeed, the article began with fairly blasé explanations about the political upheaval in Britain due 

to the NHS and ended with a fiery condemnation of  the proposed move to a salaried medical 

corps in service of  the state. Written in a time when many physicians and other medical 

professionals were mobilized for wartime service, this article underlines the degree to which 

physicians viewed wartime mobilization as temporary, and opposed any planned alteration to 

their livelihoods after the war was over. 

	 Debates about how medical care should be financed were intrinsically linked with larger 

questions about health policy and funding for public health in Canada. Public health workers 

sometimes found themselves at odds with physicians, especially in smaller communities where 
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general practitioners were responsible for holistic health efforts, and felt that subsidized personnel 

were a threat to their livelihoods. In 1919, the Government of  Canada introduced several pieces 

of  legislation pertaining to food, drugs and control of  infectious diseases, and established a 

national Department of  Health. In that same year, the Liberal Party cautiously adopted national 

health insurance as a plank in its platform, and the British Columbia Social Welfare Commission 

began exploring the feasibility of  a state-sponsored health insurance scheme. While Medicare 

was several decades away, funding public health measures was already well-established across 

Canada. 

Politics Within the WMA 

	 William Magner’s Presidential Address to the 79th Annual Meeting of  the CMA, 

delivered in Toronto on June 23, 1948, took a hard line against communism and its spread across 

Europe, making particular reference to the work undertaken by the World Medical Association in 

that regard.  

Peace demands more than neutralization of  this evil. It will not be ensured by 
treaties, which before now have become scraps of  paper. It requires a change in the 
hearts of  men, an awakening of  human conscience… We must seek a final solution 
of  world problems, terrifying in their complexity, through individuals and not 
through governments… Banded into a great fraternity which knows no barriers of  
race or creed, dedicated to the relief  of  human suffering, and to the betterment of  
the physical and mental health of  the people, respected and influential in their 
communities, doctors, as individuals and through medical association can play a great 
part in the building of  a new world.   141

The notable absence of  the Soviet Union from the World Health Organization - called the “arch-

disturber” by the WMA executive committee - only underlined the extent to which the latter 

organization positioned itself  in opposition to the threat of  global communism. Following the 

October 1949 General Assembly meeting of  the WMA, a leading article in the British Medical 
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Journal icily remarked: “At least one step towards world peace is the voluntary meeting together 

of  medical men and women from different parts of  the world to discuss all those ways and means 

of  furthering the aim of  every doctor— the care of  the sick, the prevention of  disease, and the 

maintenance of  health. In this work it is to be deplored that the medical profession of  the 

U.S.S.R. and its satellite countries does not see fit to take part — eloquent testimony to the perils 

of  the political control of  medicine.”   142

	 The fact that the WMA positioned itself  as being staunchly opposed to the global spread 

of  communism is unsurprising, given the antipathy shown by the medical profession to any 

suggestion of  socialized medicine. Moreover, the Association was controlled by powerful voices 

from Britain and the United States, which meant that its members who might have had more 

left-leaning perspectives on social security and health insurance were less likely to have their 

voices heard above the fray. Nonetheless, some expressed dismay that medicine had not, in this 

case, proved able to draw together nations under the banner of  peace in spite of  their differences. 

Relations between the Soviet Union and the WHO remained strained. The USSR, on the heels 

of  Khrushchev’s new policy of  “peaceful coexistence” with the West, sent a delegation to the 

World Health Assembly for the first time in 1958, principally with an interest in launching what 

would become a wildly successful smallpox eradication program. Entry to the WMA followed 

soon after, but tensions remained high and the organization continued to be dominated by its 

Western-bloc members. 	  143
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The WMA on Social Security 

	 The distaste for left politics did not end with the WMA’s treatment of  the USSR and 

other Communist states, but extended wholeheartedly into the issue of  social security and health 

insurance. From the time of  its formation, the WMA took an interest in the arrangements of  

medical economics and the evolving welfare states in its member countries. Because the member 

organizations were engrossed with the questions, the WMA took up those issues as well. 

Physicians involved in the early days of  the Association steadfastly believed that international 

cooperation and consideration of  the medical problems facing their countries could lead to 

improved outcomes in their efforts to oppose social security and alterations to the provision of  

medical care.  

	 In 1952, the World Medical Association wrote a lengthy treatise that was published as a 

supplement to the British Medical Journal. The WMA laid out its stance on social security, and the 

proper place of  health insurance within a national health care scheme. Rather than supporting a 

communal model of  redistribution of  benefits, intended to bring about maximum health to the 

greatest number of  people, the WMA cautioned anyone reading its statement that the social 

conditions of  health, “regardless of  any absolute qualities [they] may possess, may not be felt as 

satisfactory and so will not contribute to a state of  well-being. Decisive here are highly complex 

mental reactions, determined on the one hand by such factors as environment, character, 

education, and heredity, and on the other by the means through which the social security has 

been achieved.”  The WMA clearly positioned itself  in opposition to the idea that social 144

security was a right of  citizenship.  The statement continued:  

 “Medical Aspects of  Social Security, “Statement by the World Medical Association,” British Medical Journal, 144
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Social security as a product of  individual effort and a reward for personal ability will 
promote mental well-being. More debatable are the psychological effects of  such a 
security based on communal activity and on benefits distributed through official 
agencies sometimes only remotely connected with the beneficiary. Satisfaction leading 
to a feeling of  well-being under such circumstances is very uncertain. Benefits are 
only too often mistaken for rights. In countries where systems for advanced social 
security are in operation the outcome does not, in fact, seem to promote general 
happiness, a sense of  personal obligation, mental well-being, or, therefore, good 
health.  145

The WMA feared that if  individualism and personal responsibility for actions and health faltered 

in the face of  mounting calls for health insurance, society would simultaneously become lazy and 

increasingly sickly. The fact that patient well-being was brought into the equation only served to 

add fuel to the fire of  hardliners who remained steadfastly opposed to the introduction of  new 

social insurance schemes:  

A powerful factor in recovery from illness and in restoration to health is the sense of  
personal responsibility of  the patient for what happens to him. This is something 
indispensable in the doctor-patient relationship. In what is called the Welfare State, 
social security schemes loom large, and in these schemes, the provision of  
(apparently) free medical services is important. The more the State does for the 
individual in this direction, the less is the individual sense of  obligation and 
responsibility.  146

Physicians articulated their opposition to social security in psychological terms, and attempted to 

frame their argument in such a way that their position seemed to be in the best interest of  society 

as a whole. The WMA statement also asserted a liberal view of  rights and responsibilities based 

on what the individual had earned. “Man should be primarily responsible for himself  and his 

activities,” they claimed. When the individual had to give up his hard-earned living to the 

communal pot, “consciously or unconsciously he reacts with displeasure—and again, his mental 

well-being suffers.”  Later, the Association stressed: “Fundamental for the success of  any 147
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security system is its psychologically correct structure. It must not allow for the individual to 

forget that his security is primarily a matter for his own efforts. It is unwise for him to be led to 

believe that the State or community can take over and relieve him of  his responsibilities.”  148

Moreover, all schemes of  social security “more or less” restricted the liberty of  the individual, and 

physicians were “perturbed by possibly unfavourable effects of  social security schemes on 

individual men and women. While they [recognized] that society has an obligation to help those 

who through nature, nurture, accident, disease, and environment are handicapped in the struggle 

to survive, they fear the demoralizing effects of  State paternalism.”  By this line of  argument, 149

social security was more likely to bring about negative effects to the health of  the population, 

because of  the supposed mental anguish of  having to support others in the community through 

the redistribution of  resources.  

	 Before any additional plans were put in place, the WMA stressed the necessity of  studying 

the psychological repercussions of  social security in general. It was also “imperative that the 

medical profession’s experiences of  the functioning of  social security schemes should be made 

known to promoters and administrators of  such schemes. They too should continuously consult 

the medical profession before new plans are made or old ones remade, because it is intended that 

doctors become more and more involved in the determination of  liabilities under the systems 

adopted.” At stake was the very health of  the population, according to their skewed view of  the 

situation at hand. The WMA and its member organizations thus carved out a role for themselves 

as overseers and advisors wherever any system of  social security was to be introduced. As an 

international governing body for national medical associations, when the WMA spoke to its 
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member organizations, or to its members, it did so in reference to a broad swath of  the medical 

profession.	  

	 In closing its treatise, the WMA articulated that “everywhere in the field of  social security 

stress should be laid on prevention and rehabilitation. The primary aim must be to create healthy 

conditions of  living—for example, with regard to housing, nutrition, clothing, recreation, and 

working conditions. The higher a country’s development the less should be the need for official 

promotion of  social security. It might well be asked whether an extensive and costly social 

security system really is a sign of  sound and advanced development of  a country.”  The 150

emphasis in the statement was on the indirect consequences of  social security, but the WMA had 

many views on the direct implications for the doctor-patient relationship as well. 

	 Four years prior, at the 1948 Geneva Meeting of  the Association, the WMA laid out its 

Twelve Principles of  Social Security, which expressed the views of  the profession on the 

relationship between itself  and any arrangement for the public provision of  social security, health 

insurance, or medical care. The Principles read: 

1. Freedom of  choice of  physician by the patient. Liberty of  physician to choose 
patient except in cases of  urgency or humanitarianism 
2. No intervention of  third party between physician and patient 
3. Where medical service is to be submitted to control, this control should be 
exercised by physicians 
4. Freedom of  choice of  hospital by the patient 
5. Freedom of  the physician to choose the location and type of  his practice 
6. No restriction of  medication or mode of  treatment by physician except in case 
of  abuse 
7. Appropriate representation of  medical profession in every official body dealing 
with medical care 
8. It is not in the public interest that physicians should be full-time salaried 
servants of  the Government or social security bodies 
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9. Renumeration of  medical services ought not to depend directly on the financial 
condition of  the insurance organization 
10. Any social security or insurance plan must be open to the participation of  any 
licensed physician, and no physician should be compelled to participate if  he does 
not wish to do so 
11. Compulsory health insurance plans should only cover those persons who are 
unable to make their own arrangements for medical care 
12. There shall be no exploitation of  the physician, the physician’s services, or the 
public by any person or organization 

From its inception, the WMA took a firm skeptical stand on social security issues that reflected 

the concerns of  its national member organizations. The Association’s interest in social security 

exemplifies the manner in which it acted as a repository and clearinghouse for information and 

policies that were of  interest to its members. Additionally, it advocated for a physician-first 

perspective on the issues, preferring the continuation of  existing arrangements for payment and 

doctor-patient relationships. The following chapter examines the WMA’s position on health 

insurance, using it as a springboard for a broader exploration of  the way that physicians’ 

perspectives on the state were filtered into the mandate and activities of  international 

organizations. 

	 While the contemporary discussion of  state intervention in medicine often focused on 

domestic matters and woeful prognostications about the loss of  professional autonomy, medical 

professionals were keenly interested in comparing their situation to those of  other countries. In 

medical journals of  the day, articles abounded about Soviet medical systems, the growing 

strength of  Scandinavian social policy and the British National Health Service. The following 

chapter examines how physicians articulated their perspectives on the involvement of  

government in the planning of  health care, specifically pertaining to the planning of  medical care 

and how it was financed. Physicians who expressed their displeasure with state intervention into 

“health services,” “social security,” or “social insurance,” in the context of  the postwar plans for 
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the construction of  the welfare state, were most often perturbed by state intervention in medical 

care. Broad antipathy related to the introduction of  the welfare state generally, but the physicians 

directed their strongest opposition to the massive changes in what the profession viewed as undue 

state interference with its professional conduct, character, and livelihood. For the sake of  clarity, 

this chapter will adopt a shifting terminology and align its use of  terms with the vocabulary used 

by the physicians themselves, though these diverse terms usually boiled down to the same 

concern, described above. 

	 The WMA confronted “social security advocates” like the International Labour 

Organization (ILO) and the International Social Security Association, both of  which were 

seeking “full time salaried service on the part of  physicians.”  The WMA thought that when the 151

ILO advocated for social security, it was simultaneously seeking to “discredit the medical 

profession with the public, and to abolish free choice of  physician and hospital.”  Neither the 152

ILO nor national planning committees were making adequate concessions to the medical 

profession, according to the WMA; rather, it was “usually a case of  a lay-group trying to enforce 

its preconceived opinion on the profession and the public, without regard to the interests of  

either of  them.”  153

	 When the NHS was finally introduced in Britain, the WMA had its first real example of  a 

national health policy that could be analyzed and discussed within its General Assembly. 

Unfortunately, the fact that the World Medical Association did not exist during the consultation 

phase of  the NHS planning meant that its discussions were largely retrospective in their diagnosis 

of  the problems facing the Service. The British Medical Association forwarded a report on The 
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Medical Revolution in Great Britain to the WMA in 1949. It detailed the development of  the National 

Health Service, through the eyes of  the BMA, and was laden with language that demonstrated 

the displeasure of  the profession at the current state of  affairs in Britain. BMA officials knew that 

“Doctors and others throughout the world have watched with keen interest the attempt of  the 

British medical profession to preserve, in the changing scene, their ideals and traditions of  

freedom and service.”  154

	 By 1942, the BMA was well-aware that the Second World War would cause enough social 

upheaval that a drastic reorganization of  services would be required to ensure that everyone was 

still able to access complete health and medical services. They created their own Medical 

Planning Commission, which was discontinued because the profession had to “divert its attention 

to the Government’s proposals.”  Since that the narrative was coming from the BMA itself, the 155

alternative commission was just an attempt by the professional body to carve out space for its 

own interests within the larger discussion. The 1942 Beveridge Report included provisions for 

health and medical payments under the guise of  social security as a whole – provisions that fed 

directly into the eventual form of  the NHS.  

	 After 1944, and much consultation between the policy planners and the Association — 

though not nearly enough, according to the Association — the BMA decided not to oppose the 

general scheme being introduced. Facing the certainty that some form of  state service would be 

introduced, for the sake of  political expediency, the BMA shifted its lobbying to the aspects of  the 

proposed plan that dealt specifically with renumeration. The 1945 election of  a Labour 

government under Clement Attlee marked the entry of  a “Socialist government” that the 
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Association felt sure would introduce a state medical service with full-time salaried doctors, 

thereby impinging upon physicians’ professional autonomy. The references to this mentality in 

the medical literature are too overwhelming to even begin to address in this chapter. From the 

election of  the Labour government in July 1945 until the service was introduced 5 July 1948, 

nearly every issue of  the British Medical Journal included correspondence, editorial comments, and 

expository articles about the introduction of  the NHS. The journal's Saturday Supplements are a 

particularly enlightening (and entertaining) read. The outrage and anxiety of  physicians was 

palpable, and the prevailing sense that the entire profession was bound to collapse under the new 

Service demonstrated the conservatism of  the profession itself, and established the rhetoric that 

would be carried over to the World Medical Association discussions on the same subject. 

	 In 1946, the BMA drew up seven principles that would be used to test the acceptability of  

any medical service proposals, which later fed into the WMA position on social security, released 

in 1952 and discussed in further detail below.  However, at the juncture in 1948, the United 156

States and Britain were divided over certain points. The American delegate supported only three 

principles: 1. freedom of  choice of  physician by the patient and freedom of  the patient to change 

his physician; 2. no intervention of  any third party between physician and patient; and 3. 

Physician control of  all medical services.  American physicians took a more narrow view of  157

social security; all attempts to introduce programs of  state intervention in health care were met 

with derision from the medical profession.  158
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	 British plebiscites held in 1948 showed major opposition to the proposed legislation; in 

February 38,534 doctors opposed, while only 4,479 approved the bill. Every branch of  practice 

voted heavily against the act, although the BMA had advised its members not to accept service 

under the act until it was amended.  Another plebiscite took place in April 1948, and more 159

general practitioners were in favour than ever before, because of  amendments to the Act, 

including concessions that granted more autonomy to local executive councils and medical 

committees in electing their own members, adaptation of  stipulations regarding the basic salary, 

and modification of  the regulations for the maternity service. In a poll that reached 77% of  

physician-members of  the BMA, 36% approved of  the National Health Service Act, and 64% 

disapproved.  The virtual abandonment of  the universal basic salary seemed to have helped. In 160

its statement to the WMA, the British Medical Association observed that the NHS Act provided 

“a complete health service for every member of  the community, though not in the way the 

profession had in mind.”  However, in spite of  the misgivings and controversy, the profession 161

entered “the service in a good spirit and [was] determined to do all in its power to make the new 

scheme a success. Doctors [endeavoured] to preserve the humanity of  medical practice by 

treating the patient not as a ‘vehicle of  disease’ to which rules and regulations must be applied, 

but as a personality in need of  care and advice.”  162

	 At its 1948 General Assembly in Geneva, the WMA laid out its plan for acquiring more 

information about social security, in the interest of  moving forward and advocating for the rights 

of  physicians (and the welfare of  their patients) as effectively as possible. A Standing Committee 
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on Social Security was established that would determine the status of  social security in each 

country, and then make the information available to all members in the form of  a comprehensive 

report that would allow for comparative analysis of  national situations. In turn, national medical 

associations were instructed to keep the Secretary General’s Office apprised of  proposed or 

actual changes in laws so that the information remained as current as possible. Additionally, the 

WMA decided to send observers to international meetings on social security, in the interest of  

keeping a weather eye on the broader context in which individual plans were being 

implemented.  163

	 The last day of  the 1949 WMA meeting was devoted to the committee report on social 

security. The chairman reported that wherever schemes of  social security, embodying medical 

services, were being created, the essential goal of  physicians and members of  the organization 

should be to preserve the freedom of  the profession in the conduct of  its work. There was little 

use in the WMA promulgating principles to govern the attitude of  medical professionals towards 

government plans for health insurance if  the national associations were not interested in self-

advocacy. Though the WMA could not dictate to member organizations the line they should take 

in dealing with schemes in their countries, the committee reminded its members that information 

was passed from government to government, and that it was only right that the medical 

profession in each country remain informed about what was going on elsewhere. The function of  

the WMA was to provide an international forum for the expression of  the views of  the profession 

on relations with governments. 

	 Keeping current information on the arrangements in each country meant that the WMA 

Standing Committee was treated to detailed reports from each member association. The 
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overwhelming consensus from the membership was that the British experience had made other 

associations wary of  interference in professional matters, even when there was no indication that 

their national governments intended to enact health service schemes in the near future. The 

Australian member stressed that his countrymen were “anxious to retain complete professional 

freedom,” and “refused to tie themselves to any government plan.”  The CMA approved the 164

principle of  contributory health insurance because it would oppose any moves in Canada to 

introduce legislation along the lines of  the British NHS, while the American representative 

reported that it was supporting voluntary insurance systems, which would also stave off  attempts 

to socialize medicine and hospital care.  At a later meeting, the American remarked that even 165

compulsory health insurance was “a foot in the door” for “government dictation in medicine” 

and could not be tolerated.  166

The French physician pointed out that social security was a magnificent endeavour on a 

social level, but that its advocates it should not lose sight of  the fact that it was intended to serve 

society. He stressed that individual responsibility for one’s own well-being should not be 

subsumed by social security, or society would falter. “Every country,” he argued “in which social 

security has been established has developed a progressive deficit that is extremely difficult to 

limit.”  At the same meeting, the Canadian representative reported that Canada’s national 167

Minister of  National Health and Welfare, Rt. Hon. Paul Martin, Sr., was sympathetic to the 
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physicians’ cause. Though he was “strong on social security,” his close working relationship with 

T.C. Routley had led to an assurance that the profession would be consulted in the event that any 

major changes were introduced.  The Canadian example was cited as evidence that 168

cooperation between medical associations and government officials was possible, especially when 

close personal ties were forged. Though the later skirmishes over the Medical Servives Act would 

not be so cordial, in the 1950s, consultation between the Canadian Medical Association and the 

Ministry of  National Health and Welfare was highly regarded within the WMA as a best case 

scenario that could be emulated by other medical associations when possible.  

	 At the Fifth General Assembly, the plenary address stressed that coordinated efforts on 

social security were essential, because “developments in one country are likely to influence 

developments in others sooner rather than later.”  Likewise, “it was important that the 169

profession should be informed of  the trend of  governmental activities, should maintain a wise 

vigilance, and should be prepared to resist tendencies which threatened the freedom of  the 

profession.”  Social security remained a topic of  frequent discussion within the WMA General 170

Assembly. In June 1952, the International Labour Organization held a Conference on Minimum 

Standards of  Social Security, and the WMA published a draft statement in response, the contents 

of  which were profiled in the epigraph to this chapter.  171

	 One of  the key criticisms of  the ILO report was that it carried an appendix provided by a 

“consultant group of  medical experts convened by the WHO… consisting of  six distinguished 
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members of  the medical profession — from France, the Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, the USA 

and the United Kingdom, not one of  these distinguished men is a practicing doctor.”  When 172

the WMA learned of  the consultant group, it sent representatives to the WHO and ILO to draw 

attention to the fact that the medical profession was not represented, which resulted in a 

complete disengagement with physician concerns regarding social security, especially on the 

subject of  remuneration. The WMA argued that the ILO-WHO report had misrepresented the 

dangers of  fee-for-service and had oversold the benefits of  a salaried system. The British Medical 

Journal report on the proceedings asserted that  

these matters vitally concern the medical profession in this as well as other countries, 
because the ILO convention on minimum standards of  social security has been 
adopted, and if  it is ratified by a sufficient number of  governments will become 
official policy and pressure will be brought to bear upon the member governments of  
ILO to see that these recommendations are put into effect.   173

The role of  the WMA in collecting and disseminating information to national medical 

associations and physicians was never more acute than on issues of  social security in this period. 

Though the Association was “by its nature and constitution apparently remote from the affairs of  

the practising doctor, its efforts on this act alone [show] that it [was] indeed vigilant on their 

behalf.”   174

	 For its part, the WMA statement stressed that “social security schemes, however 

idealistically conceived, tend to lessen individual responsibility. Not only that, they create the 

illusion that there is a bottomless purse in the possession of  the State into which everyone may 

dip, not in need but almost at whim.”  The statement was printed in its entirety in a supplement 175
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to the British Medical Journal, and cited in the introduction to this chapter. One of  the central 

concerns laid out in the statement was the WMA’s assertion that patients would lose sight of  how 

expensive medical care and treatment could be, and would fail to recognize their drain on the 

system. The WMA articulated the problem with a nod to national jurisdiction, but reminded its 

readers that the international brotherhood of  physicians had to speak with one voice:  

The extent to which the individual and his country contribute to his welfare and that 
of  his fellow citizens is a problem for each country to solve, but it is always of  great 
importance to the medical profession. Doctors are concerned because of  their 
experience with various schemes that have been proposed and sometimes adopted… 
There is a growing tendency to set up public services affording complete medical 
care, preventive or curative, without distinction of  the temporary or chronic nature 
of  the contingency or of  occupational or general origin of  the disease or accident.   176

The result was that there were loosened ties between the benefit right and contribution payment, 

which meant that patients lost sight of  how much services actually cost. What followed was a 

complete devaluation of  the system and the financial burden of  care. Remuneration was at the 

forefront of  the lobbying efforts of  the BMA through the process of  (non-)negotiation on the 

NHS. It remained a sticking point for many physicians who feared that the NHS would be 

expanded to mean full-time salaried health service for all medical professionals, against their will. 

	 This effort to resist any perceived incursion on professional autonomy and financial 

security characterized the work of  the WMA. It is easily explained by the power exercised by the 

American, British and Canadian associations in the General Assembly. What is more intriguing is 

the way that the organization largely failed to bring other, smaller nations into the fold. 

Discussions from the General Assembly, later reported in the proceedings of  national medical 

associations, reveal the discursive dominance of  the British and American members, augmented 

by Canadian perspectives. Though the membership of  the organization remained stable 
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throughout the period under review, the perspectives of  non-Commonwealth nations remained 

in the backdrop, with the exception of  France. General Assembly meetings were nonetheless held 

increasingly far afield through the 1960s and 70s, perhaps as a reflection of  the ascendency of  

former colonial states within the international system in general — meetings were held in 

Manila, New Delhi, Rio de Janeiro, Santiago and Montevideo through the 1960s, and the global 

reach of  the meetings continued to expand. 

	 The constant complaint of  the member-physicians was that as the ILO continued to press 

for the introduction of  national “illness and invalidity insurance schemes,” neither it nor the 

national governments in question consulted with physicians within their borders.  Though the 177

assertion that physicians were never consulted is ludicrous, the sentiment rang true for the 

General Assembly and spoke to the overall perspective of  the WMA on these matters. One 

Canadian summary article observed: “it is suggested that since social security in its widest aspects 

is a medical problem, if  ILO would arrive at satisfactory minimum standards to be adopted on a 

world scale, it should act in collaboration with WMA, or the results achieved will not last.”  The 178

author continued, “the discussion on this subject alone pointed up very clearly the great need for 

an organization like the WMA to provide that practical and stabilizing quality in international 

affairs which our own Association provides in national affairs.”  It was clear that those within 179

the WMA looked favourably upon the work of  the Association, and its role as a forum for 

discussion and information transfer between national medical associations. Though it was 
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overshadowed by the larger, more powerful institutions whose activities shaped the international 

landscape in the postwar period, the WMA’s efforts were important to its target audience all the 

same.  

	 Following the 1950 General Assembly of  the World Medical Association in Stockholm, 

the Canadian medical press observed that the meeting had shown the importance of  keeping 

close association between the WHO and the WMA, especially as the former organization 

“frequently felt called upon to make recommendations to its constituent governments respecting 

medical affairs,” and it was felt that “Medicine’s views should be better represented in that body 

before such recommendations are formulated.”  Just two years into its existence, the WMA was 180

feeling the pressure of  other organizations that were encroaching on the international 

epistemological and institutional territory that it thought it had the right to occupy. Moreover, the 

WMA struggled to reach the broader membership of  the national organizations. As a 

comparative study of  Figures 2.1 and 2.2 demonstrates, medical professionals never showed as 

much interest in the efforts of  the WMA as they did in the work of  the WHO. It was freely 

admitted that very few doctors were aware of  the work of  the WMA, beyond the highly political 

members of  the CMA, BMA and AMA who saw the organization as a way of  sharing strategies 

about how to stave off  the introduction of  health insurance, and as a forum for exchanging ideas 

about medical ethics and education. As time wore on, it became increasingly clear that WMA 

was more of  an advocacy organization, and a place for physicians to exchange ideas. It did not 

have the political or activist reach, nor the pacifist appeal that its framers expected — though it 

should be said that the promotion of  world peace aspect of  the initial mandate was due more to 
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the zeitgeist of  the postwar period, and the accompanying explosion of  interest in internationalist 

efforts and organizations. 

	 The fury surrounding state intervention in health services largely abated by the early 

1960s, once the NHS was firmly established and the rhetoric had cooled. Interest in the work of  

the WMA gradually abated at the same time, perhaps due to the lack of  a central issue for its 

member organizations to unite around. While medical associations still shared mandates and had 

similar activities within each of  their respective nations, the necessity of  comparing notes was 

somewhat dampened when the issue at hand no longer seemed to be an issue of  professional 

integrity, autonomy, and financial well-bring.  

	 The fanfare regarding state intervention in health care diminished with each new 

example of  a successful program, and the WMA gradually turned its attention to other, more 

pressing issues that faced the medical profession. The training of  medical students and residents 

became a priority of  the Association following its First World Conference in Medical Education 

in August 1953. Indeed, by 1966 when the Canada Medical Services Act was introduced, the 

General Assembly of  the WMA was far more interested in medical education. At the twentieth 

General Assembly, it was said that the Association had “something of  the air of  an army in 

search of  a cause,” but that its recent efforts in studying the intricacies of  undergraduate and 

postgraduate medical education across its member states had been fruitful and a useful exercise 

for everyone involved.  Medical education remained a focus of  the WMA’s work internationally, 181

especially as the medical research and clinical practice have evolved and the pace of  new 

scientific innovations has increased; the Association constantly emphasized the importance of  
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ensuring that the highest professional standards were upheld, and that the well-being of  patients 

was prioritized above all else. 

	 In one editorial about the work and mandate of  the WMA, the author remarked that 

“perhaps the most striking aspects of  the W.M.A. is that it has no axe to grind save one—the 

promotion of  better health for all the people of  the world. No other objective could more 

completely justify its existence, or more readily recommend its support to our profession.”  This 182

was the truest explanation for why physicians who embodied an internationalist spirit found 

themselves drawn to the WMA. Yes, the Association spent the lion’s share of  its early years navel-

gazing and grinding away at issues of  social security, while expressing views that were at best 

short-sighted and at worst reminiscent of  a curmudgeonly old man who refuses to adapt to the 

changing realities of  the world around him. But the soul of  the organization evoked a bigger 

vision for what the mobilization of  a profession as well-educated and socially-integrated as 

medicine could accomplish in the world. Optimism about the role that physicians could play in 

the postwar world was sensible, given all that health organizations had accomplished in earlier 

periods. In advocating for the rights and continually reinforcing the responsibilities of  “good 

doctors” domestically and as part of  a global system, the WMA merely articulated the role of  

physicians in bringing about better health for patients everywhere, through the only real means at 

its disposal: the relationship between doctor and patient, in all its many forms.  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CHAPTER FOUR 

 	 The International Exchange of Expertise & Experience:  
Cancer Control at Home and Away 

	 In the opening sentence to her chapter on cancer in Companion to Medicine in the Twentieth 

Century, Patricia Pinell remarks that “cancer nowadays eclipses the great epidemics of  the past — 

syphilis and tuberculosis — in the collective representations of  the social world.”  She argues 183

that cancer became a problem for society not because it was rising in incidence, but rather 

because very different groups identified it as a useful subject for investigation. Biologists were 

interested in the disease because of  the fundamental way in which it affected cells, and surgeons 

because the first real successes in treating it came from innovative excisions of  tumours. The 

latter point “substantiated the notion that cancer could be considered as curable when certain 

conditions were met… Hence the basic axiom which supported the cancer-fighting strategy 

thereafter: cancer is an initially localized disease with later generalization; it is curable if  

treatment is applied in a timely fashion.”  184
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	 Much has been written about cancer, from the perspective of  patients and those who have 

first-hand experience with the disease in a clinical setting.  The latter is exemplified by 185

Siddhartha Mukherjee’s wildly popular and meticulously researched biography of  cancer, which 

takes a broad view of  the disease and its significance by attempting to enter its mind and to 

understand its personality.  For the sake of  this thesis, cancer provides another way of  analyzing 186

the intricacies of  the relationships between experts, science and medicine, and national policy in 

an international setting, or with international comparison. It was not a case of  medicine being 

used as a form of  diplomacy. Rather, cancer loomed so large in the postwar imagination that its 

conquest relied upon the expansion of  the international funding for medical research; therefore, 

it is a valuable way of  looking at issues developed in earlier chapters. It created an international 

conversation about disease treatment, prevention, and the relationship between medical research 

and societal priorities, similar to that devoted to nuclear weapons. 

	 Most of  the vast literature on cancer in national contexts emphasizes the power dynamic 

between patients, physicians, and the cancer establishment — advocacy organizations, research 

institutes, and philanthropic foundations.  The organization of  cancer care and control 187

influenced the outcome of  later efforts to organize state medicine and health care systems. In his 

seminal history of  the British National Health Service, Charles Webster remarks that the success 

of  cancer care centres before the Second World War inspired the consolidation of  programs and 
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control under the NHS.  The story in Canada was much the same; Charles Hayter observes 188

that cancer programs are of  interest “because they antedate the introduction of  universal 

medicare by several decades, and they may be viewed as evidence of  the focus on public health 

and social welfare during the interwar years and as early experiments in ‘state medicine.’”  189

Cancer programs varied from province to province, as Hayter’s comparative study of  1900-1940 

ably demonstrates, but they shared components that remained largely unchanged through the 

postwar period and into the present. 

	 Other histories have focused on the cultural construction of  the disease itself. In his 

popular history, The Dread Disease: Cancer and Modern American Culture, James T. Patterson argues 

that the cancer establishment took a presentist approach to the cultural history of  cancer, and to 

the disease’s changing place within American society.  He argues that fear of  cancer always 190

exceeded its actual ability to kill, and that a dichotomous relationship between the “cancer 

establishment” and “cancer counterculture” characterized twentieth-century efforts to 

understand and control the disease. His work is a valuable survey of  American cancer control 

efforts, tempered with an exploration of  pushback from individuals and groups who did not 

agree with the dominant position of  the medical establishment regarding the ideal course of  

treatment, nor the necessity of  keeping patients largely oblivious to the realities of  their illnesses. 

Patterson’s explanation of  the dynamic between the two loosely constructed groups is 

enlightening, because it demonstrates the complexity of  the debates surrounding cancer in a 

national context. Moreover, it highlights some of  the challenges that would face many of  the 
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same players and experts once the disease came under the purview of  the international health 

and medical establishment.  

	 Barbara Clow’s Negotiating Disease: Power and Cancer Care, 1900–1950 avoids simplistic 

statements about the disease and complicates the traditional arguments about the way that the 

disease was constructed in the first half  of  the twentieth century. She challenges the claim, most 

often ascribed to Susan Sontag, that cancer as an illness was associated with shame and that prior 

to the 1970s that the disease was cloaked in mystery and its patients silenced.  Clow’s work cuts 191

against the grain of  studying all cancers as a singular entity, and she demonstrates the variability 

of  patient experiences and perceptions of  their own diseases. She also dismantles the argument 

forwarded by Paul Starr in The Social Transformation of  American Medicine that physicians were the 

only practitioners that patients sought for treatment; rather, Clow exposes the contemporary 

interest in alternative medicine.  Using a surfeit of  correspondence between cancer sufferers 192

from Ontario and the American Society for the Control of  Cancer, Clow argues that the 

traditional interpretation of  the power relationship between patients, cancer organizations and 

physicians is incomplete or inaccurate. 

	 Cancer is largely absent from the historical literature on international health, which 

tended to emphasize the burden of  infectious disease.  But just like their communicable 193

counterparts, chronic diseases like cancer strike across borders with no regard for national 
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distinctions.  Increasingly internationalized in the postwar period, it was emblematic of  the 194

gradual upswing of  interest in non-communicable and chronic diseases in the realm of  global 

health. Furthermore, the perceived rise in cancer morbidity and mortality pervaded society and 

created a public clamour for expert opinion and guidance and inquiry into “the cancer 

problem,” as it was termed in contemporary discourse. Interest in the entire system of  “cancer 

control” that emerged in the early twentieth century was greatly magnified by looming fears 

about the dread disease, and it took a variety of  forms in different localities. The 

internationalization of  interest in the disease centred on the comparative study of  the relative 

strengths and weaknesses of  the various modalities of  cancer control. 

	 In the postwar period, expertise was drawn from the medical profession into 

policymaking circles, both domestically and internationally through cancer. The emphasis here is 

on the way that physicians were mobilized to address a disease that epitomized the possibilities 

and limitations of  medicine and research, and opened the door for international conferences and 

congresses to disseminate valuable scientific information. The international control of  cancer is 

another entry point into debates about the relationship between medicine, the state, and doctors. 

It also illustrates the postwar obsession with curative medicine, the growth of  the biomedical 

industrial complex, and the ever-widening gap between expert knowledge and patient 

understanding of  the factors that determine health. Moreover, attempts to control cancer 

capitalized on growing faith in science’s ability to cure disease and prolong life. 

 The inspiration for this chapter came from a paper delivered at an academic meeting. Though the author has not 194

yet published any of  the research that she presented, her interest in the Union Internationale Contre le Cancer, and 
the role played by American philanthropic foundations in funding international cancer research served to jump-start 
my own thinking about the ways that expertise and medical research collided in international institutions around a 
single disease. Yonina Murciano-Goroff, “Cold War Era International Cancer Collaboration” (paper delivered at the 
87th Annual Meeting of  the American Association for the History of  Medicine, Chicago IL, 11 May 2014).
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	 This chapter first contextualizes the role of  experts and medical expertise in directing 

international policy and scientific programs, including cancer control. It then discusses the 

manner in which fears about cancer as a disease were constructed in the postwar period, followed 

by an examination of  the various ways in which cancer control was pursued in domestic contexts. 

In the latter section, it emphasizes the role of  the Union Internationale Contre le Cancer, 

emphasizing the degree to which cancer can be used as a window on non-communicable disease 

control in an international setting in the postwar period. Cancer demonstrates the importance of  

biomedicine in the postwar world, and exemplifies the transition towards curative medicine. 

Biomedical interest in cancer, however was balanced by efforts to educate the lay population 

about the dangers of  the disease.  

Role of  Experts in the International Community 

	 International (attempts at) cancer control relied on the legacy and postwar expansion of  

expert and technical committees at the institutional level. Miller observes that the growing 

presence of  scientific (and medical) experts in diplomatic affairs after 1945 was the direct result 

of  a renewed commitment to scientific internationalism: “the idea that international cooperation 

in science contributes in important ways to the furtherance of  broader goals of  international 

peace and prosperity.”  American foreign policy officials in particular understood scientific 195

cooperation as a means of  “identifying, analyzing and solving global policy problems and 

promoting technological and economic growth as the foundation for democracy and national 

security,” rather than as a purely intellectual or cultural exchange, for increasing international 

friendship. The demise of  the League of  Nations had demonstrated that international 

cooperation could work only if  its members wanted it to, and it had been successful in fostering 

 Clark A. Miller, “An Effective Instrument of  Peace: Scientific Cooperation as an Instrument of  U.S. Foreign 195

Policy, 1938-1950,” Osiris 21, no. 1 (January 2006): 135.
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cooperation on matters of  health and medical research. Though cancer research was not used as 

a diplomatic instrument, the solidification of  its position at the table of  international scientific 

issues was premised on the broader trend of  scientific internationalism in the period. In his work 

on epistemic communities, Peter M. Haas argues that policy coordination occurs out of  the 

institutionalization of  knowledge spurred by the need to bring order to uncertainty, and 

necessitating interpretation of  available policy options. The subsequent consolidation of  

information within national administrations or international organizations ingrains the expert 

knowledge.  This process is seen in the loop that developed out of  the exchange of  expertise on 196

best practices for cancer education, in addition to the consolidation of  research efforts aimed at 

controlling and curing the disease. 

	 Authority in health was presumed to reside with experts. In her theoretical work on the 

contingent power of  experts in a public health context which nonetheless has bearing here, 

Constance Nathanson argues that their credibility and power relative to other actors are subject 

to a variety of  factors, including timing and the social and political positioning of  the parties 

involved.  In the case of  international interest in cancer, this reality was played out by the 197

division between individuals who were invested in straight scientific inquiry, and those who 

wanted to pursue a more balanced approach, including social factors and education of  both 

physicians and patients. Conversely, the medical researchers in the former group argued that 

nothing could be gained from addressing the social problems until the biological causes and cures 

for the disease had been found.  
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	 Additionally, Nathanson argues that expert knowledge enters the political system and 

policy-making process in ways that differ through nationally-constituted structures. In centralized 

regimes, like the United Kingdom, the “voices of  interested parties are muted by a process of  

channelling through the structure of  government” until a broad consensus is reached. British 

science is “a craft activity involving accumulated experience and refined intuition, which cannot 

be formally specific, codified, or externally checked.” Conversely, in decentralized nations, such 

as the United States, “pluralist competition” encourages the mobilization of  voices outside of  

government. In the United States, the dominant popular ideological tendency towards 

individualism means that no scientific group has a monopoly, and knowledge is highly 

contested.  Indeed, one of  the key challenges that faced British voluntary cancer agencies was 198

the fact that their involvement in nascent international efforts to control the disease were stymied 

by a lack of  buy-in from their own national Ministry of  Health. On the one hand, the Ministry 

feared overextending itself  in a period of  relative austerity and in view of  the government’s 

commitment to the World Health Organization; but on the other, even with demonstrated 

consensus from the two main national cancer organizations — the British Empire Cancer 

Campaign and the Imperial Cancer Research Fund — the Ministry was paralyzed by inaction 

and an unwillingness to mobilize their expertise and resources.   199

	 The involvement of  cancer research technocrats in international cancer control 

demonstrates one way in which  non-governmental organizations operate as sites of  

internationalism. Official or traditional forms of  diplomacy are necessarily constrained by 

 Ibid, 83, citing Brian Wynne, Risk Management and Hazardous Waste: Implementation and the Dialectics of  Credibility 198
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national goals, ambitions or limitations. Conversely, technical organizations erected to deal with 

matters of  health and science facilitated a greater capacity on the part of  their participants to 

address particular issues with less governmental oversight, however slight. Sometimes expert 

opinion was restricted, depending on external circumstances — especially in the case of  nuclear 

weapons. Overall, though, physicians, medical researchers and health experts who were brought 

into international institutions used their expertise to address problems that vexed ordinary 

statesmen. A specialized (elite) subset of  the physician population, oncologists and cancer 

researchers, were afforded a particularly prominent place in the postwar world by virtue of  the 

way that cancer research and treatment captured the popular imagination. They capitalized on 

gains made in medical research (including nuclear medicine discussed in Chapter 5), and on the 

image of  the doctor-scientist alleviating all that ailed society with increasingly technical and 

specialized cures. 

Conceptualizing the Disease 

	 Defining the complex nosology of  cancer was essential to increasing public and 

professional awareness of  it as a disease. Any attempt to control it relied upon cutting-edge 

diagnostics and therapeutics. In effect, experts linked by the kinds of  networks described earlier 

in the thesis were essential to even begin to contemplate tackling this disease. While cancer 

represents a vast constellation of  malignancies and diseases, for the sake of  clarity and in light of  

the overarching programs to enact “cancer control” in the period under review, it will be used in 

its most all-encompassing connotation. 

	 Broadly stated, in the first half  of  the twentieth century, medical progress focused on 

infectious disease and childhood illness. Great advancements were made in vaccination and the 

control of  epidemics that had previously decimated populations. During the postwar period, even 
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in a global context, the possibility of  control and eradication was offered for diseases like malaria 

and polio, via new technologies administered by armies of  public health workers under the 

auspices of  the WHO. With so many previously deadly diseases seemingly under control, the 

attention of  medical scientists and research-minded physicians turned to chronic illnesses - most 

notably cancer and heart disease. 

	 Cancer was by no means a novel twentieth-century disease, though there were distinct 

shifts in the way that it was understood socially and by the medical community as the century 

wore on.  From the 1840s onward, statistical evidence suggested that cancer mortality rates 200

were rising, although it remained unclear whether the increase was the result of  better diagnosis 

and awareness, or based on a real increase. Cancer was considered a disease of  civilization, 

linked to the stress of  urbanization and industrialization and to occupational hazards, including 

radiation and chemicals. This confluence of  environmental and social factors had little bearing 

on contemporary attempts to address the disease, because physicians who dominated cancer 

control agencies emphasized early detection and treatment as the best form of  “prevention”.   201

	 After the Second World War, a new biomedical complex emerged around cancer, 

characterized by new relationships between the biological sciences, clinical medicine, the 

pharmaceutical industry, and national governments (at least in Canada and the United States) as 

a major supporter of  research. In addition, there was a vast increase in the scale of  investment, 

number of  research institutions, and size of  the scientific and medical communities, all of  which 

were increasingly entangled in evolving Cold War politics. Within this broader context, postwar 

cancer control policies “built on those of  the interwar period. With cyclotrons, the perfecting of  
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chemotherapy, the invention of  immunotherapy, and the use of  more sophisticated and expensive 

molecules, oncology was established as a paradigm of  ‘Big Biomedicine.’”  Biomedical research 202

gains were funnelled into ever-more specific efforts at cancer control; it followed that general 

practitioners and other physicians who were on the frontline of  patient care should be made 

aware of  the realities of  the disease. In turn, it was expected that greater knowledge of  the 

disease would trickle down into the lay population.  As the population became more aware of  203

the danger that “cancer” posed to their health, the money raised by cancer charities and 

philanthropic foundations to fund further research created a self-replicating cycle. 

	 American scientists and physicians led the world in terms of  the financial and institutional 

resources at their disposal. Moreover, their research was supported by a coordinated network of  

national societies and funding mechanisms; no other country could rival its cancer control on an 

infrastructural level.  Sir Alexander Haddow, the director of  the Chester Beatty Cancer 204

Research Institute, who was recognized as one of  the leaders of  cancer and medical research in 

the period remarked that the main challenge facing British cancer research, which was almost 

wholly financed by public funds, was to “fit into the pattern of  finances laid down by the 

Government.” The Americans were fortunate in that the scale of  their research programs meant 

that “they [had] hardly to think about the latitude they might be allowed.”  Haddow had 205

extensive experience in British research, and had been actively involved with the UICC before 

the war; he later went on to become its President. The scale of  American cancer research was so 
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vast that British researchers struggled to find their footing in the postwar scientific landscape. 

Cantor observes: “in new areas such as chemotherapy, it seemed to make little sense to compete 

directly with the Americans, and they therefore shifted focus to develop programs that built on 

British research strengths within the larger American program.” American research dominated 206

the scientific meetings of  the UICC, though the efforts of  other nations were also reported. The 

role of  American scientists in the UICC is not surprising, given the power exerted by the United 

States in postwar institutions and organizations more generally. Nevertheless, in its earlier 

iteration, the UICC had been dominated by continental European voices, especially the French, 

and so the postwar reconfiguring of  the organization is notable for what it shows about the 

consolidation of  American power within the international system. American domination of  

cancer research and reactions to that reality filtered into larger discussions about the ideal form 

for cancer control generally, seen in the following section.  

Domestic Cancer Control: Overview 

	 In all three national instances, the earliest organized cancer campaigns were directed at 

public education and early detection. In March 1913, a group of  physicians and lay people met 

in New York City to form the American Society for the Control of  Cancer, whose mandate was 

to educate the public about cancer and its early signs through lectures, pamphlets, and magazine 

articles.  That said, educational or awareness-raising cancer campaigns were of  little use when 207

the vast majority of  patients presented with evident disease, and treatment options were limited. 

Before Canadian cancer infrastructure was established, the American Society for the Control of  
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Cancer (ASCC) had considerable influence in Canada. The first attempt to create a Canadian 

national organization came in 1935 at the height of  the Great Depression, which would have 

doomed the plan were it not for the Canadian government choosing to direct the funds that it 

had raised for the King George V Silver Jubilee to combat cancer.  An intensive program of  208

professional and public education was initially identified as the highest priority for the new 

organization, though there was a fair degree of  pushback from groups who did not think that 

education should supersede other cancer concerns, especially research.  

	 In 1943, the Canadian Medical Association Journal cited cancer as an issue demanding 

attention because of  its epidemiological significance in Canada and the number of  resources 

being allocated to its research and treatment. “Cancer control” was defined and explained clearly 

for the medical readers of  the journal:  

the term ‘cancer control’ although in general use, is somewhat misleading. The 
disease cannot be controlled in the sense that small-pox, tuberculosis, and 
vitamin deficiencies can be controlled. Control implies prevention, and 
prevention is only possible when the cause and nature of  a disease are 
understood. But the control of  diagnosis and treatment is possible, and marked 
improvement in results has followed the organization of  such control. The two 
basic requirements for this type of  control are early diagnosis and early 
treatment.  209

As revealed in the foregoing quotation, cancer control took a variety of  forms in the twentieth 

century, but in contemporary discourse, it generally meant the education of  the lay public and 

general practitioners about the disease.  Later, education programs included raising awareness 210
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about the dangers of  certain carcinogens or behaviours that could lead to cancer, exemplified by 

anti-smoking campaigns.  Lung cancer was a particularly formative case, because it marked one 211

of  the first times that epidemiological data about a non-communicable disease was used to 

demonstrate the link between a behaviour and the illness itself.   The medical elite considered 212

cancer a frightening disease, particularly because it was so misunderstood by the public. 

	 Educating women about the dangers of  breast cancer was a model for other streams of  

lay cancer education. Programs and policies were premised on the assumption that early 

detection made cancer curable; the earlier the diagnosis, the higher the chances of  survival. It 

followed that greater education would lead to increased numbers of  patients seeking treatment 

before cancer metastasized, because they would be more aware of  the symptoms and of  the 

dangers posed by delaying treatment.  Domestic cancer control thus relied on the idea that 213

early detection and intervention were the only paths to success in treating cancer. The key tasks 

of  control programs were: “to identify the disease at the earliest possible stage; to get patients to 

their doctors as soon as the disease, or the possibility of  the disease, was identified; and to ensure 

their early treatment by experts using a recognized means of  treatment — generally surgery, 
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radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or some combination thereof.”  The term control was explicit; 214

programs did not suggest that the disease could be limited or eradicated. Even when individual 

patients were cured, a recurrence was possible.  Most programs emphasized early detection as a 215

mode of  prevention in the first place, because the treatment options were dangerous and 

ineffective. 

	 Domestic efforts at cancer control were contingent on the existing organization of  cancer 

research and public awareness groups, and also on the prevailing mentality of  medical 

professionals regarding the fortitude of  their patients in the face of  dire diagnoses. There were 

key differences in the way that cancer control was conducted in the United States versus the rest 

of  the world, due to divergent modalities of  treatment and opposing views on how much 

information the general population could handle before panic would erupt. The greatest gap 

existed between the (initial) approaches of  the United States compared to Great Britain. British 

emphasis on centralized surgical intervention and radiotherapy was influenced and encouraged 

by the development of  the NHS. In the United States, the tendency to favour non-surgical 

treatment was fostered by the postwar biomedical research boom that developed new treatments 

and therapies for a variety of  forms of  cancer. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Canada toed the middle 

line between those two poles. 

Domestic Cancer Control: Research & Treatment 

	 Radiotherapy was the modality in which the national differences are most apparent, 

because it initially defined cancer services in Britain and Europe, while interest in its use was 

overtaken in the United States as chemotherapy was developed. Pickstone argues that 

 Cantor, “Cancer Control and Prevention in the Twentieth Century,” 2.214
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radiotherapy is paradigmatic of  the medical advances and processes instituted in the interwar 

period. The therapy itself  required the involvement of  “a variety of  scientists and technicians as 

well as doctors; they standardized their therapies and accumulated statistics (about almost all 

their cases) at a time when most clinicians relied on individual judgments about individual 

patients.”  In Britain, radiotherapy benefitted from the centralized model of  cancer services 216

that was implemented over the interwar period; virtually all treatments, including X-rays and 

radium, were given in specialist institutions that also had the facilities to perform major surgery. 

These institutions created a “model of  medical modernism” in which “pathologists, diagnostic 

radiologists, radiotherapists, and surgeons would all be experts on cancer and its treatment.”  217

Working in teams, these individuals emphasized modes of  control that relied on early treatment 

to prevent death.  

	 British radiotherapists preferred centralization and looked favourably upon the support 

given to regional treatment centres in plans for the postwar establishment of  the NHS. Their 

efforts against cancer were most effective when all available resources were at their disposal, and 

they could be responsible for the initial diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up care. Indeed, one of  

the cornerstones of  radiotherapists’ ideal version of  cancer control was that the initial contact 

between patients and general practitioners would occur outside of  a hospital, perhaps even in the 

patient’s own home. The Cancer Act of  1939 had provided provisions for people who suspected 

they had cancer, and radiotherapists feared a tidal wave of  patients would flock to hospital 

centres seeking treatment before they were confirmed as actual cancer cases. Under their model, 

the GP became a gatekeeper for patients, ensuring that the flow was “always from the periphery 
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into the centre” of  the regional cancer facility.  The eventual system that was entrenched under 218

the NHS built upon the legacy of  the radiotherapy-centred model. It was organized around 

powerful regional (hospital and research) centres with satellites that offered coordinated care. 

These were usually affiliated with cancer research programs within universities, in order to 

further develop the links between research, treatment, and cancer control.  British cancer 219

control was intended to be efficient and to maximize the human and physical resources at its 

disposal, but it was extremely hierarchical and constrained by the national preference for 

centralization, made possible by geography and population density. 

	 From a Canadian perspective, Hayter argues that radium had an effect on Canadian 

cancer care that reshaped institutional and administrative approaches to the disease.  Hayter 220

focuses on the period prior to the Second World War, when gaining access to radium necessitated 

a certain degree of  centralization. As such the framers of  Canadian cancer programs favoured 

centralization because they felt it was the only way to improve outcomes. Though radium was 

acquired by individual practitioners and hospitals, frequent conflict arose between them, the 

hospitals desiring that treatment be centralized for maximum efficiency. Despite resistance from 

physicians, access to radium treatment reinforced centralization and state support for medical 

intervention. Moreover, radiotherapy centres acted as a catalyst in the collection of  cancer 

statistics pertaining to treatment, morbidity and mortality, thereby expanding the network of  

experts associated with the disease. 
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	 By the late 1930s, a chain of  regional cancer centres stretched across Canada, although 

their development had exposed deep divisions between general practitioners, specialists, and 

health service planners. Unified cancer control efforts proved difficult to institute in Canada due 

to the geographic distribution of  the population — patients often found themselves too far from 

urban cancer centres, and were thus subject to fragmented care.  Hayter’s work on the 221

development of  regional and provincial cancer programs in Canada emphasizes the centrality of  

radium therapy in shaping those programs, in line with the British experience. 

	 By way of  comparison, chemotherapy capitalized on the experimentalism that defined 

postwar medicine. It was considered the pinnacle of  American scientific achievement, and its 

achievements were facilitated by the explosion of  the biomedical industrial complex. After the 

Second World War, American state funding went  

to research rather than public medical services. New machines were developed, 
which might have offered a path to independence for radiotherapists, and the 
heavy involvement of  government with physics research and the licensing of  
isotopes might have offered scope for a large-scale training program to man the 
new machines—but the radiological profession remained wary of  government 
interference, resisting, for example, the regulation of  linear accelerators and 
other technology.   222

Chemotherapy emerged out of  American “liberal medicine.” Rather than emphasizing 

improvements to access to patient care, American cancer research focused on developing more 

rigorous and effective treatments through science. This is not to say that American cancer centres 

did not prioritize their patients, quite the contrary, but the system itself  prioritized innovative 

treatments and approaches, rather than building on earlier success and honing old models of  

delivery. Cancer drug trials capitalized on the experimentalism of  American science and the 
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funds available. Britain had led the way in the interwar period, by virtue of  its advanced 

radiotherapy centres and techniques. But by the postwar era, American research into 

chemotherapy and other treatments was ascendant, not to mention the scientific capital that it 

gained through its disproportionate control of  radioactive isotopes needed for research and 

treatment, discussed further in Chapter 5. Additionally, American cancer scientists had led the 

way in national bodies to oversee and coordinate research, beginning with the formation of  the 

American Society for Cancer Research in 1907.  Though the research itself  was not 223

centralized, the existence of  a single body to speak on behalf  of  advancements being made by 

American scientists was a distinct advantage, due to the increased ability of  American scientists 

to influence the epistemic community that was developing around cancer. 

Domestic Cancer Control: Education 

	 As was alluded to above, the key difference was between American and British 

approaches to education-as-cancer control, but even this difference had a basis in the makeup of  

research and the preferred modes of  treatment within each country. In Britain, the medical 

community opposed lay cancer education, because “if  knowledge increased and fear decreased, 

the argument went, everyday men and women would present themselves to their GPs as soon as 

they noticed anything amiss.”  British national cancer control programs dated back to the 224

establishment of  the Imperial Cancer Research Fund (ICRF) in 1902. The British Empire 

Cancer Campaign (BECC) was formed in 1923 following the recognition that the various 

organizations carrying out cancer research would benefit from coordination of  effort and an 
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umbrella organization to fundraise and provide skilled advice.  In a promotional brochure, the 225

Campaign described its beginnings in self-congratulatory language that nonetheless spoke to the 

contemporary realities of  cancer research, stating that the 17 original framers of  the Campaign 

had “a common ambition: the initiative of  a Campaign which [would] help rid mankind of  the 

scourge it feared most and knew least about… Cancer.”  The clinicians who formed the BECC 226

were dissatisfied with the fundraising and public education efforts of  the ICRF, and their 

emphasis on these two aspects of  cancer control was reflected in the scope of  their activities.  

	 The BECC Cancer Propaganda Committee was renamed the Cancer Education 

Committee in 1947, and focused its emphasis on informing general practitioners on how to be 

more cancer-conscious in their practices.  Before the NHS was fully in place, it was difficult to 227

produce cancer material or to organize educational programs, in spite of  the demonstrated 

success of  similar efforts in Canada and the United States, according to their respective cancer 

societies.  Proponents of  lay education used successful examples from other countries to 228

persuade skeptics that the introduction of  a centrally-coordinated program would not overwhelm 

the NHS, nor would it result in undue panic.   While British cancer programs were like more 229

centralized versions of  the systems enacted in Canadian provinces, they chose to focus on 

research, rather than give public education an equal role in their approach. Though cure rates 

would also increase due to earlier detection, British opponents of  lay education worried that it 
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would foster “cancerphobia” and undermine professional authority. All too quickly, the newly-

formed NHS would be overwhelmed by a public that was liable to self-diagnoses, which would 

send neurotic but healthy patients to their physicians, while those who actually had cancer might 

be so paralyzed by fear that they would stay away.  

	 British officials were also consumed by their distaste for “American-style” public 

education, which was conducted through mass-media campaigns. American cancer workers 

decided early on that education would cut delay in seeking treatment, which would subsequently 

reduce cancer mortality. The ACS launched early campaigns by the 1920s, kept up their efforts 

through the 1930s, and were engaged in a “full-scale media onslaught” by the late 1940s.  230

British officials, however, maintained that cancer education campaigns was too dependent on 

fear-mongering, which they “insisted was unsuitable for Britain.”  231

	 With reference to Nathanson’s work on the contingent power of  experts: the intricacies of  

knowledge transfer and the application of  expertise in the British bureaucratic landscape also 

stalled progress on cancer control and education. Whereas the British provision of  radiotherapy 

services had been heavily organized, with expertise being mobilized as efficiently as possible with 

little pushback from any of  the stakeholders, the educational wing of  cancer control was not so 

lucky. Elizabeth Toon observes that cancer education caused anxiety in the postwar years due to 

the “postwar balance between voluntary, official, and professional groups. In the contentious 

political stew surrounding the introduction and implementation of  the National Health Service, 

all these organizations — the Ministry, the BECC, the BMA… were attempting to shore up, 
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reassert, or claim a voice in postwar medical policymaking.”  The cacophony of  voices that 232

might otherwise have been helpful only served to hinder broader efforts to control cancer.  

	 The consolidation of  cancer groups in Britain was assisted by the necessity of  presenting 

a unified national front at international meetings. Britain needed a National Cancer Committee 

for the sake of  funding travel to liaise with its foreign counterparts, and also to ensure that it was 

taken seriously in those exchanges. The British Empire Cancer Campaign and Imperial Cancer 

Research Fund led the organizing efforts, and worked diligently to win the support of  the 

Ministry of  Health. A letter from the ad hoc planning committee to the Ministry read: 

You are probably aware that a European body called the Union Internationale 
Contre le Cancer, with headquarters in Paris, exists with the object of  
promoting international co-operation in the cancer field by arranging periodic 
international congresses… To date, Great Britain has failed to send National 
delegates to any of  these congresses, since there has been no British National 
body in existence to appoint them. In consequence, our two Organizations 
have individually sent their own representatives and observers, none of  whom 
has had the authority to speak as a National delegate. The voice of  Britain has 
thus not been as effective as it should have been.  233

In 1954, after extensive correspondence with other professional bodies whose mandate 

overlapped with cancer control, the British National Committee on Cancer was established to 

marshal and coordinate national efforts to control cancer, and to represent Britain in 

international organizations and committees with similar aims.  The BNCC would thenceforth 234

represent British research and interests in the emerging realm of  international cancer control. 
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	 The final form of  the Canadian Cancer Society highlighted both education and research 

as “twin components of  an effective cancer control program,” and strengthened the balanced 

approach to cancer control within Canada from that point forward.  The Canadian Cancer 235

Society was established in 1938, and can be read as the result of  the efforts of  “an influential and 

well-organized segment of  the national medical profession” that favoured the establishment of  a 

national body to capitalize on provincial-level gains made in cancer control, especially in 

Saskatchewan.  Ultimately, by the postwar period, Canada adopted a balanced line between 236

promoting research and using cancer control resources to inform the public about the disease. 

Canadian physicians were mindful of  the fact that patients were more likely to seek medical 

advice when they were educated about the realities of  cancer, but they were disheartened by the 

lack of  measurable improvements to patient outcomes that could be traced to cancer research:  

The physicians of  Canada are troubled about their effectiveness in the war 
against cancer. Up to the present, practitioners have tried to do their part in 
educating the public to seek early diagnosis and treatment at the nearest 
available centre. From that point on they have been prepared to await the 
conquest of  cancer through a coup de grace delivered by trained laboratory 
scientists.   237

By 1947 — a year that would be marked by a resurgence of  international efforts to study and 

control cancer, expanded upon below — the Canadian “attack on cancer” was described as a 

“guerrilla skirmishing” that lacked total mobilization of  available resources, research, and 

personnel.  The newly formed National Cancer Institute called for a united front in a two-day 238

conference held in January, which was attended by nearly fifty physicians, researchers, and public 
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officials. By June 1948, the Canadian Cancer Society and the National Cancer Institute of  

Canada merged their boards of  directors. The affiliation was viewed favourably by the Canadian 

Medical Association. The Society was a lay-medical voluntary cancer organization, while the 

NCIC was invested solely in research into cures and treatments.  In its briefing to members 239

about the merger, the CMA stressed that the general public had been confused by the multiplicity 

of  organizations, and that steps to unite the mandate of  the two organizations would strengthen 

cancer control efforts in Canada.  240

	 Though the organizations maintained their individual mandates, the steps taken towards 

unification of  purpose were evident in the way that research and clinical practice came to 

overlap. Physicians were expected to contribute to epidemiological studies of  the disease by 

keeping accurate data and case studies. The National Cancer Institute was interested in “any idea 

related to cancer, no matter how fanciful” and requested that general practitioners make a habit 

of  corresponding with the Institute so that resources could be allocated as effectively as possible, 

making the greatest possible use of  existing expertise.  It was a clear demonstration of  the 241

balanced approach to cancer control that was pursued by Canadian practitioners and 

researchers, and one that would later be reflected in international efforts at cancer control. 

	 In addition to its role in coordinating and correlating Canadian institutions and 

individuals, the NCIC (formed in 1947) was also charged with assisting with the training and 
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funding of  any group, institution, individual or consortium that was contributing to the broader 

research agenda.  Medical research was the cornerstone of  the Institute’s mandate:  242

Arising out of  a conference of  cancer workers from organizations allied in the 
fields of  cancer research, diagnosis, treatment and public education, the 
Institute began its career by devoting particular attention to the problem of  
cancer research. This special emphasis on research was necessitated by the fact 
that existing organizations had already been dealing successfully with the 
problem of  diagnosis, treatment and education… University centres were 
handicapped by inadequate budgets, and no guarantees of  continued support 
for cancer investigation. Few or no fellowships were available to workers who 
were eager to devote their future to this special field of  study. Canada was thus 
faced with the loss of  brilliant young graduates who had been trained at 
considerable expense to the nation, because no facilities or budgets were at 
hand in this country to make use of  their skills.   243

The evident fear about brain drain, and the loss of  Canadian scientific talent to better funded 

and organized labs elsewhere, spoke to the fluidity of  medical research expertise in the postwar 

period. The necessity of  coordinating cancer research and improving the facilities and 

opportunities available to Canadian scientists further spurred efforts to consolidate gains being 

made in labs across the country within the NCIC. In spite of  the suspicious eye turned towards 

foreign research programs and the potential loss of  innovative researchers, year after year, the 

NCIC expressed gratitude to the British Empire Cancer Campaign for funding of  research 

fellowships and exchanges, which were of  great help and interest to Canadian researchers.  The 244

close ties between the cancer research organizations and funding agencies in the Commonwealth 

countries were evident in their correspondence and mutually-supportive arrangements; the 

goodwill extended to their dealings within international cancer control bodies, including the 

UICC and other similar organizations. 
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	 The role of  physicians in cancer control was emphasized concurrently with the 

reorganization and streamlining of  research. At the 1949 Annual Meeting of  the Canadian 

Medical Association, their value on the front line was particularly highlighted because of  the 

“established fact that cancer mortality can only be reduced by early diagnosis and early 

treatment.”  Diagnosing and treating the disease obviously required accurate data about the 245

prevalence and distribution of  the cancer cases. Interwar registration of  morbidity and mortality 

data in Canada through GPs had not proven to be a successful way of  keeping epidemiological 

statistics of  the disease — greater centralization and unification of  purpose was necessary. The 

general system in place in the early 1950s was the referral of  suspected cases to medical centres, 

some of  which included dedicated cancer clinics. The NCIC report observed: “in some 

provinces, highly organized [tracking systems] resulted in a substantial increase in the detection 

of  cancer. This means also, that cancer treatment is becoming more centralized with the result 

that patients are receiving the best possible treatment.”  In an attempt to foster even better 246

registration and follow-up with cancer patients, the NCIC initiated a statistical program that 

aimed to standardize intake forms, treatment forms and anatomical drawings; all of  these efforts 

would permit closer study of  the variations in incidence and survival rates among patients across 

provinces and nation-wide.  Exam rooms were called “cancer detection centres,” and 247

physicians were assured that their efforts would soon pay off  in decreasing the mortality rate of  

the disease.  
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	 In addition to the training that they received in medical school and postgraduate courses, 

physicians were expected to keep abreast of  professional teaching films and the scholarship 

published in medical journals, including Cancer, which was first published in 1948. Indeed a 

preponderance of  professional and scientific journals focused on cancer flourished during the 

1940s and after, including Journal of  the National Cancer Institute (1940), Cancer Research (1941), British 

Journal of  Cancer (1947), CA: A Cancer Journal for Clinicians (1950), and the International Journal of  

Cancer (1966). These journals were vehicles for the circulation of  clinical and scientific 

information between practitioners and researchers, thereby contributing to the larger context of  

expertise on the disease in the period.	  

	 The aforementioned national differences in cancer control were initially reflected into the 

international system during the interwar period, and continued to shape global efforts to control 

cancer thereafter. Though international efforts at cancer control did not take the middle ground 

between British hesitation and American enthusiasm for both education and research, the 

balanced and carefully planned approach demonstrated by the Canadian cancer establishment 

can be seen in the postwar arrangements within organizations like the UICC.   

International Efforts at Cancer Control 

	 By way of  background, international cooperation in cancer research began in Europe 

shortly after 1900, with three international conferences held before the outbreak of  the First 

World War: in Heidelberg in 1906, Paris in 1910, and Brussels in 1913. In the 1920s, conferences 

held at Lake Mohonk, NY and in London expanded the horizons of  the research community 

beyond continental Europe. As disparate national efforts in medico-scientific cancer research 

were collected for the sake of  comparative study, cancer control itself  was also internationalized 
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under the auspices of  the Cancer Commission of  the League of  Nations, established in 1925.  248

The first successful attempt to establish a permanent international organization came following a 

meeting in Madrid in 1933, leading to the formation of  the Union Internationale Contre le 

Cancer (UICC). Before and after the Second World War, UICC congresses were held across 

Western Europe and in the United States; in 1962, a congress was held in the Soviet Union.  249

Just as the WMA was linked to national medical associations, the UICC maintained a liaison 

between national cancer organizations, promoted research into the causes, diagnosis and 

treatment of  cancer, and worked to improve education and teaching. These aims were 

accomplished by facilitating the information between national organizations, hosting 

international congresses, and by publishing an international journal: Acta de l’Union internationale 

contre le Cancer. Additionally, the UICC encouraged national efforts in research and therapy, and 

organized ad hoc working groups on problems related to the disease as they arose. Subjects 

included the geographical pathology and demography of  cancer (1950), lung cancer (1952), 

mammary cancer (1955), chemotherapy (1956, 1957, 1958), cancer in sub-Saharan Africa (1957), 

and so on. The main achievement of  the UICC was determining the geographical disparities in 

cancer pathology, and contributing to understanding the causation and prevention of  various 

forms of  the disease based on its distribution in different countries and regions. 

	 During the German occupation of  France, the UICC found itself  unable to function, as 

the Nazis had seized files and taken them to Germany, where they were not seen again.  After 250
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the war, the President of  the UICC wrote to national health ministries and requested their 

assistance in restarting the activities of  the Union.  Upon receiving approval and assurances 251

from various government ministries that they would participate in the reinvigoration efforts, the 

UICC held its first postwar conference in St. Louis in 1947. At that Congress, the organizing 

committee reached out to national governments and stressed it was an “opportune time to hold 

such a Congress since all countries now face the problem of  organizing their resources both in 

manpower and facilities with a view toward international development of  effective means of  

cancer prevention and control.”  The St. Louis Congress organized papers into five categories: 252

possibilities in research and treatment arising from the mobilization of  nuclear energy, viral 

causes of  cancer, chemical studies on the aetiology of  cancer, serological and chemical diagnostic 

tests for cancer, and palliative treatment of  cancer patients.  It was clear that the Union had 253

suffered greatly during the Second World War, and that the destruction of  its facilities and 

records had hobbled its reestablishment in the postwar period. The 1947 meeting was considered 

a great success, and sparked hope that future Congresses would allow even more fruitful 

regulations and policies to be enacted to address the cancer problem. 

	 One of  the most important features of  the long-term plan was the establishment of  an 

international cancer research commission “to advance knowledge of  cancer by both clinical and 

experimental investigation, this reflecting the mounting activity in cancer research which followed 

the close of  the war.”  The name “Commission” was a bit misleading, as it amounted to little 254

more than a scientific council or committee within the UICC; indeed, the British delegate 
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remarked that “some confusion might have been avoided if  it had been given a less pretentious 

title.”  Nevertheless, at each meeting of  the Research Commission, national delegates gave 255

reports on cancer research, therapy, and facilities within their countries. The reports were then 

published in Acta, and it was hoped that they would make a valuable contribution to the cancer 

literature through their capacity to provide comparative measures of  success and failure. 

Moreover, the Commission served as a ready-made network between the national delegates, and 

was a catalyst for the transfer of  information between national cancer research (and control) 

programs. 

	 Almost immediately, funding, and especially the extraordinary financing of  international 

cancer congresses, became an issue between the UICC and national governments. The United 

Kingdom was against the inclusion of  government officials at non-governmental organizations, 

because of  the cost associated with sending delegates and providing continual financial support 

for the efforts of  the organizations. If  the work of  the NGO overlapped with that of  the WHO, 

the Ministry of  Health held firm to the line that their support was behind the latter, and it would 

not commit to sending delegates to other meetings.  Even payments by voluntary associations 256

like the BECC were expected to pass through the treasury — perhaps reflecting the austerity of  

postwar British economic policy.  By 1953, the UICC was still struggling to raise funds, because 257

national governments insisted on channelling their monies through the WHO.  258

	 Executive Committee meeting minutes allude to the overall success of  the organization, 

in spite of  the challenges that it faced due to the limited funds available to it. The Union 
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strengthened international scientific ties, and the countries who were actively investing in its 

success were likewise those which were reaping the greatest gains from its existence.  Efforts to 259

coordinate research naturally fed into related attempts to capitalize on the gains being made in 

the broader scheme of  cancer control then operating in other countries. The supposedly 

mutually-beneficial relationship between cancer research and cancer control was regarded 

suspiciously by some medical researchers who continued to argue that spending resources on the 

social aspects of  the disease was futile until it could be successfully tackled biochemically.  

	 There was some indecision about whether the Union should focus solely on scientific 

questions, or whether it should continue expanding its gaze to the more social issues related to 

cancer and its control. On this matter, Alexander Haddow, and the few other members with 

similar scientific credentials argued forcefully that the Union should capitalize on the expertise at 

its disposal. They wanted the UICC to recognize that “the social problems would remain as long 

as the scientific side of  the question remained unsolved.”  Ultimately, a separate social 260

committee was formed because there was “almost universal agreement” that the formation of  a 

committee on the social aspects of  cancer was necessary and within the larger purview of  the 

UICC.  261

	 In the postwar period, growing awareness of  the scale and nature of  research activities in 

other countries spurred innovation and a sense of  competition between cancer researchers. In a 

lengthy memorandum about the role of  organized research in provoking cancer innovation, 

Haddow remarked: “In this age of  complication, mere mention of  the world ‘organization’ 

brings terror to the heart of  the true researcher. Even in these days of  groups and teams, he 
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knows that the genuine impulse still comes from individual men and their new ideas, and that 

neither can be improved by organization.”  Individuals organized their own research priorities, 262

groups and institutes within hospitals in order to streamline work and to create networks of  

individuals who could benefit from one another’s success and knowledge.  

	 The real need for organization and coordination became apparent at the national level, 

but the main function of  the UICC remained the support of  research and the flow of  

information.  Organization of  cancer research at the international level was essential in order 263

to “encourage research and the dissemination of  knowledge, but also to conduct research in fields 

- such as clinical staging and standard nomenclature, geographical and comparative pathology, 

ionizing radiation and other carcinogenic hazards - where international cooperation is just as 

essential as in those of  geophysics, astronomy or astrophysics.”  Voting power in the Union was 264

shared by all national members, with each member receiving one vote, and financial support was 

provided by those governments. The Commission was a subsidiary of  the UICC, and replaced 

the Comité Scientifique. The ICRC advanced research by: 

1. serving as scientific council to the Union 
2. pooling information arising from annual meetings and other smaller 

meetings 
3. obtaining more agreement on cancer nomenclature  
4. giving advice in the planning of  cancer research when requested 
5. helping to secure equipment and resources 
6. promoting studies of  environmental, occupational and geological pathology 

of  cancer 
7. facilitating review of  cancer literature 

Creating the ICRC could be read as a move by the UICC to throw its support behind the 

research side of  cancer control efforts, but doing so would overlook the mutually-constructive 
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nature of  cancer control. Without innovative scientific and clinical research, there was little use in 

devoting energy to the non-research aspects of  programs in general. International cancer control 

efforts facilitated communication and collaboration between experts on pressing issues, and in the 

case of  the ICRC, “research” would come to encompass comparative studies of  lay education 

and clinical experience.  

	 Ultimately, by the early 1960s, the UICC displayed a balanced interest in cancer research 

and cancer control. The 1961 UICC Commission on Cancer Control was tasked with achieving 

the maximum control of  cancer possible through the utilization of  all available knowledge 

concerning the causes and clinical management thereof. The Commission recommended the 

centralization and standardization of  measures, criteria and operating procedures of  cancer 

control programs, the maintenance of  a library of  information on cancer control plans, the 

promotion of  free circulation of  expert knowledge through meetings, symposia, and international 

communications, and constant liaising to improve working relationships with governments and 

voluntary agencies in order to assure effective advisory activities.  265

	 As statistical evidence of  cancer’s growing presence in the population came to light, the 

same international effort that was usually reserved for the infectious diseases that created 

transnational epidemics was applied to cancer. Though cancer as disease was not transmissible 

across borders, cancer-as-disease-concept became a problem worthy of  investigation at the 

international level. The investigation was facilitated by the expansion of  the biomedical research 

complex, which created a vast army of  experts whose knowledge was collected and coopted by 

international working groups under the auspices of  the UICC and elsewhere. These experts then 

reported on their findings and contributed to the growing body of  knowledge. Comparative 
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studies of  morbidity, mortality and the efficacy of  treatments formed the basis of  the veritable 

global encyclopaedia of  information that emerged around cancer control efforts. This mass of  

information was assembled without drug companies and clinical trials — the important and 

complex role of  which is deserving of  another chapter or an entire thesis in and of  itself. 

	 Studying and reporting on the geographical distribution of  cancer necessitated 

coordination between various levels of  government and international agencies. Public health, 

clinical medicine, and scientific research collided over cancer first in a domestic setting, and then 

internationally. In their efforts, the individuals and organizations involved built upon the work of  

previous generations of  their peers, for whom epidemiological statistics were one of  the key ways 

that diseases were defined and controlled. This level of  continuity in (public) health planning is 

rarely associated with non-communicable diseases. Indeed, the very existence of  lay education 

programs as a part of  cancer control demonstrates the degree to which standard public health 

procedures were utilized on a non-communicable disease. Moreover, the expansion of  the 

biomedical research complex mobilized science and public health in order to “fight cancer.” 

	 When he signed the National Cancer Act of  1971, US President Richard Nixon 

effectively declared a “war on cancer,” though the results have been uneven: “unravelling the 

mysteries of  cancer could not be politically planned, as if  arranging a conquest of  the moon.”  266

Biomedical research and treatment techniques improved by leaps and bounds, and yet, the 

disease continued to burden health systems and families. Militarized language being applied to 

public health and medicine was not a novel concept. However, the framing of  the disease as 

something to be beaten by warrior-patients, who were viewed as survivors of  a battle or victims 
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of  a scourge, depending on their individual outcomes, is certainly deserving of  note.  It was 267

another way that the disease was written in an international framework; how better to frame the 

challenge facing practitioners, policymakers, and patients than through terms understandable to 

anyone who had survived the Second World War, or was witnessing the escalating Cold War.  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CHAPTER FIVE 

 	 “One should neither deride it nor pin any great hope on it”:  
Physician Responses to Nuclear Energy, 1945-62 

On August 6, 1945, the United States detonated the first of  two atomic bombs over Japan 

and its population.  Less than two weeks later, on August 18, a leading editorial in The Lancet 

made a strong statement to the readership of  the journal that the use of  the atomic bomb had 

ushered in a frightening new reality. No longer would the courage and self-sacrifice embodied by 

previous wars be wholly necessary to ensure a victorious outcome. From then on, “treachery and 

the possession of  a supply of  uranium [would] enable the coward and the weakling to overcome 

the brave and the strong.”  The war on the Western Front had wound down months before, 268

and it was clear that the Japanese resistance was nearing its end. In a sighing, despondent tone, 

the editor remarked that the use of  the bomb “did not so much force surrender as give excuse for 

a capitulation that was already inevitable.”   269

	 So began the complicated and dynamic relationship between the medical profession and 

nuclear weapons, both in theory and in reality. Intellectual exercises about the possibility of  

human innovation, the futility of  scientific progress in such a dangerous time, and the chilling 
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reality of  a world system dominated by nuclear-capable states led physicians to question their 

place in the world, and their outlook on foreign policy and diplomacy that had, at least before the 

beginning of  the Cold War, often seemed more black and white.  During the early Cold War, 270

nuclear science was a particularly contentious domestic policy issue that was influenced by 

networks of  scientific experts, and international institutions, and further complicated by politics. 

Thus, in articulating their views on nuclear issues, physicians positioned themselves, both 

individually and corporately, at the intersection of  medicine/science, domestic public policy, and 

foreign policy during a phase of  intense change and upheaval for all parties involved. How were 

physicians to balance their Hippocratic Oath to do no harm with the possibility that their 

governments might annihilate all of  humanity with nuclear weapons? Could physicians support 

the peaceful use of  nuclear technology - used to create radioactive isotopes, for example, or to 

power entire city blocks--when the same science could be put in service of  warmongering and 

nationalistic chest-thumping? And what if  the physicians in question were put off  by the idea of  

a government exerting its dominance internationally? The detonation of  a nuclear bomb raised 

many questions about the place of  science in world affairs, and gave new weight to the presence 

of  scientists in discussions of  foreign policy.  271

The rise of  nuclearity during the early Cold War fits neatly into the broader picture about 

how science and technology contributed to an utter transformation of  the world order. Physicists 

exemplified this transition quite clearly because of  their association with atomic energy and the 

(destructive) potential of  nuclear technology. The relationship between physicists and the power 

 This perspective is articulated in a number of  medical journal articles that compare the postwar period to the 270

interwar period, specifically insofar as national alliances were concerned, and the “knowing thy enemy” principle. 
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and perils of  the nuclear project have been well-documented in the secondary literature, perhaps 

to the detriment of  inquiry into the experience of  other branches of  science and technology, 

including medicine.  272

	 This chapter examines the perspectives of  British and Canadian physicians on various 

issues related to nuclear technologies, highlighting both their shared collective experience, and 

the manner in which their views differed based on national particularities. The analysis is 

bookended by the detonation of  the first atomic bombs over Japan in August 1945 and the 

chilling reality of  the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962. The former was the international 

community’s first experience with a nuclear event of  that destructive magnitude, while the latter 

provoked the sinking feeling that the world had (once again) scarcely escaped utter annihilation 

by states who were playing chicken with their stockpiles of  nuclear weapons. In the interim, the 

stance taken by physicians on issues of  nuclear energy, weapons, and medicine can be seen to ebb 

and flow. Phases of  fairly blasé attitudes about the reality of  living in the atomic age were 

punctuated by moments of  crisis when the Cold War heated up, or when stumbling blocks in 

nuclear research called the safety and responsibility of  the entire enterprise into question. 

Notable too was the omnipresent promise of  the new specialty of  nuclear medicine, and what 

could be achieved through the increased application of  radioactive isotopes in clinical practice. 

Ongoing medical research using radioactive materials necessitated support for at least some 

measure of  nuclear particle research to keep a stockpile of  isotopes readily available. The 

situation presented a sometimes challenging, intellectual, and moral quandary to physicians who 

might otherwise have been opposed to nuclear research.  
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	 When considering the perspective of  physicians, it is essential to make distinctions 

between three groups: general practitioners: their specialist colleagues in the emerging field of  

nuclear medicine; and those who had a more general interest in medical research. The latter 

group might have found themselves involved in clinical practice, but they were far more 

interested in the implication of  nuclear isotopes and other scientific advancements for their 

diagnostic and curative potential. Speaking of  all “physicians” as a single group flattens out their 

professional and personal differences. To do so would homogenize the perspectives of  highly 

educated individuals on extremely complex issues. Indeed, the range of  perspectives that can be 

found among individuals who were professionally labeled as “physicians” is precisely what makes 

their positions on all things atomic such a compelling way of  untangling the relationship between 

science, medicine, society and government policy in the early Cold War. 

	 The outlook of  physicians on a constellation of  nuclear questions exemplifies the growth 

of  interest in technological innovation, dampened by Cold War anxieties, and the way that these 

two forces were mediated through networks of  medico-scientific expertise. Splashed across the 

pages of  medical journals, fearful handwringing about the menace of  global nuclear proliferation 

was matched by impassioned inquiry about what national governments were doing to clamp 

down on the level of  artificial radioactivity. In this way, foreign and domestic policy collided in 

the atomic age, and debates were played out in the pages of  medical journals by virtue of  

professional interest in the same questions that gripped everyone else. At stake were questions 

about the morality of  weapons of  mass destruction, how medicine could respond to the type of  

crisis that would be wrought by nuclear war, and above all whether the profession was duty-

bound to oppose the weaponization of  technology that had a demonstrated clinical and 

diagnostic value.  
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	 In his seminal work By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought and Culture at the Dawn of  the 

Atomic Age, historian Paul Boyer expounded the idea of  a pervasive “nuclear consciousness” that 

developed in American society and life after 1945. While the analysis in this chapter 

demonstrates that concern about nuclear issues abounded, it is clear that physicians’ responses 

and reactions were temporally-contingent and influenced by socio-political externalities. The use 

of  the atomic bomb irreversibly altered the relationship between science and society, and the 

obvious risks of  nuclear weapons imbued the entirety of  nuclear research with an exceptionalism 

that infiltrated all aspects of  life.  Conversely, “anti-nuclear activists argued that nuclear 273

technologies were qualitatively and quantitatively distinct dangers… The fact that ‘going nuclear’ 

involved splitting atoms – creating rupture in nature’s very building blocks – only strengthened 

this exceptionalism.”  Any discussion of  the nuclear was thus imbued with political, cultural 274

and economic significance, complicated by morality. Asserting the ontological distinctiveness of  

“‘the nuclear’ carried political, cultural, and economic stakes amplified by morality-talk, which 

tended to boil down to a simple duality: nuclear technology represented either salvation or 

depravity.”  275

	 The physicians present in this chapter wrestled with the duality of  nuclear ontologies, and 

their perspectives were informed by a shifting set of  assumptions about the possibilities and 

dangers of  nuclear technologies at various turns.  The intellectual and emotional framework in 

which physicians articulated their views on nuclear issues is captured by the term “nuclearity” as 

defined in two separate instances by Jonathan Hogg and Gabrielle Hecht. Hogg tracks the 

 For an excellent account of  the influence of  the bomb on American culture and society, which has telling parallels 273
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emotional experience of  the bomb in 1950s British culture, and the juxtaposition of  fear and 

anxiety it generated with the tranquility and normality of  domestic life. Building upon the work 

of  Hecht, who used nuclearity to describe the condition of  nation-states possessing nuclear 

weapons, Hogg explores the way in which knowledge of  nuclear technology and its dangers 

influenced individual experience.  He defines nuclearity as the “shifting set of  assumptions held 276

by individual citizens on the dangers of  nuclear technology, assumptions rooted firmly in context 

and which circulated in, and were shaped by, national discourse.”   277

When applied to medical discourse about nuclear technologies, this chapter uses 

nuclearity as a way of  encapsulating physicians’ perspectives on the actual condition of  living in a 

time where nuclear technologies were a policy option at home and abroad, and also to capture 

the emotional zeitgeist that accompanied that condition. Individually and corporately, physicians 

in communication with one another created networks of  nuclearity that contributed to and were 

contingent upon the larger discourse about nuclear technologies in the period. Moreover, it was 

through their nuclearity that many erstwhile domestically-inclined physicians engaged for the first 

time with issues of  foreign policy and diplomacy, and were brought into the realm of  

international institutions and relations. 

	 This chapter analyses the content and tone of  contemporary medical literature, along 

with archival material, to provide a fuller picture of  their professional outlook on one of  the 

leading issues of  the day. In time, many of  the journals took a stance on nuclear issues, and 

published politicized editorials and essays that highlighted the challenges facing the profession in 
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the context of  the nuclear age.  Of  the dominant British and Canadian medical journals of  the 278

day, The Lancet was by far the most likely to take a political stance, but others often followed suit 

when the external situation dictated. This debate most often occurred in lively exchanges 

between the editor and letter-writers, or between letter writers themselves. While the scientific or 

instructional articles provide valuable insight into the issues and ideas that informed physicians 

and other readers of  the journals, the affective and intellectual discourse in the editorial 

comments is an equally valuable lens for viewing the construction of  nuclearity in the period.  

Hiroshima & Nagasaki, 1945-46 

	 The medical journal coverage of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945 was 

overwhelmingly characterized by a sense of  relief  at the war’s end, coupled with awe that so 

much damage had been done in such a short period of  time. It was at that moment that 

physicians (along with the rest of  society) were forced to grapple for the first time with the idea of  

nuclear exceptionalism, which became a key facet of  the way that their own perspectives on 

nuclearity were constructed. Beyond the fact that nuclear weapons were an entirely new form of  

armed threat, the editor of  The Lancet remarked: “And now we are to have peace: not a peace of  

joy and boasting, but a peace of  solemn self-communing among peoples sick of  slaughter, aghast 

at the general brutalization and dulling of  standards that six years of  bitter conflict have brought 

in their train, weighed down with the responsibilities of  the morrow.”  Burdened by the 279

destruction caused by scientific innovation, physicians who took an interest in nuclear issues at 
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this early stage forged their sense nuclearity in a crucible of  uncertainty and danger, as the 

peaceful benefits of  nuclear technologies were not yet readily apparent.  

	 As reports about the destruction and effect of  the bomb on human life began to filter out 

of  Japan, medical professionals spoke up more frequently about the perceived dangers of  

radioactivity. Letters to the editor suggested that industrialized societies interested in further 

development of  nuclear technology did not fully comprehend the gravity or potentially 

destructive effect that their efforts would have on human health. Moreover, frequent reference 

was made to the fact that no individual nation had the right to “scatter radioactivity” in war or 

peace, for any purpose whatsoever, because it would only serve to “endanger the habitability of  

the planet or the nature of  its inhabitants.”  However, the bomb was rarely described entirely in 280

negative terms; rather, it was presented as something “paradoxically good and evil but 

predominantly good, and as something outside human responsibility.”  Australian journalist 281

Wilfred Burchett was the first Allied reporter to enter Hiroshima without military escort. The 

article detailing his experiences evoked disease metaphors by describing the aftermath of  the 

bombing as an “atomic plague.” The use of  such language “raised the terrifying prospect that 

modern science had manufactured a weapon whose after-effects were reminiscent of  the 

medieval ‘Black Death.’”  Moreover, sweeping editorials referencing scientific responsibility for 282

the bomb implicitly included physicians, who were simultaneously called to draw from the 

inherent humanitarian spirit of  their profession to help bring about the return of  peaceful order 

in the postwar international system. Through their use of  language, medical journals (and by 
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extension, physicians themselves) were implicated in the sin committed by the scientific 

community for having created such a destructive weapon. This self  castigation occurred in spite 

of  the fact that as a profession, physicians had not been closely involved in the Manhattan 

project. 

	 The American media was fascinated with stories about the bomb, especially those that 

seemed to downplay the destructive realities, or offered some hope of  salvation for the American 

people who felt guilt over having used such a destructive technology in the first place. One Time 

report included an interview with a Japanese scientist, Dr. Takashi, who had been a professor of  

x-ray technology before the bomb was dropped. He reflected that, in a lifetime spent studying 

atoms in relation to medicine, he had come to believe that “the more man probes into the secrets 

of  the atom, the more value he will derive.”  Science had accepted the reality of  what it had 283

done, but continued to be hopeful about what nuclear energy could accomplish. In this way, 

physicists and other scientists who pressed forward in their fields forced the rest of  society to 

grapple with the reality of  a changed relationship between science, war, and the state. In the 

context of  this altered dynamic, physicians began to explore the meaning of  nuclear 

technologies, to comment upon their significance in foreign affairs and international institutions, 

and to develop their sense of  nuclearity in earnest.  

	 In addition to its role in reimagining of  science’s position in society, the atomic bomb 

prompted an analysis of  the effects of  immense amounts of  atmospheric radiation being released 

on the human body. Following the official report of  the British Mission to Japan to determine the 

effects of  the Atomic Bomb at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Lancet published a briefing entitled 

“The Atom Bomb Disease” that detailed a sampling of  the health effects of  the bombing, 

 “Report from Nagasaki,” Time 53, no. 11 (14 March 1949): 39.283
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including residual effects that were being witnessed months after the fact. The clinical picture was 

dominated by signs of  failure of  blood formation, along with bloody diarrhea, anorexia, nausea 

and general malaise.  The article led to a response from a number of  physicians, and certainly 284

informed the general medical public about the health effects of  atomic bombs. These and other 

worry-inducing articles written by physicians about the dangers of  nuclear fission were splashed 

across the pages of  medical journals in 1945 and 1947, and spurred the government into further 

action on issues of  health and nuclear proliferation.  Indeed, physicians took an interest in the 285

global repercussions of  the possession of  nuclear technology, both from a health and geopolitical 

standpoint at a time well before the tensions of  the Cold War fully took root. 

Peaceful Uses of  Atomic Energy: Atoms for Peace 

	 The aftermath of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki underlined the threat posed by artificial 

radioactivity and the byproducts of  a nuclear explosion. Amid the uncertainty about just how 

much radiation was harmful to humans, new interest was shown in the peaceful applications of  

the nuclear reactors that would, from that point onward, be used to produce radioactive materials 

for military use. Debates about the degree to which radioactive materials could be put to 

productive use for society thus became the second factor that shaped physicians’ sense of  

nuclearity. Health physicist Robley Evans asserted in 1946, ‘‘The sober truth is that through 

medical advances alone, atomic energy has already saved more lives than were snuffed out at 
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki.”  The making of  a “biomedical complex” in the atomic age has been 286

the subject of  much scholarship.  287

	 Articles about the peaceful uses of  nuclear technology thus gradually made their way into 

the pages of  medical journals. The medical utility of  radioactive isotopes was the first and 

foremost peaceful application contemplated by the medical community. In March 1947, Nobel 

Prize winning physicist James Chadwick published an article in The Lancet which explained, in 

detail, the nature of  an atomic fission reaction, and how the products of  that reaction might be 

harnessed for weapons or peaceful uses. He laid out the medical and clinical applications of  

radioactive material, emphasizing the powerful possibilities of  tracer elements, which could help 

investigate chemical processes of  the body. Chadwick assured readers that the nuclear stockpiles 

that would be used to manufacture isotopes were small enough that they would have no direct 

military application, nor were they the type applied to the production of  nuclear weapons. The 

use of  nuclear piles to produce radioactive isotopes (also called radioisotopes) for medical 

research was essentially a safe development in nuclear science, which would enable researchers to 

explore the human body.   288

	 The initial commentary on nuclear reactors and isotopes emphasized the international 

character of  the expert networks that made the isotopes available in the first place, and also the 

degree to which transnational exchange of  materials would be a factor in the field of  nuclear 

medicine going forward. Initially, only the United States had a functional reactor that was 
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capable of  producing isotopes for clinical and research purposes. By 1945, the National Research 

Council of  Canada (NRC) had had built the first reactor outside the United States, at Chalk 

River, Ontario.  Britain acquired its own reactor at Harwell in 1946, but even the brief  lag time 289

between the establishment of  the Canadian and British reactors placed the latter’s scientific 

community and interested policymakers and politicians on the defensive; it was clear that having 

a domestic source of  isotopes and a centre for nuclear research would be in the nation’s best 

interests in the future. The American Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was established in 

January 1947 to regulate and advocate on behalf  of  the American nuclear reactors; it was 

intended to foster the peacetime and peaceable development of  nuclear physics research under 

civilian, rather than military jurisdiction.  The public face and policymaker for the entire 290

industry, the organization was the point of  contact for the British and Canadian representatives 

who were involved in the production and distribution of  nuclear and radioactive materials. 

However, in Britain especially, there was a dichotomous relationship between domestic desire for 

radioactive isotopes and the foreign policy priorities of  the state. Medical researchers and other 

scientists, especially those not closely affiliated with government-run laboratories, were willing to 

outsource the production of  radioisotopes to other countries, providing those materials were 

available for research at an appropriate cost.  

	 During the summer of  1947, the British MRC sent a team of  individuals of  various 

backgrounds and specialties on a diplomatic and scientific mission to the AEC. One of  the team’s 

principal findings was that nuclear energy was going to occupy increasing amounts of  
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government attention and funding, and that it would require balancing scientific interests with 

the larger mandates of  those governments, in both a domestic and foreign policy sense. Relations 

between nations as they pertained to the exchange of  radioactive materials and expertise were 

complicated by the reality that those materials carried a level of  military-industrial weight, 

thereby increasing their value but undermining purely intellectual or scientific arguments that 

could be made for their distribution beyond national borders. Moreover, after the Second World 

War ended, secrecy surrounding the production, distribution and exchange of  all things nuclear 

greatly increased, replacing the spirit of  allied cooperation that had (supposedly) existed during 

the war.  

	 It was in the British interest to reestablish these lines of  communication and exchange, so 

that the Americans would not pull unreachably ahead in the great game to accumulate more 

nuclear technology.  In confidential letter between from Edward Mellanby, then Secretary at the 

MRC to Dr. F.N. Woodward, Scientific Director Attaché at the British embassy in Washington, 

Mellanby stressed: 

We cannot pretend that the situation as regards exchange between the two 
countries of  medical and biological information, especially in the province of  
atomic fission, is good. But this I believe is largely because we have very little to 
offer at the present time. I am hoping that, in the course of  the next few 
months, things will really begin to get going here, both in Harwell and the 
universities, because there is a most intense desire to start tracer element 
research work… I have written on these matters because I thought you ought to 
know that we are anxious to get things working smoothly and, if  possible, on 
the same level of  interchange as during the war.  291

It was in the best interests of  the British scientific community to maintain an open network of  

communication and materials exchange between itself  and the Americans by whatever means 
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necessary. Wartime had fostered a feverish level of  interchange between allied nations; in the 

immediate aftermath, the extent to which that cooperation would continue was unclear.	  

	 Frequent handwringing within the British MRC about the availability of  a national 

supply of  radioisotopes reflected political concern about the position of  British science within the 

international hierarchy, real or imagined. Conversely, Canada’s early involvement in the 

production of  radioisotopes for medical use placed it at the forefront of  that stream of  nuclear 

research, which had an obvious benefit for the medical community at home and elsewhere, 

including Britain. Indeed, the interest of  Canadian physicians in the production, distribution and 

use of  radioactive isotopes reflects national investment in that area, and it remained a source of  

prestige for Canadian science on the global stage. 

	 Though the realpolitik of  nuclear capability had not reached the zenith that it would 

occupy in the Cold War, Britain’s position in the international system already seemed hinged on 

the possession of  some measure of  a national nuclear research program.  The British Labour 292

government tried to reconcile plans for world peace with the development of  a British bomb. 

The ideal situation was a cooperative Anglo-American project that would allow Britain to 

assemble a military nuclear program while politicians developed lofty schemes to avoid nuclear 

war. The British government did not make an official decision to produce nuclear weapons until 

January 1947, but the decision to do so and international arms control were not mutually 

exclusive; rather, the British government was better served by negotiating from a “position of  
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strength.”  However, this confused stance between domestic production and advocating for 293

international control or disarmament has been observed by other scholars, who have argued that 

contradiction of  aims and terms dominated the Washington talks between US President Harry S. 

Truman, British PM Clement Attlee, and Canadian PM Mackenzie King.  294

	 Weaponized nuclear technology was initially associated with domestic policy, rather than 

with foreign policy priorities, while the distribution of  radioactive isotopes for medical research 

remained firmly in the purview of  internationally-networked scientists and diplomats – 

demonstrating the complexity of  the entire enterprise, and the degree to which the exchange of  

ideas and physical materials across national borders created auxiliary forms of  foreign policy and 

diplomacy. The tension between these two types of  nuclear policy — domestic insofar as 

weaponized technology was concerned, and foreign in terms of  reliance on international 

scientific distribution networks of  isotopes — were a frequent undercurrent of  physicians’ 

commentary on nuclear issues during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

	 From a hard power perspective, it was in the best interests of  British policymakers and 

scientists with a stake in developing homegrown nuclear capabilities to establish their own source 

of  radioisotopes as quickly as possible. Relatedly, Angela Creager has examined the various ways 

in which radioisotopes were used as political instruments by the American government nationally 

and internationally. She highlighted the controversy in the United States between scientific 

internationalism as a tool of  diplomacy and the desire to safeguard the country’s atomic 
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monopoly at all costs.  Historians John Krige and Kai-Henrik Barth have observed that by the 295

1950s, nuclear weapons arsenals were a prop of  national security and an instrument of  global 

power. Parallel, or intertwined civilian nuclear programs, were useful but potentially hazardous 

sources of  energy, and manufactured radioisotopes for medicine and other scientific research.  296

Additionally, scholarly emphasis on physics research, particularly defense-related research, has 

oriented historians towards questions about how military interests infiltrated all aspects of  nuclear 

research. In focusing on the arms race rather than the entirety of  national nuclear research 

programs, historians have failed to acknowledge the extent to which interest in nuclear energy 

was spurred by political or medical concerns, rather than military objectives.  In the case of  297

more advanced superpowers, the civil programs masked the reality of  the size and scope of  the 

arsenals that they had created. This was true even when it was clear that the types of  reactors 

required for military versus civilian pursuits were, by the 1950s, rather different in form and in 

function. 

	 In 1953, President Dwight D. Eisenhower proposed a new policy before the General 

Assembly of  the United Nations, which was intended to tilt the popular perception of  nuclear 

physics. A new international atomic agency, to be set up under the auspices of  the United 

Nations, would devise methods for fissionable material to be put in service of  peace, namely: 

through providing electrical energy to power-starved regions. He also called upon nuclear 
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organizations to apply atomic energy to the needs of  agriculture and medicine. Atoms for 298

Peace, as the program was called, diverted attention from Eisenhower’s commitment to use, 

expand and improve nuclear weapons, by focusing the public’s attention on the benign atom.  

	 Eisenhower viewed Atoms for Peace as a key element in the “struggle for the minds and 

wills of  men,” to convince the rest of  the world that the United States wanted a world at peace, 

in which all people had the opportunity for economic development.  Atoms for Peace also 299

related to steps being taken by the AEC to pressure the private sector to invest in civilian nuclear 

power programs. Without financial guarantees, firms were unenthusiastic. It was only when the 

AEC was able to invoke Cold War rivalry and the rhetoric about psychological warfare to 

demonstrate the essence of  the program in maintaining American international prestige in 

science and technology that companies began to fall in line.  300

	 The Atoms for Peace program also incited international conferences geared specifically to 

highlight the benign and peaceful uses of  nuclear reactors. The first International Conference on 

the Peaceful Uses of  Atomic Energy opened at the United Nations’ Palais des Nations in Geneva 

on August 8, 1955, a decade almost to the day after the first use of  a nuclear weapon. The 

distinguished Indian nuclear physicist Homi J. Bhabha presided over the twelve-day meeting. It 

was attended by more than 1,400 delegates from seventy-three countries, by almost as many 

observers, and by more than 900 journalists. The Geneva conference was not cutting-edge 
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scientifically, but it was an unprecedented opportunity for scientists to network. As Krige 

observes: “international scientific exchange flourished, winning hearts and minds and building 

mutual respect between very different, rival, scientific communities.”   301

Making Nuclear Research Relatable: Radioisotopes 

	 In seeking to legitimize their nuclear research programs, governments had to provide 

public explanation about the utility and safety of  those programs. Often, this was done via an 

emphasis on the peaceable use of  radioisotopes and other non-military applications of  the 

technology. Nuclear programs were expensive and the amount of  money required to finance the 

construction of  reactors and weapons was challenging to explain to the public; the use of  isotopes 

for peaceful pursuits like medicine and biomedical research was far easier to legitimize, publicly. 

A branch of  nuclear research that was of  very little concern to the average nuclear physicist was 

imbued with a great deal of  socio-political capital.  Moreover, as isotopes were made available 302

for use, medico-scientific interest in them increased accordingly for a variety of  applications.  303

	 Radioisotopes fell into two categories, those used as diagnostic tracers and those used as 

sources of  radiation for medical therapy. Early uses of  isotopes in laboratory research relied 

primarily on tracers to better understand metabolism, whereas early clinical uses were aimed at 

replacing radiation sources such as X-rays and radium with specific isotopes, in order to better 

localize radiation exposure. From the outset, there was a distinction made between the research 

and therapeutic application of  isotopes, which broke down over their use as a clinical diagnostic 

tool: it was an application of  tracer methodology to medicine.  Radioisotopes were imbued 304
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with an epistemological power, as they were called “the most powerful and searching laboratory 

tools yet devised for the investigation of  the functioning and malfunctioning of  particular organs; 

for studying the action of  vitamins, hormones, enzymes, and other biochemical substances; and 

for testing the efficiency of  many kinds of  treatments.”  305

	 Radioisotopes were the darling of  the medical community as soon as peaceful uses for 

nuclear technology were more widely understood. Production was carried out in the chain-

reacting uranium pile or the cyclotron, which was a laboratory apparatus that could only produce 

small amounts of  isotopes at once. Uranium piles were a larger scale operation, necessary for the 

production of  nuclear weapons, and more beneficially, creating radioactive isotopes as a 

byproduct. Tracers for medical research were expected to be available by 1946, to the excitement 

of  certain physicians in Canada and the UK.  By 1947, it was clear that piles would be the 306

chief  source of  isotopes, especially since the American Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) had 

made arrangements for the distribution of  its pile-produced isotopes, and it was expected that the 

National Research Council of  Canada would soon follow, using the stock produced at Chalk 

River.  307

	 Isotopes used for endocrinological diagnosis (e.g., thyroid) could also be used for static and 

dynamic tests of  the heart, kidney, and liver, for tumour detection, and for specific and non-

specific treatments.  The constantly increasing field of  application required specialized 308

knowledge, which many physicians were lacking, especially if  they had completed their training 
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in decades before radioisotopes were readily available or widely used. Medical curricula 

expanded to include greater emphasis on nuclear medicine, to allow students to fully embrace the 

new technology, when appropriate. By the late 1950s, the boundaries of  nuclear medicine were 

still hazy enough that the CMAJ cautioned against introducing training in the use and application 

of  radioisotopes across the whole of  the Canadian medical curriculum. Moreover, the basic 

concepts were being taught “in part in various fields, especially biochemistry and physiology, and 

many of  the basic sciences [had] laboratory periods demonstrating the use of  radioisotopes. 

Thus, the future generation of  physicians [would] have a certain number of  ideas which, even if  

insufficient, [would] form a foundation to which further information [could] be added.”  309

Nuclear medicine was of  interest mainly to practitioners in large hospitals or urban centres; 

indeed, it was unlikely that a physician practicing in a small town or rural outpost would have 

much use for or interest in advanced radiological techniques, or in pioneering tracer research, 

and the cost of  such training remained prohibitive. The entry of  nuclear medicine into the 

broader medical curriculum was yet another way that physicians’ nuclearity was shaped during 

the early Cold War. As ever increasing numbers of  physicians developed at least a passing 

familiarity and level of  comfort with the prevalence of  radioisotopes across specialties and 

branches of  medicine, radioisotopes and nuclear medicine gradually ceased to be a source of  

anxiety for medical professionals, and instead returned to a place of  prestige and hope for future 

cures and treatments. 

	 The medical applications of  radioisotopes were thought to be innumerable, but the 

progression of  atomic medicine, in terms of  the measurable benefit of  the application of  

radioactive isotopes to the treatment and diagnosis of  disease was not particularly expedient. By 
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April 1952, an article in Time observed that nuclear medicine had yet to cure any disease that 

could not already be cured without it. This statement reflected the postwar obsession with (and 

anxiety over) quick-fix technical cures, scientific medicine, and a complete disregard for the social 

determinants of  health, but it also alluded to fading optimism about the efficacy of  isotopes for 

medical applications. Further to the point, the pace of  atomic research (along with the level of  

economic and manpower investment in it) far outstripped other fields of  medical research, and 

general practitioners found themselves struggling to keep up.  Researchers at universities and 310

hospitals contributed to a multitude of  research projects that put them in contact with nuclear 

physicists and other researchers, thereby widening the network of  expertise that developed in the 

period.  Scientific interest in the biological applications of  radioisotopes was greatly exceeded 311

by research into the biological hazard of  radiation, including modes of  protection. This 

significant departure from preoccupations during the interwar period was due to public 

awareness about the effects of  fallout, along with fears about the direct and indirect consequences 

of  radiation released into the environment as a result of  increased nuclear testing and the 

ramping up of  the nuclear arms race. 

Civil Defence: Rationale and Responsibilities 

	 Mounting public fear of  fallout and the intensification of  the nuclear arms race prompted 

a response from physicians and lay observers alike. Though physicians reading medical journals 

may have been divided on the degree to which innovation in the field of  nuclear medicine 

affected their daily lives and practices, the issue of  civil defence (CD) against nuclear attack 
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united them all.  It was hoped by some that enacting plans for civil defence would serve as a 312

corrective to creeping anxiety about the bomb, “and that preparedness could ‘inoculate’ the 

public against emotional overreaction” to it.  This fits with Boyer’s thesis that CD was a means 313

to curtail atomic anxiety, and that the multiplicity of  messages and sources served to create a new 

way that individuals and communities understood the bomb and its place in their everyday life.   314

Medical journals were peppered with articles about the importance of  civil defence, which 

questioned the capacity of  the medical profession to adequately respond to nuclear attack, and to 

fulfill their responsibility to aid civilian and military disaster response teams. Civil defence is 

another area in which domestic and foreign policy collided.  Creating defence plans was 315

obviously a domestic policy issue, but it was informed by international trends – because other 

nations were making the same types of  plans. American civil defence manuals were profiled in 

British and Canadian medical journals, demonstrating a form of  internationalism in the way that 

experts in various allied nations relied engaged in discussions about what would be most 

successful in a domestic context. In this way, the domestic was made international, at the same 

time that foreign policy questions, especially the astounding proliferation of  nuclear weapons 

around the world by the late 1950s, were brought to bear at home. Physicians were caught up in 
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these currents because of  their interest in safeguarding the health of  the nation and the sense that 

“health” could be a force for good in the world. 

	 Though the medical profession’s similar responsibility had been touted during the Second 

World War, especially in Britain due to aerial bombing, the advent of  nuclear weapons 

fundamentally altered the nature of  anticipated preparation. In the event of  a nuclear attack 

using intercontinental ballistic missiles, the time scale of  events would be shortened, the extent of  

single areas of  instantaneous destruction would be far greater, and the added casualties meant 

that any conflict in the atomic age would differ greatly from previous iterations. When an atomic 

bomb was dropped on a city of  any size, observed one expert in the CMAJ, “there will be a large 

area of  complete destruction in which none of  the rescue services will survive at all… Under 

atomic attack it can be assumed that the only area in which civil defence services will not be 

called upon to work, will be the area in which they are stationed.”   316

	 In addition to its formative role in the development of  nuclearity, both for physicians and 

lay observers, civil defence was one way in which nations were able to exercise some measure of  

control over their own destinies, even in a period characterized by escalating bipolar geopolitical 

dominance. Despite a prevailing defeatist attitude about the likelihood of  utter nuclear 

annihilation, Canadian and British physicians (and civil defence planners) comforted themselves 

by instituting elaborate and intricate plans for responses that they could mount in the event of  an 

attack. In Give Me Shelter: The Failure of  Canada’s Cold War Civil Defence, historian Andrew Burtch 

explores the shifting dynamics of  global power and nuclear weapons, and convincingly 

demonstrates that Canadian attempts at civil defence planning were punctuated by events — the 

h-bomb, the Korean War, and the Cuban Missile Crisis — that were far outside the control of  
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Canadian planners and participants in the plans. Canada’s status as a middle power effectively 

tied the hands of  its upper echelon of  statesmen and diplomats insofar as nuclear weapons-

control agreements were concerned, but its policymakers had the ability to exert their 

independence by instituting plans for civil defence.  Nevertheless, Canadian civil defence 317

planners kept a vigilant eye on the United States, and the way that their southern neighbours 

might respond in the face of  crisis. As one speech given by an American to the Montreal Medico-

Chirugical Society, later reprinted in the CMAJ observed: “We know that our two nations are 

secure, because we shall face the future shoulder to shoulder. The ultimate test of  true friendship 

will evolve from our joint protection and defines [sic] of  our families, our homes, and our most 

remote communities. This will be without regard to boundary lines, but with full cognizance that 

mutual civil defines [sic] of  every community in Canada and the United States is of  immediate 

and top priority to all of  the citizens of  both nations.”  318

	 In 1950, the United States ratified the Civil Defence Act, which later implicated Canada 

in 1951 when a Mutual Aid Agreement was signed.  From that point onward, physicians were 319

sure that their services would be invaluable in the event of  an enemy attack. They would become  

teachers of  preventive as well as therapeutic measures by which laymen, under 
medical training and supervision, will avert, minimize, or repair human 
damage. Physicians have hardly begun to assume their responsibilities in this 
field. At the same time they must continue their healing of  the normally 
occurring sick and injured where they are critical in nature, rather than 
furnishing [their] luxury services. Physicians must continue and expand also the 
public health services, by calling in the aid and support of  every conceivable 
related profession, art, or science, all then jointly teaching citizens their 
respective parts in achieving successful public health… More than any other 
group, physicians can and must achieve this. Health education, mental hygiene, 
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panic, or other mass reaction controls must be a daily duty of  physicians, and 
all need to be undertaken in an intelligent manner.  320

Similarly strident appeals were plentiful in the early 1950s, with more rhetoric about professional 

duty and responsibility. Civil defence planners did require the services of  physicians and public 

health workers under the schemes that were being enacted.  

	 In addition to think-pieces about the planning and initial establishment of  CD services, 

articles about the treatment of  wounds arising from nuclear attack or other mass destruction 

incidents were the most frequent feature in British and Canadian medical journals, once 

practitioners began to take an interest in civil defence.  The consensus was that if  an atomic 321

bomb fell on any Canadian city, the immediate casualty rate would be well over 50,000.  Blast 322

and thermal injuries would dominate the emergency departments of  hospitals and whatever ad 

hoc medical stations were set up to handle the casualty load. 35% of  patients were expected to 

have some form of  radiation injury, and the radiation would also permeate the food and water 

supply for years to come, though it was unclear just how significant and lasting that form of  

damage would be.  Readers of  professional journals were given worst-case scenarios, grounded 323

in scientific fact and the prevailing medical knowledge of  the types of  casualties expected. These 

predictions were conditioned by the experience of  medical personnel who had participated in the 

Second World War, and could speak to the challenge of  providing services under uncertain 

conditions. 
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	 The chief  medical problems that arose after an atomic explosion or other accidental 

nuclear event were caused by direct and blast injuries due to the initial force, burns and 

associated problems due to the heat generated, and the residual impact of  radiation, which 

affected the greatest number of  people, over the largest area, and for the longest period of  time. 

Contamination from radioactive dust could occur for many miles past the initial blast site, and 

the radiation could also infiltrate the water supply; radioactivity was therefore the central and 

least calculable risk that civil atomic defence would have to face. With the benefit of  longer-range 

studies of  the effects of  the atomic bomb in Japan, physicians were made aware of  how radiation 

could affect a population.  An appendix to the Report of  the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, 324

based on evidence collected by Japanese investigators by February 1946 made clear the horrifying 

effect of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki on the population.  Ultimately, by 1950, medical journals 325

were inundated with studies about the differences between naturally-occurring radiation, and 

artificial radioactivity, and governments likewise developed a greater interest in determining the 

difference in health outcomes between the two. 

	 Physicians argued that their involvement in civil defence planning was both necessary for 

the greater good and an opportunity to draw from a professional heritage of  humanitarian 

service. Editorial comment on the subject was sweepingly rhetorical and intended to arouse the 

better natures of  reader-physicians who might have been on the proverbial fence about fulfilling 

their civic duty. Over “the centuries,” one physician observed,  

people had looked to the physician for guidance and deliverance in time of  
personal disaster, epidemic, or other hazard to the family and the home… 
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Much has been written, some truth and some half-truth, of  the potential threat 
to our survival. The physician has fought to conquer not only the germs of  
disease but since the days of  the Great Physician, the evils of  ignorance, 
prejudice, and superstition as well. To the physician of  today no truth could be 
more self-evident than that fear decreases when the unknown becomes 
known… Once more people are looking to the doctor to hold the torch for 
them through the gloom of  bewilderment and frustration. It is for us to accept 
the challenge by bringing to every one of  our people in this last great 
stronghold for survival, the Americas, an enlightened mind, a strong body, a 
courageous heart, in spite of  any diabolical measures that a vicious and 
relentless enemy could contrive.   326

In both Canada and the UK, the priority was the establishment of  a civil defence medical 

organization comprised of  well-trained individuals with a commitment to the cause. Through 

their connection to civil defence planning, physicians were able to present themselves as experts 

who could save lives in endangered populations, while simultaneously elevating their professional 

status and conveying a sense of  their own exceptionalism. According to contemporary parlance, 

only physicians, with their historical and ingrained responsibility and expertise in healing the sick 

and caring for the downtrodden could possibly be expected to contribute meaningfully to 

emergency services in the event of  a nuclear attack. After the United States Civil Defense Act 

was passed, the same individual cited above remarked that “a physician cannot help sensing his 

potentially essential part in the survival of  the nation if  attack should come.”  Physicians would 327

be called to teach laypeople preventive and therapeutic measures to “avert, minimize, or repair 

human damage.” They would also be expected to lead and support “every conceivable related 

profession, art, or science, all then jointly teaching citizens their respective parts in achieving 

successful public health.”  Physicians were uniquely suited for these duties because of  their 328

position of  authority within their communities, and the fact that they came into more direct 
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contact with individuals and families, from birth to death, than any other profession.  Medical 329

journals were effective in constructing a paradigm in which physicians could think of  themselves 

as the lynchpins in national civil defence strategies and plans. Without their medical expertise, 

level-headedness in the face of  certain danger, and spirit of  humanitarian cooperation born out 

of  earlier service to their patients, communities, and nation, the entire enterprise seemed doomed 

to fail, at least in their minds.  330

	 By the early 1950s, Canadian and British physicians thought themselves better prepared 

for civil defence responsibilities than their colleagues in other countries, but articles in medical 

journals stressed that complacency would lead to ruin; simply waiting around for safety manuals 

to be developed and delivered was a short-sighted plan. Instead, physicians were encouraged to 

educate themselves about the relationships between state, provincial, and local governments, and 

between the various civil defence services. The government would define the measures to be 

taken during and following attack, but it was up to responsible physician-citizens to prepare 

themselves as well as possible even in the absence of  actual instructions.  This advice fit with 331

the prevailing wisdom, insofar as every man, woman, and child was expected to remain hyper-

vigilant about the dangers of  a nuclear attack at all times. The CMAJ published articles about the 

treatment of  the wounds likely to emerge from a mass casualty incident, and in this way acted as 

an instruction manual for its practitioner-readers.  Physicians were expected to remain up-to-332
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date on best practices for emergency treatment. A steely resolve regarding their professional duty 

during a crisis thus became a central aspect of  their sense of  nuclearity in the period. One aspect 

of  that duty included a responsibility to safeguard the lives of  the other paranoid citizens who 

were preparing themselves for doomsday scenarios. 

	 By the mid-1950s, the discussion about civil defence was being put into concrete action, 

and plans were made to train physicians and other medical practitioners about their role. In the 

UK, Regional Hospital Boards, under the jurisdiction of  the NHS, began to offer lectures about 

the “radiation hazards of  atomic warfare” specifically aimed at general practitioners who would 

be called to provide emergency medical relief  in the event of  a nuclear attack. There had been 

some success in training naval and army nurses to respond to nuclear attack, a more inclusive 

implementation of  the scheme was delayed because of  difficulty in securing interested parties to 

take the initial training needed to educate their peers. Between 1953 and 1957, nearly a thousand 

doctors and twenty-three Consultants and Senior Medical Officers attended the Radiological 

Defense Course at Alverstoke.   333

	 By 1959, the Civil Defence Staff  College was in charge of  the planning and 

implementation of  the training program, and encouraged the Ministry of  Health to appoint 

BMA officials to attend the senior planning courses. Otherwise, it was unlikely that the 

Association would ever fully participate in the program.  The issue was slowly laid to rest, once 334

the BMA ensured that it would be part of  the planning process, and its role in speaking for GPs 

across the country would be formally acknowledged.  Due to the sheer number of  GPs 335
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practicing in the UK at the time, and their prior level of  interest in volunteering for wartime 

service, it was decided that the training program would be aimed at them. However, memos 

stressed that practitioners would not “cooperate with enthusiasm” if  they were given the sense 

that civil defence would require their services only on an ancillary level.   In order to get 336

physicians to participate in any program, their professional credibility and collective ego had to 

be stroked. This realization came in light of  the existing disenchantment with the NHS and the 

frequent cry that physician rights and autonomy were being impinged upon. While the details of  

the arrangement were being worked out, a central question remained unanswered: where would 

average physicians would go in the event of  an attack--their local community, or a town closer to 

the blast site? Physicians who were aware of  the program frequently raised this question and 

others related to it, demonstrating their acceptance of  the program and their individual interest 

in civil defence more generally. 

	 The BMA was especially keen to have input on the training manuals that were being 

produced for general practitioners. The Ministry of  Health, which was producing the manual, 

saw no need for BMA input, but the representative at the Association remained emphatic that it 

had been on the recommendation of  the BMA that the manual was produced in the first place; 

therefore, its members should have a say in what went into the final product.  The Ministry of  337

Health held firm to its policy that because the final product would be an official government 

document and somewhat formal in language and content, the BMA’s interest in making it 

palatable to the average GP who may or may not even have an interest in civil defence was 

senseless. Later, the BMA could be acquainted with the general contents and format, so that it 
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might have the opportunity to pass comment on the suitability for general practitioners.  The 338

drafting process was further complicated by the fact that the fields associated with radiation and 

the other effects of  a nuclear attack were advancing at such a rate that by the time one draft of  

the document was completed, many alterations were required to capture the new literature; the 

entire task seemed futile.  Ultimately, the Ministry of  Health prevailed, and the altercation 339

stands as a classic example of  a professional body trying to exert its influence on a small patch of  

government policy. As shown in Chapter 2, the postwar relationship between the BMA and the 

British government on all matters of  health policy was challenging at best, and at each available 

turn, the BMA sought to reassert itself  and its sway in order to protect its interests as an 

organization, and those of  its membership. 

	 On the other side of  the Atlantic, by 1958 the CMAJ was again publishing a stream of  

articles about civil defence and casualty management, along with explanations of  permissible 

levels of  radiation and how to best handle over-exposure. The threat of  nuclear weapons, which 

“posed new problems in understanding and in planning to meet the new scales of  destruction. 

None of  these problems is more important than those of  sorting and caring for casualties.” 

Casualty care necessitated the involvement of  physicians in civil defence, which explained the 

preponderance of  articles in professional journals related to those issues. In an article about 

weapons of  mass destruction, Dr. M.G. Whillans stressed that the immediate and genetic hazards 

of  nuclear weapons were not well-understood, beyond the impact to the blast site itself. Erring on 

the side of  caution was advisable, but there was no need for panic.  340
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	 Civil defence training programs for medical professionals were first presented in Arnprior, 

Ontario in November 1958, and at Sunningdale, UK in June 1960. The courses consisted of  

general training about the characteristics of  atomic, chemical and biological warfare, 

consideration of  problems of  professional interest, a broad account of  planning measures then in 

place and the presentation of  documentary films and panel discussions. The initial courses 

offered to senior officials had underscored the importance of  emphasizing the magnitude of  

potential threats, and the degree to which the radiation could spread from the blast sites. The 

hope was that they would become regularly scheduled events, in order to educate physicians from 

coast to coast about their responsibilities for civil defence.   341

	 Two years after the Sunningdale program was completed, the BMA persisted in its view 

that British GPs remained inadequately informed about nuclear warfare, its medical aspects, and 

their role in the event of  a crisis, while the Ministry of  Health felt that it had done all in its power 

to ensure that official government policy was disseminated to interested physicians.  The pilot 342

course at Sunningdale was intended stimulate the provision of  similar courses at a regional level, 

under the jurisdiction of  the Regional Hospital Boards. These materialized extremely slowly, and 

the initial fervour over civil defence was soon replaced by an interest in other aspects of  

nuclearity. Civil defence remained a buzzword among the rest of  society, as popular memory and 

anecdotal evidence about the necessity of  duck-and-cover drills, and the availability of  backyard 

bomb shelters aptly demonstrates.  Its role in shaping physicians’ sense of  the real danger of  343
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the atomic age must not be understated, but physicians had limited involvement in the 

determination of  civil defence policy. During a period when the nebulous threat of  nuclear war 

necessitated a level of  preparedness, physicians organized and informed themselves accordingly. 

In addition to actual involvement in civil defence training, physicians’ attempts  at enacting 

protocols and risk assessments were a reflection of  how they understood nuclear threats, and duly 

shaped their sense of  nuclearity in an uncertain time. 

The H-Bomb 

	 On 1 November 1952, the United States tested a thermonuclear bomb, later called the 

hydrogen or H-bomb, near the Marshall Islands in the Pacific. In December 1952, the CMAJ 

devoted an entire issue to matters of  civil defence with a foreword written by the Rt. Hon. Paul 

Martin, who was then the Minister of  National Health and Welfare. Martin praised the 

Canadian Medical Association for its handling of  the issue, and stressed that the authors whose 

work appeared in the special issue had been in closed consultation with the Medical Advisory 

Panels of  the Defence Research Board, the Armed Forces Medical Services, and the Civil 

Defence Health Planning Group of  the Department of  National Health and Welfare. In 

developing “responsible and realistic” civil defence programs, the Federal Government placed 

special emphasis on health services, and called in the expertise of  physicians in various areas of  

health action. The results of  fourteen working groups, comprised of  more than 100 specialists, 

were distilled into the information presented in the issue.  Readers of  the CMAJ – which is to 344

say, most Canadian medical professionals – were therefore given a glimpse into the big picture 

civil defence plans and a detailed overview of  plans specifically related to health services and 

implicating medical professionals. Physicians’ sense of  nuclearity, and the way that nuclear 
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capability affected daily life during the early Cold War was conditioned by their self-perpetuated 

sense of  professional responsibility, and also by external forces informing them that their expertise 

would be important in the event of  a disaster. It was thus essential that they inform themselves 

and take their duty to their communities and nation seriously.  

	 The December 1952 CMAJ special issue on nuclear responsibilities may have been 

planned or in print before the advent of  the H-bomb on 1 November 1952, but the full weight of  

what the Americans had unleashed on the world hung heavy in the air and pervaded the tone of  

every article therein.  Civil defence planning was completely altered by the H-bomb. From that 345

point onward, it was impossible to suggest that nuclear weapons were just a more powerful 

bombs than those used in the past. As Burtch wryly observes: “what point was there in fighting 

fires when an entire city would be cratered?”  Rather than focusing on how citizens’ lives could 346

be saved within the city limits, civil defence plans soon emphasized evacuation and the medical 

aspect of  those plans followed suit, describing how medical teams could be organized and 

deployed away from their usual facilities and equipment.   347

	 The threat was made far more concrete on 1 March 1954, when the United States 

detonated another hydrogen bomb, this one 700 times more powerful than the bomb dropped on 

Hiroshima, and contaminated a territory of  several thousand square kilometres with radioactive 

material. The event provoked strong reactions from the public and scientific community alike, 

and showed that, in spite of  the claims of  those who advocated furtherance of  atomic testing, 
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scientists were a long way away from managing the dangers.  Though an H-bomb had first 348

been tested in 1952, it was not until 1954 that the world sat up and truly took notice of  the 

unequivocal changes then occurring in nuclear weapons research.   349

	 The leading editorial in the Lancet April 17, 1954 opened with these statements: “The 

terrific explosion of  the hydrogen bomb last month was one of  those dramatic events that display 

a dangerous situation and compel us to consider where we are going. Absorbed though we may 

be in our own affairs, we have to adjust our minds to the probability that if  there is another world 

war this weapon will be used on our behalf. For many millions this probability means that they 

must examine afresh their opinions on the ethics of  war.”  The pessimistic consensus across all 350

published coverage was that no government the world over had yet proposed a system of  atomic 

defence that could even come close to rescue any more than those at the fringe of  the area 

affected by a nuclear weapon. Indeed, even those physicians who might have been ambivalent 

about the bomb were galvanized by the events of  1954. The resulting upswing in public 

discourse about the destructive possibility of  the H-bomb was a tipping point. Physicians and 

anyone else who might have taken an interest in these issues realized that the initial forays into 

weaponizing nuclear energy had only been the tip of  the iceberg; a great deal more destructive 

capacity was available to governments interested in harnessing it. Moreover, the fact that the 

radiation from the test bomb spread so far outside the expected parameters raised new questions 

about the hazard of  nuclear weapons tests, and the level of  radiation to which humans were 

being exposed from all sources. 
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1956 Reports on Biological Hazards of  Radiation 

	 In 1954, the International Commission on Radiological Protection had published 

recommendations for the maximum permissible levels of  radiation. Medical journals followed the 

developments with interest, because a key point in the ICRP investigation was an explanation 

about the importance and value of  correct medical usage of  radiation. Medical irradiations of  

any form were expected to be restricted to those of  value and importance, either in investigation 

or in treatment; the overall irradiation of  the population should “be minimized without any 

impairment to the efficient medical use of  radiation.”  In addition to fears about nuclear attack 351

which pervaded all of  society, and their own particular interest in civil defence, physicians 

grappled with the idea that their use of  certain diagnostic tools and methods could have a 

negative impact on human health.  

	 At the 1955 Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of  Atomic Energy, T.C. Carter of  

the MRC presented a paper. Carter stressed that since the advent of  the H-bomb and the 

proliferation of  nuclear generation stations, the public had become aware that even the energy 

benefit to the many could not truly compensate for the potential for harm. Moreover, the usual 

methods of  determining the acceptable level of  harm could not be applied, because no 

agreement, even among the informed, could be found about the exact nature and magnitude of  

the genetic danger from ionizing radiations. Furthermore, there was no possibility of  choice. He 

remarked: “the unlucky individual who suffers the genetic damage is not the one who exposed 

himself  to the risk.”  Carter was adamant that regardless of  the type and level of  genetic effects 352
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on the population that had been discovered, the scientific community was “profoundly ignorant” 

of  all qualitative aspects of  the subject. The corollary was that massive research efforts were still 

needed. He did not believe that quantitative assessment of  genetic effects could be used to make 

recommendations until better data on genetic mutations in humans in general were available. 

The required research programs would be massive in scale, and would almost certainly require 

international cooperation.   353

	 Humans had always been exposed to radiation. The dawn of  the atomic age just meant 

that it was in greater quantities than ever before and came with the added complication of  being 

manmade, man-implemented, and therefore controllable.  Scientists could exercise control over 354

that type of  exposure if  they wanted to, but there was not yet enough evidence to justify shutting 

down programs. Lack of  nuanced scientific understanding of  genetic mutations in humans 

further complicated the situation.  Responding to calls from the international community, in 355

December 1955 the United Nations created the UN Scientific Committee on the Effects of  

Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), reflecting institutional and international interest in the issue of  

artificial radiation.  The organization was immediately tasked with collecting as much 

information as possible on the amount of  radiation to which society was being exposed. Medical 

journals took a particular interest in the radiation caused by diagnostic radiology and 
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radiotherapy, which constituted a substantial portion of  the total (measurable) radiation then 

circulating. UNSCEAR agreed, and established a subcommittee to investigate and to draw 

attention to the information available on the subject.  The somatic effects of  radiation were 356

becoming known, and when the cumulative effects of  radiation were considered, the risk of  

genetic damage was real. In 1946, Hermann Joseph Muller had been awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Medicine for his discovery that genetic mutations could be induced by x-rays. The prize came in 

the wake of  the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings, and brought attention to the work that 

Muller had been publicizing for most of  his career.  Humans were exposed to natural radiation 357

on a daily basis, but the iatrogenic exposure to artificial radiation was on the rise as new 

treatments were developed, and diagnostic radiology took off  with the greater availability of  

radioactive isotopes.  

	 The results of  the UNSCEAR inquires would not be published until 1958, two years after 

the first British and American studies on the same subject. In 1956, the MRC undertook a study 

of  existing data concerning the level of  radiation circulating in the natural environment, with the 

intent of  studying its biological effect on humans. As an organization, the MRC was at the 

forefront of  reading studies and creating policies, and physicians frequently sat on the various 

subcommittees, particularly researchers rather than practicitioners. The MRC report was drafted 

under the guidance of  Sir Harold Himsworth, and brought together geneticists, such as Lionel 

Penrose, the head of  the Galton Laboratory, and William Richard Brown, the head of  the MRC 

Group for Research into the General Effects of  Radiation based in Edinburgh, along with 
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Bradford Hill, the famous epidemiologist, and Joseph Mitchell, a prominent medical radiologist 

based at Cambridge. The American committee was headed by Detlev Bronk, the president of  the 

NAS, who gathered nearly 100 of  the most distinguished scientists in the country, including those 

who had publicly criticized the AEC, to conduct an ongoing study of  the biological effects of  

atomic radiation in relation to genetics, pathology, meteorology, oceanography and fisheries, 

agriculture and food supplies, and the disposal of  radioactive waste. 

	 The MRC report concluded that the present and foreseeable danger from external 

radiation due to fall-out from weapons tests was negligible. Occupational hazards in industry and 

medicine had to be reduced to the minimum; so far the British government and its departments 

had set international standards for the handling of  radiation. The use of  radiotherapy in non-

malignant conditions needed to be reviewed.  The report corroborated the findings of  similar 358

research conducted in the United States, and accounted for radiation originating in Britain, and 

internationally.  

The MRC and NAS reports were published within weeks of  each other in June 1956, and 

came to similar conclusions, a point which at the time was put forward to support the validity of  

the findings; however, neither the convergence of  the results nor their simultaneous publication 

was coincidental. Indeed, in April 1955, when research was still being collected, both national 

committees decided that they should engage in regular exchange of  information. As one British 

diplomat remarked: “we feel it is desirable and should be very helpful, to establish informal, and 

private, relations with the American committee, but we feel it undesirable to make any public 

announcement that this is being done.”  In the interest of  maintaining scientific objectivity and 359
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adding to the body of  knowledge concerning radiation hazards, the two inquiries were kept 

separate, at least on an official basis. Additionally, the reports differed, because the MRC worked 

with one committee chairman and divided its experts into panels to look at particular aspects of  

radiation hazard. For its part, the NAS appointed six specialized committees under six different 

chairmen, and the entire group did not meet all at once. The American data were used to 

illustrate rather than substantiate the conclusions of  their report. To the dissatisfaction of  the 

MRC, some reports of  sub-committees, which contained data, were not published, including that 

of  the Committee on Pathologic Effects.  According to the MRC, the failure of  the American 360

report to include hard data was especially concerning in the section dealing with the genetic 

effects of  radiation. The text left “an impression of  unparticularized foreboding provided we are 

not extremely careful about exposure.” It was the impression of  the Lord President that “the 

Genetics section [would] leave people mystified and uneasy.”  The final conclusion of  both 361

reports was that the radioactivity from fallout was negligible compared to the naturally-occurring 

radiation. They each advocated keeping the artificially-produced radioactivity at as low a level as 

possible, and continuing to develop major studies on the effects of  radiation on humans and the 

environment. With each passing year, the MRC and its American counterpart had the benefit of  

greater longitudinal data about how exposure to low amounts of  radiation over an extended 

period of  time did not have an equivalent effect to exposure to the same amount of  radiation all 

at once. There was also additional data on the acceptable or healthy levels of  strontium-90 and 

other elements that had been considered dangerous when the initial report was published. 
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	 In conjunction with the publication of  the 1956 MRC and American National Academy 

of  Science reports on the biological hazards of  radiation, the CMAJ published a comment on the 

findings, stating that “both of  the reports consider that the effects on human health of  nuclear 

weapons testing are negligible at present, but they both emphasize the hazard from the use of  

radiation in medical practice, and they refer particularly to the genetic hazard.”  A complete 362

moratorium on the use of  radiating technology was not discussed, but the writer stressed that “it 

is the responsibility of  our generation to protect our germ plasm for our descendants. The 

medical profession has the chief  responsibility in this; let us therefore seriously consider this 

problem, and take the necessary steps to solve it.”  363

Scientists unaffiliated with nuclear countries demanded that studies be carried out on an 

international scale, because only further inquiry could quell the global fears about radioactive 

contamination. Both pro- and anti-nuclear activists viewed such a study, likely under the auspices 

of  the UN to be a means of  bringing atomic tests out into the public eye in order to ban them. 

The State Department and the AEC both opposed the idea of  the study, believing that it would 

be used to attack American interests and as a platform for pacifist propaganda. For his part, 

Henry Cabot Lodge, the American ambassador to the UN, thought that the United States should 

support the request in order to maintain control over its own work and to promote the findings of  

the NAS study.  The number of  organizations concerned with measuring the effects of  364

radiation and developing protocols for radiation protection increased, as did the complexity of  

the inter-organizational interactions. In 1958, UNSCEAR published a report that echoed the 
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findings of  the MRC and NAS studies from two years prior and solidified the international 

outlook on the biological hazard of  radiation. 	  

International Atomic Energy Agency, 1957 

	 In addition to tracking radiation hazards, by the late 1950s the international community 

was actively invested in monitoring productive nuclear research programs, especially with the 

intent to encourage peaceful use of  radioactive materials. The bifurcation of  the production 

process occurred only in the late stages, which made international oversight or control of  nuclear 

programs almost impossible. In 1957, the CMAJ reported on the comments made by a senior 

public servant at the Defence Research Board, as he questioned the feasibility of  controlling 

nuclear weapons: 

Can there be an effective international control [original emphasis] or prohibition 
of  atomic weapons? The difficulties are impressive. The highly technical and 
expensive process of  refining radioactive material, before it can be converted 
either to bomb-making or to peaceful applications, represents the bulk of  
productive effort towards either objective. It is only in the later stages of  the 
process that the material is directed into one channel or the other, or stockpiled 
for either purpose. If  necessary, the refined material can be converted from one 
form to the other. Production realities, therefore, make effective control very 
difficult.  365

Attempts to control or monitor nuclear research on an international scale were among the  

founding principles of  the International Atomic Energy Agency, which was established in 1957 as 

an international regulatory and advisory organization for the peaceful applications of  nuclear 

energy. The organization contributed to the field of  nuclear medicine, by supporting fellowships 

for young scientists, training courses, scientific exchanges, scientific meetings and conferences, 

special projects and studies, and undertaking its own laboratory research work that contributed to 

the broader landscape of  radiological and radiobiological research. It also established of  
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technical assistance programs whereby an expert from a more technologically-advanced or -

equipped member state would be sent to an institute in a less-developed state. 

	 Boudia observes that the IAEA created “an international space for the expertise and 

regulation of  the health and environmental risks of  radioactivity,” in which the convergence and 

collaboration of  several committees, involving experts from various countries, produced doctrines 

regarding radiation protection. In the process, the International Committee for Radiation 

Protection established standards based on the data collected by UNSCEAR, combined with the 

recommendations of  the International Association for Radioprotection. “[O]n the basis of  these 

recommendations, the IAEA at international level… defined the reference texts that were 

subsequently transposed into national regulations. These texts related not only to workers 

exposed to ionizing radiation, but also to the entire world population.”   The majority of  366

scientists involved in regulation and international organizations more generally believed in their 

mission and their ability to affect policy. The fact that their established standards were met with 

suspicion only served to underline the feeling that they were playing an important role in 

occupational and public health.  367

	 The establishment of  the IAEA also highlighted the inherent internationalism of  the 

nuclear project up to that point. While each country safeguarded its own nuclear stockpile and 

practiced a degree of  secrecy regarding its nuclear programme, the international links between 

scientists, and pertaining to the exchange of  materials ensured that the conversation about 

nuclearity was always underwritten by a sense of  international responsibility, and intrigue. The 

links between nuclearity and internationalism predated the IAEA, especially in Britain. Chatham 
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House had an Atomic Energy Study Group that held its inaugural meeting in September 1946. 

Two of  the most influential members in the group were Arthur Salter and Charles Webster. 

Webster had been an ardent supporter of  the League of  Nations and worked with the Foreign 

Research and Press Service on UN planning. He was a strong supporter of  the UN, and 

announced to his pubic audiences that international control of  atomic energy afforded the UN a 

greater possibility for influence and power. In Webster’s view, international control would not 

only prevent war, but sow the seeds of  world government. Additionally, Chatham House was 

well-connected to David Mitrany, who viewed the transition from international control to “World 

State” as an example of  functional development.  

	 Historian Waqar Zaidi contends that the international control of  atomic energy was a 

“vital part of  internationalist hopes for a new reconstructed world order.”  The historiography 368

of  international control of  atomic energy focuses on peaceable disarmament, or attempts to gain 

diplomatic advantage. Zaidi demonstrates that rather than simply limiting use of  the bomb, 

internationalists advocated the use of  atomic energy by supranational authorities. The 

reconstruction of  international relations “was to be achieved through an international force 

armed with the atomic bomb, and through the international cooperation of  scientists and other 

technical experts.”  The IAEA transformed national defence into something that could, ideally, 369

be institutionalized internationally. In this way, the organization benefitted from a bizarre tension 

in its mandate and function, and became a form of  internationalist power, or a way for 

individuals who believed fervently in the importance of  internationalism, to actually exert some 

power in the world. Among these believers were the scientific experts who communicated with 
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medical professionals and the medical press regarding the safety of  nuclear programs, and the 

hazard of  radiation. Further links were established between the medical community and the 

IAEA in 1959, when a formal agreement between the WHA/WHO and the IAEA was struck. 

The agreement outlined the rights of  both bodies in the matter of  health aspects of  nuclear 

technologies and radioactive materials, on an international policy-making basis.  Notably, the 370

first scientific meeting arranged by the IAEA was a seminar held in 1959 in cooperation with the 

WHO, on the subject of  medical radioisotope scanning. Meetings were scheduled on related 

subjects each year that followed, as the IAEA expanded its reach and contributed to the creation 

of  a global network of  scientists and physicians interested in the use of  radioisotopes.   371

	 In time, physicians’ sense of  nuclearity shifted and came to emphasize the relative safety 

of  living during the atomic age. However, ordinary people were still fearful of  (supposedly) 

innocuous levels of  radiation that circulated in the natural environment, in addition to the threat 

of  nuclear weapons. For the sake of  the mental health of  the population at large, physicians 

sought to present a convincing argument that radiation — be it naturally-occurring or released 

by medical procedures — was not a dire threat to humans. A leading editorial in the CMAJ 

examined the prevailing opinion on the way that nuclearity influenced mental health and 

contributed to stress among medical professionals and the public at large.  

Probably the vast majority of  persons would admit to a certain anxiety about 
the implications of  the harnessing of  atomic energy even for peaceful purposes. 
To many, the bright hope which should be aroused by this new form of  control 
over nature is greatly overshadowed by worries over the possible risks, not only 
to this generation but also to the generations to come. One wonders whether 
the level of  anxiety so produced is greater than has been evident in human 
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society in earlier periods of  technological change… Is all this anxiety 
inseparable from the new adventure, or has it been promoted by those who 
should know better – the scientists, the authorities, and the press?  372

The WHO released a report considering the evidence that atomic energy was a source of  

widespread anxiety, and while there were no real recommendations for “allaying the fears of  

mankind,” the report did lay bare the overwhelming ignorance of  medical professionals and the 

rest of  society where mental health and nuclearity were concerned.  

	 The overwhelming consensus was that it was difficult for more people “to separate in their 

minds the productive and peaceful uses of  atomic energy from its destructive possibilities.” This 

challenge was intensified by the fact that atomic energy was like a form of  magic, whereby an 

enormous force came from something so small as to be invisible to the average person. The fact 

that nuclear energy in all of  its forms was so poorly understood no doubt contributed to the fears 

of  patients who were apprehensive about procedures involving their exposure to radiation of  any 

sort. The editorial in the CMAJ continued: “The general fears about radiation, perhaps 

associated with the fact that it has been used extensively to treat particularly fearful disease such 

as cancer, have recently led to the irrational attitude of  the public towards perfectly legitimate 

radiodiagnostic measures.”  373

	 Fears related to iatrogenic exposure to radiation were another formative influence on 

physicians’ sense of  nuclearity, and sometimes contributed to their patients’ views on the safety of  

nuclear medicine as well. In an article about present conceptions of  radiation hazards, Dr. 

Martin Lougheed opened by telling the story of  a patient who needed an x-ray and had a 

psychotic breakdown due to anxiety induced by the radiation hazard that he did not fully 
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understand. The physician-author remarked that though the fears of  the patient were perhaps 

more intense than those faced by the average person, they were equally influenced by the cultural 

context in which he had come to know about x-rays and the dangers of  artificial radioactivity. 

The purpose of  the article was to present “reasonable explanations to allay the fears” of  patients 

who had normal, rational questions about radiation and its use in medical practice. Writing 

about the pervasiveness of  nuclear imagery, he observed:  

So much has appeared in the newspapers, in journals, on radio and television, 
that much of  the public has developed irradiation consciousness bordering on 
anxiety. People have a “free floating” anxiety of  various intensities, and this 
anxiety precipitates out in a form acceptable and reasonable to the individual. 
In days gone by it was spirits, demons, and witches. Modern man favours 
cancer, tuberculosis, doctors, and operations, as a suitable subject on which to 
bring his anxiety to rest. The very up-to-date people prefer an anxiety about 
radiation… The subsequent remarks are confined chiefly to medical radiation, 
since there is no question that atomic warfare will do about everything feared 
for it.   374

Lougheed restricted his discussion to iatrogenic irradiation, and described the various kinds of  

radiation used in medical practice. He assured readers that the local tissue damage common 

before the belated action of  radiation was fully understood had been greatly decreased, and that 

total body damage was also unlikely, absent accidental overexposure. Genetic harm was by far 

the greatest fear connected with radiation; “every popular journal carries articles in this regard. 

Almost daily, if  one reads the newspaper one can find some statement on the horrible fate 

awaiting mankind as a result of  genetic damage… [which] refers to the production of  inheritable 

mutant genes by radiation.”  Lougheed’s main point was that radiation hazards were creating 375

 Marvin N. Lougheed, “Present Concepts of  Radiation Hazards,” Canadian Medical Association Journal 79, no. 2 (July 374

15, 1958): 97.
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anxieties among lay people, and that the physician had a responsibility to know the hazards in 

the interest of  reassuring or warning his/her patients accordingly. 

	 An editorial comment by Norman S. Skinner in November 1957 attempted to set the 

record straight for Canadian physicians on the actual dangers of  atomic radiation.  

Newspapers and magazines have devoted much space to discussion of  the 
harmful effects of  ionizing radiation. There appears to be a general tendency to 
exaggerate the actual dangers which exist to the public at large from such 
radiation sources as the test explosions of  atomic bombs, the use of  ionizing 
radiation sources in industry and their therapeutic and diagnostic use in 
medicine. It must be admitted that the actual effects of  ionizing radiation on 
the human body, at varying levels of  dosage, are as yet incompletely 
understood. Much work is being done on this problem by competent 
investigators, many data are being accumulated and knowledge on the subject is 
gradually developing. Unfortunately, such knowledge's not always complete 
enough to categorically refute rather sensational statements in the lay press.  376

A pattern emerged by the late 1950s: any time a new threat was reported in the lay press – 

whether it was an accident at a nuclear reactor, another test bomb detonated in the atmosphere, 

or updated study results about the biological dangers of  radiation, the medical community would 

receive additional information via medical journals and scientific connections, and would adjust 

its outlook accordingly. As peaceable uses of  nuclear energy were increasingly normalized, only 

weapons tests provoked responses. The general unease about irradiated air, water and food 

persisted, but remained at a steady level when compared with the outbursts of  concern over 

nuclear weapons tests. 

	 Between 1958 and 1961, the British and Canadian governments were frequently called to 

allay the fears of  the public and the medical community pertaining to atmospheric testing and 

the degree to which the radiation released could travel across borders to affect the health of  

people far removed from the area below the blast site. The central concern following the 

 Norman S. Skinner, “Radiation Hazards,” Canadian Medical Association Journal 77, no. 10 (November 15, 1957): 376
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detonation of  the largest ever H-bomb by the Soviets in October 1961 was that the milk supply 

would be contaminated with intolerable levels of  Strontium-90, which had been a concern to 

physicians and the medical press since the mid-1950s. After the test, both the British and 

Canadian governments expressed concern that there would be public panic, even though prior 

studies had shown that the projected level of  Strontium-90 was a possible danger only to infants 

under the age of  12 months. Even in those cases, the danger was not sufficient to warrant the 

panic that existed.  A confidential memo about the radioactive contamination of  milk 377

circulated in the MRC, stressing the need to make a public statement that there was no reason to 

change diets, or switch from liquid milk to evaporated or dried sources. In order to make its case, 

the MRC advised Parliament to add more scientific detail than necessary in order to convince the 

public of  the safety of  the British milk supply.  The public statement was released on 26 378

October 1961, two days after the MRC had first circulated its memo in Parliament. In it, the 

Ministry of  Health and MRC were adamant that the Russian nuclear tests posed no danger to 

the public at large.  379

	 Similar discussions occurred in the Canadian context, and accordingly, there were lengthy 

studies of  nutritional absorption of  Strontium-90 published in the CMAJ. These were made far 

clearer in the aftermath of  the incident, when the journal was able to stress that the Department 

of  National Health and Welfare had been measuring Strontium-90 in milk samples since 1955. 

In 1961, the level appeared to have peaked, but reporting from March 1962, with a nod to the 

Soviet tests, indicated that another spike could appear. Nevertheless, it was stressed that 

 Letter from the Ministry of  Health to all English Local Health Authorities, “Russian Nuclear Tests: Milk for 377

infants under one,” 25 October 1961, TNA MH 148/558.

 “Confidential memo on Russian nuclear tests and milk,” 24 October 1961, TNA MH 148/558.378
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UNSCEAR had “gathered information on fallout radiation and its possible effects. On the basis 

of  the more pessimistic assumptions… the present level of  Sr90 might increase the incidence of  

leukaemia and bone tumours in Canada by 2-10 cases per year. This is neither negligible nor 

alarming.”  The public eventually heeded the message of  the CMAJ article, and panic 380

gradually abated. Although concerns over the radioactive contamination of  food and water did 

not disappear, they were reduced to a low din amid the collective noise that contributed to 

nuclearity, and what it meant to live through a period of  increasing anxiety across all aspects of  

life.  

	 A pattern emerged in medical journals, which can be extrapolated to indicate the 

prevailing opinion/wisdom of  the medical community regarding nuclear hazards. After a new 

threat was established, there was initial panic due to lack of  scientific evidence to confirm or deny 

fears, followed by studies based on historical data and projected future outcomes, followed by 

lengthier social impact studies, and frequently ending with soothing medical journal editorial. 

The published reaction to advancements in nuclear power differed little from previous reactions 

to the atomic bomb, atmospheric testing, or the H-bomb. The population at large developed a 

greater tolerance for nuclear technologies in time, and the nuclearity of  the day (including that 

which was particular to physicians) expanded accordingly. The only real change was that the 

transition between phases occurred more quickly than it had with earlier iterations. Nuclearity, as 

we have seen, was conditioned by the external political and social reality. As the health risks of  

nuclear technologies came to be more widely accepted by physicians and allied scientists, the 

social stigma or fear attached to certain nuclear technologies lessened accordingly. There was a 

reciprocal force at work too, whereby physicians became gradually more familiar with actual level 

 D. Harold Copp, “Ionizing Radiation: A Medical Problem,” Canadian Medical Association Journal 86, no. 12 (March 380
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of  radiation that could be present in the atmosphere or the human body and cause little to no 

health impact. This knowledge served to diminish the panic and fear mongering that 

characterized earlier stages of  physicians’ engagement with nuclear issues. 

	 Amid this geopolitical climate, some individuals and groups asserted once and for all that 

health was political and that physicians had a professional responsibility to oppose the efforts of  

politicians and statesmen pursuing a hawkish line on international relations. This politically-

engaged group was exemplified by the work of  the Medical Association for the Prevention of  

War and Physicians for Social Responsibility. They spoke out in opposition to physicians who fell 

in line behind the government of  the day. Many of  these were the same men (and women) who 

asserted in the days immediately following the Second World War that medicine should be used 

to draw nations together under the banner of  science and health for all.  By 1962, with the 

Cuban Missile Crisis, the formation of  those organizations, along with the Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament, the tone and tenor of  the debates had changed. The world had been pushed to 

the brink of  nuclear disaster, and physicians were not alone in voicing their distaste for the path 

that powerful governments seemed set upon. Thus, the end of  this chapter coincides with the 

advent of  a new phase in the relationship between medicine, science and nuclear physics, with 

the formation of  organizations like the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, and radical shifts in 

the geopolitical reality of  the Cold War tension between the United States and the Soviet Union, 

into which Canada and the United Kingdom were pulled by virtue of  their own nuclear 

programs, and alliances. 

	 Finally, it must be stressed that the historiography on the ethics of  nuclear science in the 

postwar period has placed physicists squarely at the centre of  the storm. It has not fully 

considered the role of  physicians. The foregoing analysis sheds additional light on the complexity 
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of  the nuclear project in the early Cold War, particularly as it pertains to the questions about how 

medicine could respond to the type of  crisis that would be wrought by nuclear war, and how 

physicians could reconcile their duty to oppose the weaponization of  technology that had a 

demonstrated clinical and diagnostic value. Above all else, evolution of  medical opinion on 

nuclear energy was far from linear. This mutability of  professional perspectives indicates the 

degree to which nuclear weapons and atomic technology can be used as a metric for physician 

engagement on international issues more generally, amid the fluctuating perspectives created by 

the ever-shifting geopolitical realities of  the Cold War.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 	 “A Health Race Instead of an Arms Race”: Physician Internationalism, 
Humanitarianism and the Peace Movement 

	 In January 1951, a group of  distinguished British physicians published a letter-manifesto in 

The Lancet, under the title “The Prospect of  War.”  Led by eminent epidemiologist Richard 381

Doll, the group referenced the ongoing nuclear arms race, and defeatist attitudes about the 

inevitability and intractability of  conflict between peoples, while imploring their colleagues in 

Britain and elsewhere to oppose the efforts of  their governments at waging war rather than 

promoting peace. If  physicians were truly dedicated to the prevention of  suffering, and to the 

maintenance of  health across political and national boundaries, the group argued, they could not 

stand idly by as violence continued to threaten humanity. Five years had passed since the end of  

 The authors were Richard Doll, Alfred Esterman, Ian Gilliland, Horace Joules, Duncan Leys, Lionel Penrose, 381

and Martin Pollock. They were a diverse group of  specialists, leaning heavily towards psychology and epidemiology. 
Richard Doll is best known as one of  the first scientists to connect smoking as a cause of  lung cancer, but also 
discovered links between cancer and moderate x-ray radiation, studied the effects on cancer of  coal gasification, 
nickel mining and asbestos, as well as the pill, and made major progress with epidemiological methodology. Horace 
Joules was a leading teaching doctor, enforced the use of  masks and protective clothing when dealing with 
tuberculosis, and was a founding member of  the Socialist Medical Association, in addition to being an early advocate 
of  Doll’s anti-smoking research. Lionel Penrose was an early mental health doctor, writing early works on shock 
therapy and Down’s Syndrome, and also studied human genetics, with a particular study of  diseases caused by an 
incorrect count of  chromosomes, winning many awards for his work. Ian Gilliland specialized in endocrinology, 
fought in Normandy in the Second World War, was a celebrated teaching doctor in several hospitals, and worked 
hard to develop new audiovisual medical educational resources. Duncan Leys specialized in heart issues and mental 
health in children and adolescents, and was perhaps the most frequently published of  the founders. Martin Pollock 
studied bacterial genetics and biochemistry, particularly E.coli and antibiotics, and then founded the first molecular 
biology teaching department in Britain.
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the Second World War, and the international community found itself  in a situation where “even 

the prospect of  atom warfare [failed] to arouse horror and the magnitude of  threatened disaster 

[paralysed] the mind.”   382

	 The letter was met with a flurry of  commentary and criticism. The original letter-writers 

responded, and called for a forum to discuss the issues, as well as to address the core idea that 

physicians had an ethical and professional responsibility to oppose war because it was a symptom 

of  collective psychological ill health, resulting in wounds and disease. They invited their peers, 

who might not yet have considered the alternative to “merely providing treatment for casualties,” 

to join them in halting “preparation for war and to bring about a new and determined approach 

to peaceful settlement of  disputes and to world disarmament.”  With that declaration, 383

physicians, or “scientists,” were set to organize in order to better study the problem and to come 

up with possible solutions. This spirit fit with the broader interest in collective action in the health 

field, as discussed in Chapter 1. By the early-1950s, each Cold War outrage — the atomic bomb, 

the war in Korea, the detonation of  the hydrogen bomb, and rising fears about the arms race — 

heightened the efforts of  anti-war and anti-nuclear advocacy organizations, which were integral 

to the web that combined domestic policy, foreign policy, and the internationalism of  physicians.  

	 In the aftermath of  the 1951 manifesto, it was clear that not everyone agreed with Doll and 

his colleagues. Some readers agreed in principle -- that the arms race and the “world-wide 

disease of  war” ought to be abated – but were wary of  being “misled by quasi-communism or 

playing some other enemy’s game if  [they] so much as toyed with the idea of  negotiation from 

equality instead of  striving after what may well [have been] a receding illusion of  negotiation 

 Richard Doll et. al., “Letters to the Editor - Prospect of  War,” The Lancet, 6647, (20 January 1951): 170.382
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from strength.”  One dissenter against Doll et al. argued that health should not be politicized 384

and that physicians had no business making political statements. The same letter writer 

continued:  

The attitudes of  peace are positive attitudes. Doctors need not become 
politicians to proclaim to the world that it is their habit to treat foreigners as 
human beings. Whatever their ideology the dose is the same. We can go on and 
attempt to recall politicians and journalists from their frenzies of  hatred to the 
solid need of  all men everywhere to be treated as equals, or at least as similars 
[sic], whether they are misled by Communists, led by Socialists, or guided by 
capitalists. And, like sick men, the sick nationals of  the world need peace and 
quiet, an end to fast irritations, and a period, not of  feverish activity, but of  
absolute rest for inflamed parts.   385

Responses like this one asserted that physicians did not need to inject political views into their 

discussions about world peace. Notwithstanding individual views on the subject, they argued it 

was unnecessary for physicians to speak out as a professional group against the horrors wrought 

(or potentially wrought) by war. The solution was not one for doctors to decide, but rather for 

international legal scholars to work out and then disseminate to the masses; international law 

should rein in the activities of  states, not physicians, who were bound only to their patients. 

	 Other respondents expressed even more vociferous opposition to the initial “Prospect of  

War” piece, and the journal’s decision to publish it. Said D.W.S. Sheldon, MD:  

It is becoming increasingly obvious that politics and medicine together are 
undergoing a shift to the left. An already incongruous commensalism is being 
changed into a more virulent parasitism. Presumably in the end politics only 
will be remaining [sic]. It was all the more alarming to see the rate of  this 
change so exposed in your last issue, when political propaganda was allowed to 
invade the columns which have hitherto been spared for medicine, under the 
title ‘Prospect of  War.’ If  such political missionaries feel compelled to express 
themselves publicly again may I, Sir, suggest it be in a special supplement, in 
limited edition, distributed only to those who express a wish for it?   386

 Ranyard West, “Letters to the Editor - The Prospect of  War,” The Lancet 257, no. 6648 (27 January 1951): 235.384
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Sheldon was so offended by the left-leaning politics of  Doll et al. (which clearly ran counter to his 

conservative sensibilities) that he did not want any information of  any kind that might be 

associated with leftist propaganda to even cross his desk. In Sheldon’s view, the fact that the letter 

was published in a medical journal was less important than the content itself. He seemed to feel 

that he was observing a complete alteration to the usually conservative professional political 

outlook.His views reflect the political and social climate in which the Medical Association for the 

Prevention of  War (MAPW) was founded. The issue of  whether physicians had a duty, let alone a 

right, to speak out about war and other political issues was a constant barrier that the Association 

faced when trying to disseminate its message.  Individuals like Sheldon were not the isolated 387

minority. Indeed, the majority view of  the profession seems to have been that what the 

government did, together with the (warmongering) efforts that it pursued domestically and 

internationally, were entirely its own business and were certainly not the responsibility of  

physicians to monitor or comment upon. From the start, MAPW took a stance against this 

unwillingness to act or comment on the issue of  armament, especially when it could be 

understood as dangerous and antithetical to the Hippocratic Oath. 

	 Other physicians, calling themselves “young colleagues,” were grateful that senior members 

of  the profession had expressed some of  the same “shame and disgust at the apparently defeatist 

attitude of  the medical profession towards the senseless drift to a Third World War.” They had, 

one wrote, “waited impatiently for responsible medical men to raise their voices in protest… [the 

wait] was not altogether passive and [they had] attempted often to give a lead albeit 

 The work of  Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink provides insight into the way that physicians who found 387

themselves at the fringes of  what was considered professionally acceptable were able to carve out a place for their 
views and a platform from which to influence policy. See Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond 
Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998. 
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unsuccessfully.”  Another young physician remarked that recognizing a “dangerous 388

international situation” in the pages of  a medical journal made perfect sense, as “doctors would 

be expected to play a greater part than ever before in any future war… such references merely 

reflect the growing concern of  all sections of  public opinion over the present catastrophic drift to 

war.”  In closing, he observed that if  “men of  science” had paid more attention to world affairs, 389

they might have helped avert previous disasters.   

	 Still other writers claimed that war itself  represented a form of  psychological sickness that 

had to be treated in some fashion. According to one particularly impassioned letter, in order to 

treat “war hysteria,” physicians had to call upon the higher morality bestowed upon them by 

training and education in order to combat fear and misinformation. The illness, he wrote, 

affected people who were gripped by fear. This fear 

forces them to believe that their views and actions are invariably correct and 
just, while those of  the ‘enemy’ are invariably wrong and evil… Such a gross 
disorder of  mental processes can only lead to the final catastrophe of  war. To 
pretend that our arms are only for defence, while those of  ‘the enemy’ are only 
for attack is a further example of  this disorder. That it is a manifestly absurd 
pretence is betrayed by the claim that ‘attack is the best method of  defence.’ It 
can be argued that a doctor only has a duty to heal the individual, and has no 
mandate with respect to society. Surely this is shirking the issue? Doctors, more 
than anyone, by virtue of  their education and training, can recognize this illness 
of  society. If  this illness is not cured untold millions of  people appear certain to 
suffer from atom bombs, starvation, and social disorder. If  doctors speak up not 
[sic] and help people to recognize the illness in themselves there may yet be 
hope. If  war comes again in all its horror we are all doomed — there will be no 
victor.  390

If  war was understood as a sickness unto itself, then doctors could move into a higher plane of  

sociological and philosophical reckoning. This notion went beyond the simple politics of  the 
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matter, as people came to view “war hysteria” as a psychological imbalance that needed to be 

addressed for the overall health of  society. This disease metaphor prompted the rhetoric 

developed in earlier chapters, and explains why the ideas of  social medicine, holistic health, and 

the burden of  caring for society as a whole fell upon the shoulders of  doctors. 

	 In line with this argument, another letter to the editor praised The Lancet for choosing to 

publish the correspondence in the first place. The international character of  the journal and the 

sensibility of  physicians, “whether as scientists or as clinicians, [carried] them far above the 

pettinesses of  national barriers.”  More importantly, the letter-writer argued that the world’s 391

doctors were perfectly positioned to “make modern war impossible” because modern wars could 

not be waged “without the direct anchoring of  ‘medical potential’ to the belligerent nation’s 

efforts.”  In closing, the writer asserted that an association of  physicians should be formed to 392

advocate for the views that he had laid out. Such a group would “meet at regular intervals, [and 

its] members should vow, cost them what it may, to relieve suffering wherever it is to be found and 

rigidly refrain from promoting it through allegiance to the States to which, willy-nilly, they 

belonged.”  The letter alluded to the intertwined ideas of  collective action, institutional/393

organizational formation, and internationalism that characterized the moment and the 

movement. Under these conditions, the only option for improving the world seemed to lie (in the 

minds of  its believers/adherents) in acts which were intentionally global in scope and 

strengthened by the formation of  an organization that would bring stability, permanency and 

gravitas to this one movement among many seeking similar goals in the period. 
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	 Rather than focusing on anti-war activism and the validity of  physicians partaking in it, 

some commenters argued that the real challenge facing the global system, apart from the arms 

race, was that of  creeping communism. If  the appeal issued by Doll et al.  

could be world-wide and could include our fellow scientists beyond the Iron 
Curtain, and could be received there with the same ‘scientific detachment’ as 
we would expect it to be received with in the Western Hemisphere, then I can 
conceive of  no more valuable appeal than this. But how can this be achieved? 
Again and again Russian scientists remind us that their ‘science’ is subject to the 
overriding dictates of  the Marx-Lenin ideology. It is this which to many of  us 
constitutes the greatest menace today.   394

Another commenter remarked that it was “simply ostrich-like” to pretend that Western Europe 

was not under the risk of  invasion by the Soviet Union, and described the appeal by the Doll and 

his colleagues as “unrealistic and dangerously misguided in its interpretation of  world events.”   395

	 As the winter wore on, more physicians responded. One theme in their letters was that the 

opinions and ideologies of  medical professionals were too wide-ranging to allow cooperation and 

collaboration, as was frequently shown, they claimed, even within the bounds of  the United 

Kingdom. Nevertheless, all agreed “that most people (and most doctors) detest war. Most men 

will not work actively and voluntarily for a thing they do not want; but, curiously enough, most 

people (and most doctors) will work for war.” This letter-writer remarked that society could surely 

reorient itself  to work for peace, especially if  the effort occurred at a grassroots level and engaged 

with existing community structures.   396

	 On February 17, the editor of  The Lancet published his own response to “The Prospect of  

War” — a lengthy meditation on the role of  medicine and of  professional journals as 
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mouthpieces for the bodies that they represent. He observed that while there were arguments to 

be made for professions abstaining from pronouncements on moral issues to which they could not 

speak with authority, The Lancet “had always regarded medicine as a wide subject,” and would 

continue “to publish articles showing how the work of  doctors influences and is influenced by the 

activities, ideas, and policies of  other people.”  There was no reason to pretend that physicians 397

practiced in a professional vacuum or were better off  restricting themselves to purely “medical” 

matters. At a time when the entire population followed every militaristic move the government 

made with an eye to its implications, the editorial staff  thought it prudent to allow “expression of  

opinion to those of  our colleagues who believe that the profession, though it may be no more 

than a small occupational group in the larger community, can make some special contribution to 

the attainment of  peace.”  398

	 For the sake of  clarity, the editor listed the three reasons why physicians took an interest in 

matters of  war and peace, as evidenced by the correspondence. The first was that, “by tradition 

and training, they accept a supernational [sic] moral code which bids them help enemy and 

friend alike.”  Second, physicians were not only humanitarians, but also scientists who should 399

be able to think and behave while balancing both traditions. For instance, the editor continued: 

“as biologists, we know that the differences between nations are transient and trivial compared 

with their common interests; we regard mutual aid as more important to human progress than 

the struggle for existence; we recognize that the basic need is to tolerate and cooperate, not to 

condemn and destroy.”  The final theme that emerged from the correspondence was that 400
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physicians had gained at least a superficial understanding of  the human psyche through the care 

of  “sick minds,” and thus had gained insight into the mental disorders that lead people to hate 

and fight each other. 

	 The fact that most physicians, like most people, were citizens first and moralists second led 

the editor to stress that the correspondence showed little of  the necessary unity that would be 

required for a profession to take a holistic stance against rising armaments. It was unlikely that a 

tiny minority would feel justified in taking direct action against the larger professional community. 

Indeed, “unless they are prepared to do this,” the editor observed, “the duty of  doctors is plainly 

to give and give freely, whatever expert help may be asked of  them; for the very natural loathing 

of  modern war felt by all civilized people does not by itself  excuse any of  us from answering the 

Government’s call to aid in defence.”  Regardless of  the sincerity of  their convictions, if  the 401

advice that Doll and his colleagues wanted to give turned closer to politics, the editor cautioned 

them that they would need to give it as citizens, rather than doctors. Ultimately, the editor of  The 

Lancet took a non-political stance on the issue. While he recognized the value of  what the group 

of  seven was saying, and sympathized with the reasons that medical professionals might find 

themselves interested or involved in the moral and humanitarian interrogation of  Government 

aims regarding war and armament, the stance of  the journal remained that professional duty did 

not extend to opposing war, and physicians who did so were making civilian political statements, 

rather than medical judgments. 

	 Soon after, the initial letter writers published a response to the criticisms that had been 

levelled against them. They grouped the criticisms into three premises: first, that the problems of  

peace and war were political and were not suitable subjects for a medical journal; second, that 

 Ibid.401
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the appeal was addressed to physicians in the wrong countries; and third, that the danger of  war 

originated solely from Soviet aggression. Their pointed reply is deserving of  an unabridged 

quotation:  

1. Doctors have a social responsibility as well as a personal one to their patients; 
they have an ethical tradition and an international allegiance. War is a 
symptom of  mental ill health. Its results include wounds and disease. Doctors 
are, therefore, properly concerned in preventing it. An ‘epidemic of  trauma’ 
requires prophylactic treatment as much as any other epidemic.  

2. We accept the suggestion that an appeal to doctors should be international in 
its scope. If  citizens in other countries do not possess the same type of  personal 
liberty which we have here, this does not absolve us from our own duty. The 
government and press of  each country attribute blame to others, but dare we 
assume that none of  the responsibility is on our side? A war may start because 
either one of  two parties wishes it or because both sides are stampeded into it 
by imaginary bogies. Each country should ensure that actions taken are 
determined only by real dangers.  

3. It is not, in our opinion, true that the sole danger of  war rests with Russian 
aggressiveness. Clearly it would not be possible to reach agreement here on 
what constitute real threats from the East; but the nature of  propaganda makes 
it inherently likely that some, at least, of  the publicized threats are exaggerated. 
Moreover, we believe, that some recent actions of  the Western powers may not 
unreasonably be interpreted by others as being aggressive (whatever have been 
the intentions behind them). To specify, there is advance beyond the 38th 
parallel in Korea, the occupation of  Formosa, the decision to build a new 
German army, and the release of  Krupp and other Nazi supporters.  

Some, we recognize, will not accept these arguments; but supposing they are 
valid, what should we, as doctors do?… Much thought is needed before we are 
entitled to answer these questions. We therefore propose that a forum should be 
created on which a policy acceptable to a large proportion of  the profession can 
be determined. We ask all who are interested to write to us so that they can be 
invited to an exploratory meeting.  402

The resulting event, held in London on 16 March 1951 and chaired by Horace Joules, was 

attended by 130 doctors and led to the founding of  the Medical Association for the Prevention of  

War (MAPW). The British organization declared its specific objectives: to examine the 
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responsibilities of  doctors in relation to war; to examine the causes of  war; and to decide on 

proper courses of  action to prevent war.  

	 The majority of  the initial members of  the Association had been involved in war work, and 

their perspectives had been shaped by the horrors that they experienced in military hospitals at 

home and abroad. Moreover, some founding members also had ties to the Socialist Medical 

Association and to leftist causes. These individuals, at the pinnacle of  their professional careers, 

were also deeply invested in working towards their version of  the greater good, putting medicine 

in the service of  humanity. And so the stage was set. MAPW was forged in an intellectual and 

political space where the boundaries between what was right and what was acceptable were 

constantly shifting. At issue, to generalize and gloss over a great deal of  relevant discourse, were 

the proper characterization of  war as a form of  illness unto itself, the ethical duties of  physicians 

as a professional group, and whether the politics of  the members had any bearing on their ability 

to make rational statements about war and peace.  

	 The following chapter focuses on the medical peace movement, meaning the efforts of  

physician-activist organizations, as demonstrated by their contributions to the larger conversation 

on disarmament, pacifism, and the application of  medical principles for humanitarian gain. Its 

overwhelming emphasis is on the activities of  the Medical Association for the Prevention of  War. 

Following a brief  overview of  the major themes, this chapter proceeds roughly chronologically 

through the lifespan of  the organization, highlighting its shifting priorities, approaches and 

attempts to influence the rest of  the medical profession to join the cause. The body of  material 

consulted for the following investigation of  MAPW is based on an analysis of  its heretofore 
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untapped archives of  the organization, along with a survey of  the publications of  its 

membership.   403

	 The reference to The Lancet in this chapter was no accident. Scholars interested in the 

medical peace movement have continually emphasized the value of  scientific journals and the 

information gleaned from specialized literature, for example: that which concerns the medical 

effects of  radiation, blast and heat. Moving beyond strictly scientific publications based on 

casualty and pathology, psychologists and psychiatrists have made significant contributions to the 

subject of  war and its prevention. Perhaps most interesting, though, are the perspectives “which 

can be collected from Editorial Opinion columns and letters to the Editors in medical journals. 

This last category offers a rich source of  opinions and conclusions, often emotionally charged.”  404

Indeed, the liveliest debate and most telling personal views of  MAPW’s members were often 

printed in the opinion pages of  medical journals, underlining their value as a source and a 

method of  tracking the priorities and perspectives of  the organization over time.  

	 In many ways, MAPW’s existence and mission epitomize many of  the themes that 

intertwined over the entirety of  this thesis. It is a fitting example of  the broader effort to 

determine where health fits into the international political system, and whether it is something 

that supersedes politics and exists on a higher plane, or, alternatively, is inherently political 

because it involves power relationships between doctors, patients, the state, and society.  Physician 

peace movements brought new information to the debate about nuclear weapons, since they had 

first-hand knowledge of  the human suffering that could result from injuries in the event of  a war. 

 The existing literature on MAPW is confined to Nick Lewar, Physicians and the Peace Movement, (London: Frank Cass 403

& Co. Ltd., 1992).

 B. W. Ike, “Prevention of  War in Medical Literature,” Current Research on Peace and Violence 7, no. 1 (September 404

2003): 68.
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The shift from a discussion in terms of  numbers and statistics into one that focused on human 

suffering could engender feelings of  helplessness, but also “led to more serious thinking and 

constructive political activity.”   405

	 MAPW’s counterpart in the United States, Physicians for Social Responsibility, was 

formed in 1962 after the New England Journal of  Medicine published a special study entitled “The 

Medical Consequences of  Thermonuclear War.” The articles were the first comprehensive 

analysis by physicians and medical scientists of  the potential ramifications of  a nuclear attack on 

the continental United States. The impact of  the publication, both nationally and internationally, 

was profound, and raised the question of  the central role to be played by physicians in public 

education about the threat of  nuclear war, and the prevention of  it. 

	 In the case of  both MAPW and PSR, professional journals were used as a tool to express 

non-medical, political perspectives. This was not necessarily a product of  the postwar period, but 

the anti-nuclear advocacy of  certain corners of  the profession represented a new phase in the 

humanitarian efforts of  physicians. In recent years, the theoretical argument for the involvement 

of  health practitioners in peace issues has been expanded upon in The Lancet, which also leads the 

field in publishing articles related to war and peace. In the United States, there was less 

opposition from the medical profession to government policy on nuclear weapons, but the 

formation of  PSR contributed directly to the rise in public pressure to demand a ban on 

atmospheric testing, culminating in the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty signed by the US, UK, and 

USSR. MAPW and PSR maintained a close connection through the 1960s and 70s, and found 

common ground in their opposition to nuclear war and the geopolitical maneuvering of  the Cold 

War. MAPW’s deep interest in issues of  nuclear war is unsurprising, given the degree to which 

 J. Humphrey, “The Development of  Physicians’ Peace Movements,”Medicine and War 1, no. 2 (1985): 96. 405
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the nuclearity of  the period infiltrated all aspects of  life. In mounting their opposition to war in 

general, targeting nuclear war in particular meant that the MAPW was able to capitalize on the 

gains made by other organizations who had similar aims.  

	 Building upon the framework developed in Chapter 2, MAPW’s success depended upon 

the zeitgeist of  the postwar period, and the attendant rise of  international models of  organization 

and communication in order to spread its message and mandate. In bringing together likeminded 

physicians, its founders hoped that the unique character of  the medical profession could serve as 

a bridge between scientific rationality and an appeal to broader societal fears about the dangers 

of  militarization. When the Association was founded, it was hoped that the profession might be 

able “to act somewhat in the manner of  a catalyst in the world at large and encourage the 

attainment of  international understanding by developing its traditional habit of  communication 

and association with doctors in all countries.”  These were well-informed professionals who 406

shared their common concerns and alternative vision for how the world order could be arranged 

— much as they had during the lead-up to the establishment of  international organizations, and 

in their dialogue about how to manage changes to health and social insurance policy in their 

respective countries. And, as indicated in the preceding chapter, one of  the main ways through 

which physicians engaged with foreign policy and imagined themselves as international citizens, 

was in the hardening of  their line against war and militarism abroad.  

	 From the time of  its formation, MAPW articulated war as a form of  disease that had to 

be addressed by physicians. The prevention of  war was envisioned as the most important form of  

preventive medicine. In a historical period characterized by violent skirmishes worldwide, 

MAPW advocated for the diminution of  various forms of  violence as a means of  improving 

 “International Medical Cooperation,” MAPW Bulletin 7 (November 1952): 1. J. B. Priestly Library, Special 406

Collections, Archives of  Medical Association for the Prevention of  War, H2 [Henceforth JBPL, MAPW].
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health outcomes. In their intellectual posturing, MAPW and its members positioned themselves 

as the ethical standard-bearers for the rest of  the medical profession, while simultaneously 

suggesting that all of  their colleagues follow suit. One of  the central arguments of  this chapter is 

that by positioning war as a disease, MAPW hoped to expand the reach and appeal of  their 

perspective on international affairs to other physicians who might not have taken the time to 

consider how their professional responsibility for the preservation of  life extended to war. 

 	 If  diseases were the only real enemy of  the doctor, MAPW’s greatest challenge was 

convincing its professional colleagues that war had a distinct pathology, based on an organismic 

or medical model of  disease. This model posits that diseases are bad and discontinuous, and often 

has little to say about the causes of  disease, preferring to emphasize options for treatment.  407

Physicians who were less fussed about the existence of  war and the militarization of  their 

societies still understood war as a problem, but can be seen as clinging to the ecological model of  

war-as-disease, whereby disease is understood as tolerable and inevitable, because it will always 

exist. To the latter group of  physicians (and lay observers): war was an unescapable fact of  life in 

the modern world, and while it could be curtailed or controlled, it could not be completely 

eradicated. To suggest otherwise was foolish. The division between the two camps, with MAPW 

and its intellectual adherents on the one side, and the more cynical counterparts on the other, 

was one of  the central tensions that the Association faced over its lifespan. Ultimately, though the 

Association was not always successful in its efforts to convince their colleagues, its modelling of  

war as a form of  psychosis, or an infection, or a transnational epidemic, demonstrates the degree 

to which the discourse of  health could be utilized to explain foreign policy and geopolitics.  

 For a detailed explanation of  disease models see Jaclyn Duffin, Lovers and Livers: Disease Concepts in History (Toronto: 407

University of  Toronto Press, 2005), 6-8.
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	 Despite the fact that not all physicians became outright pacifists, the growth and 

maturation of  a physician-led anti-war movement demonstrates the degree to which that wing of  

the profession engaged with international affairs. As shown in Figure 2.5, the medical profession 

demonstrated a significant interest in matters of  war, peace and humanitarianism, but this 

engagement was at its peak immediately following the Second World War. Incidentally, this 

interest coincided with the establishment of  MAPW. There was a related spike in the early 1960s 

which can be correlated with the same factors that led to the creation of  Physicians for Social 

Responsibility. However, many, if  not most, physicians failed to see the necessity of  applying the 

responsibilities enshrined by the Hippocratic Oath beyond their own patients and communities, 

let alone their national borders. The minority cohort that supported MAPW argued boisterously 

that upholding their professional dictum and duties necessitated a cooperative approach with an 

international outlook. In practical terms, this led to their vociferous opposition to war and 

militaristic sojourns in far-flung corners of  the globe, regardless of  the geopolitical goals that may 

have been at stake. 

Predecessors to the Medical Association for the Prevention of  War 

	 Historiographically, this chapter is situated among studies of  the (British) peace movement 

and medical humanitarian organizations like Médecins Sans Frontières and its antecedents.  408

Broader peace movements in the twentieth century have been the subject of  a great deal of  

scholarly study, often oriented around a national perspective, and emphasizing the religiosity or 

 Renée Fox, Doctors Without Borders: Humanitarian Quests, Impossible Dreams (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 408

2014).Thus far, historians have not been as actively interested in MSF as other disciplines, most notably 
anthropology and political science. 
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left-leaning political ties of  the organizations.  In his study of  the medical peace movement, 409

Nick Lewar observes that the individuals who were involved in the movement argued that it was 

“just not good enough to wait for disaster to strike.”  They acted to empower people to work for 410

peace in their communities and globally, and they believed that their dedication to human health 

and well-being was the source of  their authority. Moreover, “underlying all these considerations 

[was] the primary moral responsibility of  physicians to the due care and personal concern of  

their patients - at the centre of  physician’s responsibilities [was] the diagnosis and treatment of  

disease.”   411

	 Compared to religious pacifist groups, or even to organizations like the Campaign for 

Nuclear Disarmament, which mobilized scientists, physician peace movements benefitted from 

the aura of  respectability that surrounded the medical profession. Humphrey notes: “even 

though doctors are often criticized, their standing as a whole remains high in the public eye and 

they are regarded as solid and basically conservative citizens, not given to irresponsible criticism 

of  government actions… When a substantial proportion of  doctors are moved to make common 

cause over some issue their views are newsworthy, and indeed the media have given wider 

publicity to the activities of  the physicians’ organizations than to other groups of  comparable 

size.”  412

 Martin Ceadel, Pacifism in Britain 1914-1945: The Defining of  a Faith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980); David 409

Cortright, Peace: A History of  Movements and Ideas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Charles W. Lomas 
and Michael Taylor, eds., The Rhetoric of  the British Peace Movement, (New York: Random House, 1971); Eric Shragge, 
Ronald Babin and Jean-Guy Vaillancourt, eds. Roots of  Peace: The Movement Against Militarism in Canada (Toronto: 
Between the Lines, 1986); Thomas P. Socknat, Witness Against War: Pacifism in Canada, 1900-1945 (Toronto: University 
of  Toronto Press, 1987); Richard Taylor, Against the Bomb: The British Peace Movements in the Twentieth Century 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1987).

 Lewar, Physicians and the Peace Movement, 15.410

 Ibid.411

 Humphrey, “The Development of  Physicians’ Peace Movements,”e96.412
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	 The medical profession was unique, in that its members were all expected to accept the 

same basic code of  ethics, laid out in the Hippocratic Oath. Humphrey observes that “these 

codes have been designed partly to protect the patients, but also to safeguard the good standing 

and the reputation of  professional health, in view of  the intimate personal relationships that arise 

between the parties involved.”  From the medieval period until the mid-nineteenth century, 413

physicians who found themselves as victims or participants in wars were more likely to view their 

experience as an opportunity to further their surgical skills than to ruminate on the causes and 

consequences of  the conflict itself. Medical expertise was first put in service of  humanitarian 

goals during conflict in the 1860s, with the formation of  the International Committee for the 

Relief  of  the Wounded, which later became the International Committee of  the Red Cross 

(ICRC).  National Red Cross societies were not always so successful in maintaining their 414

humanitarian impulse and mitigating the effects of  war. Indeed, in his work on the Canadian 

Red Cross, Hutchinson charts how what began as an effort to make war more humane was 

actually turned into an organization that facilitated the war effort and strengthened the patriotic 

resolve of  combatants.  The humanitarian impulse that inspired the Red Cross was easily 415

distorted, and perhaps set the stage for later iterations of  physician-led pacifist movements, 

learning from the mistakes of  their predecessors, though that point was not made in their 

founding documents or later publications. 

 Ibid., 88.413

 On the twentieth century efforts of  the ICRC, see Pierre Boissier, From Sol Ferino to Tsushima: History of  the 414

International Committee of  the Red Cross (Geneva: Henry Dunant Institute, 1985); Andre Durand, From Sarajevo to 
Hiroshima: History of  the International Committee of  the Red Cross (Geneva: Henry Dunant Institute, 1984); Martha 
Finnemore, ant Institute, 1984); he International Committee of  the Red Cross he Restraint of  State Violence,, 
198Constructing World Culture: International Nongovernmental Organizations Since 1875, ed. John Boli and George M. 
Thomas (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 149-168; David P. Forsyth, George M. Thomas (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1999), 149-168.

 John F. Hutchinson, Champions of  Charity: War and the Rise of  the Red Cross (Boulder: Westview Press Inc., 1996).415
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	 As physicians, surgeons and apothecaries were separately organized and gained 

professional power by the end of  the eighteenth century, “codes of  conduct were formulated not 

only to exclude unqualified practitioners, but also to provide principles to guide the qualified in 

situations where potential conflicts of  interest had to be resolved.”  The codes were regularly 416

revised to take into account the increasingly complex issues facing physicians and allied medical 

professionals. Historically, physicians were not always concerned with promoting peace, nor were 

they concerned with providing humanitarian aid to the casualties of  war.  The LNHO and 417

League of  Red Cross Societies had limited scope and funds, but the medical men and women 

involved developed a pattern of  international care and cooperation that justified the claim that 

the responsibilities of  the medical profession extended beyond their immediate patients and 

national borders, which previously had been a mandate restricted to medical missionaries.  

	 In 1930, the medical community established a Committee for the Prophylaxis of  War in 

the Netherlands. The Committee was an official part of  the Netherlands Medical Association 

until the outbreak of  the Second World War. The Committee used medical terminology like 

prophylaxis, pathogenesis, symptomatology, and epidemic to emphasize its medical 

commitments.  In his brief  history of  the organization, B.W. Ike observes that “prophylaxis of  418

war never became an institutionalized medical discipline; it was mainly idealistic, private family-

doctors, psychiatrists, and psychologists who dominated the field.” The main achievement of  the 

Committee was a 1938 monograph entitled Medical Opinions on War.  In addition to the Dutch 419

Committee, the interwar period saw the establishment of  a short-lived Medical Peace Campaign 

 Humphrey, “The Development of  Physicians’hPeace Movements,”e88.416

 Lewar, Physicians and the Peace Movement, 9-10.417

 Ike, “Prevention of  War in Medical Literature,” 65.418

 Ibid.419
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in Britain.  In 1938, at the eve of  the Second World War, Horace Joules’ Doctor’s View of  War 420

was published. Joules promoted a physician’s strike on all activities connected with the 

preparation for war and the care of  war victims, as a way of  showing the government and its 

hawks that the medical profession would not be implicated in activities that contravened the 

Hippocratic Oath.  After MAPW was founded, it quickly made contact with other 421

organizations, including the Union Nationale des Médecins pour la Paix, which had been formed 

in France in 1950. The Union was interested in linking military spending on re-armament to the 

deterioration of  medical and physical health in France.  In 1952, another French organization 422

was formed in the interest of  establishing a supranational committee of  physicians and jurists 

who could remain morally neutral and help the victims of  wars that broke out around the 

world.  In Denmark in 1952, the Danske Laegars Sammenslutnig mod Krig (Danish Physicians 423

Against War) was formed with aims very similar to those of  MAPW. Their earliest appeal for 

support referenced the gap between spending on armament and health care, and asserted that 

reducing spending on arms was a precondition to furthering the humanitarian goals of  the 

profession, where they existed. 

	 There are multiple ways of  conceptualizing and chronicling the physician peace movement 

of  which MAPW was a part, each of  which are oriented around key moments in the history of  

 Humphrey, “The Development of  Physicians’hPeace Movements,”e91.420

 Horace Joules, Doctor’s View of  War (London: G. Allen & Unwin Limited, 1938).421

 Lewar, Physicians and the Peace Movement, 66.422

 Ibid. Lewar notes that very little is known about the Comité, and that his own information was garnered from 423

personal correspondence with former members of  the organization. Citation 14, on p. 66 of  Lewar.
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nuclear proliferation and the Cold War more generally.  Focusing on medical involvement in 424

anti-war activism, B.W. Ike identifies three periods of  attempts to prevent nuclear war. First, from 

1945 into the mid-1960s, stress was laid on the medical possibilities and obligations as to 

protecting and treating war victims. The medical interest in war spiked after the Cuban missile 

crisis, when a number of  American medical journals started to publish articles that emphasized 

medical responsibility during and after a nuclear incident. Medical writing during this phase 

emphasized that war was the least desirable outcome of  human conflict, and that physicians 

should use their expert knowledge of  casualties and postwar epidemiology to convince politicians 

to abandon their military ambitions. By the mid-1960s, the second phase was marked by the 

recognition that all scientific estimates of  the potential damage wrought by a nuclear attack made 

it clear that medicine would be wholly impotent in the event that nuclear weapons were used 

against a population. In this second period, Ike remarks that the emphasis was placed on 

preventing war in the first place — the prophylactic method -- but the paradigmatic interest in 

preparedness and mobilization of  medical effort to treat the casualties remained a centrepiece of  

much of  the writing about medicine and war. In this period, the psychology of  war was at the 

forefront of  medical writings about war and disarmament. The beginning of  the third phase was 

marked by the establishment of  International Physicians for the Prevention of  Nuclear War in 

1980, which shifted the gaze of  medical prevention of  war to the international sphere.  425

 Nigel Young identifies three massive waves of  support for the peace movement after 1945: 1945-49 on nuclear 424

issues, 1966-70 during the Vietnam War, and 1979-84 on nuclear issues related to the end of  détente; see Nigel 
Young, “Why Peace Movements Fail: A Historical and Social Overview,” Social Alternatives 4 (March 1984): 9-16. 
Similarly, Lawrence S. Wittner, in his two-part Struggle Against the Bomb charts three international waves of  interest in 
nuclear disarmament: 1945-49 from Hiroshima to the Soviet bomb, 1957-63 due to the escalation of  the nuclear 
arms race, atmospheric testing and proliferation, 1979-83 resulting from another surge in the arms race following the 
breakdown of  détente; see Lawrence S. Wittner, Struggle Against the Bomb, Volume 2: Resisting the Bomb, A History of  the 
World Nuclear Disarmament Movement, 1954-1970 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997).

 Ike, “Prevention of  War in Medical Literature,” 69-70.425
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Appealing to the Masses: Articulating War as Disease 

	 As mentioned above, one of  the initial goals of  the Association was to convince interested 

parties and other physicians that war was a disease, and that it was deserving of  their attention. 

In an expository article in The Physician’s Forum Bulletin, Duncan Leys stressed that people, even 

those who had just lived through a terrible ordeal with the Second World War, were willfully 

blinding themselves to the realities of  war. Rather than seeing it for what it was,  

They picture it still in heroic form, with death nobly faced, clean wounds, 
nurses in bright uniforms. War is not like that. War is a disease, the greatest 
disease. To regard war in any other light is to return to tribal modes of  thought. 
War produces all the effects of  disease: death, injury, disruption of  society, 
sapping of  energy, distortion of  growth. Modern war, like other diseases, carries 
on its injury to future generations. Like other and lesser diseases, it destroys 
moral values; under its threat, as of  a plague, panic invades society. Proper tasks 
are abandoned, resources wasted.  426

In the beginning, MAPW articulated war as pathological, rather than psychopathological. It was 

a disease on the social body, rather than the social mind. Following a conference organized in 

Amsterdam by the National Federation for Mental Health and the Netherlands UNESCO 

Centre, an article in the MAPW Bulletin summarized the talk given by an Indian psychologist. Dr. 

Banerjee forwarded his ideas concerning the psychological cause for war, in addition to the ideal 

treatments for the mental disturbance that it could cause in a population. MAPW was 

sympathetic to the notion that war was psychological, but remarked that other participants at the 

conference did not understand why a psychotherapist would concern himself  with war, when to 

do so would mean “meddling with politics.” The MAPW Bulletin defended him, emphasizing that 

while psychotherapists should not meddle with politics, “in their attempt to prevent mental 

disturbance they unavoidably come across the problem of  war in its impact on the mental health 

 Duncan Leys, “Medical Association for the Prevention of  War,” The Physician’s Forum Bulletin (December 1951): 12 426

[JBPL, MAPW, H2].
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of  the people.”  The Bulletin expressed considerable opposition to the proposal that war was 427

solely an expression of  mental abnormality. At this early stage of  its existence, the Association 

was careful to maintain an open-ended explanation for how war could be classified as disease, in 

the interest of  winning as many medical practitioners to its cause.  

	 In the interest of  universal appeal, in its early days, the Association’s leaders made frequent 

reference to the Hippocratic Oath and the Declaration of  Geneva as evidence for why physicians 

should oppose war. According to Associational discourse, ethical statements made in the 

Hippocratic Oath and the Declaration of  Geneva bound the physician to society through an 

individual and larger collective sphere of  responsibility. Physicians’ duties in the face of  war were 

derived directly from the Hippocratic Oath, “with its insistence that for a doctor the preservation 

of  life and the relief  of  human suffering are permanent obligations overriding all other duties, 

personal and public.”  It is unsurprising that MAPW found service in the armed forces to be 428

irreconcilable with the professional responsibility to do no harm. This aspect of  the Association’s 

pacifist outlook was straightforward: the character of  modern war and its “reversion to barbaric 

methods” ensured that any involvement of  a physician in uniformed service would result in the 

participation in acts of  aggression or the withholding of  humanitarian assistance to individuals in 

need of  aid.  429

	 MAPW constantly restated the importance of  the Declaration of  Geneva, and its bearing 

on the ethical duties of  physicians to oppose war, because it was clear that some of  their less 

 “Psychological Solutions to War Tensions,” MAPW Bulletin no. 5 (April 1952): 4 [JBPL, MAPW, H2].427

 Congres Mondiale des Médecins pour L’étude des Conditions Actuelles de Vie - Contribution submitted by the 428

Medical Association for the Prevention of  War to the Discussion at the Third Session on “Devoirs des Medecins face 
a ces problemes”, ca. 1953, np [JBPL, MAPW, C5].

 MAPW Executive Committee, The Medical Ethic: A Discussion of  Some Old Problems in Their Modern Setting, ca. 1960, 429

p. 3-4 [JBPL, MAPW, Z File].
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enlightened peers did not see the value in the Declaration and what it stood for. “One member of  

the Council of  the British Medical Association was reported to say that he considered the 

Declaration ‘humbug.’ A letter in the British Medical Journal declared that it was impossible to 

establish ethical rules to which doctors would adhere in all situations.”  MAPW called 430

physicians to look beyond the immediate needs of  their patients, to the wider community in 

which they practiced. From there, they were encouraged to see the way that their professional 

ethic could be applied to bring about good health and an end to anguish the world over. In 

closing his presentation to the Royal College, Leys argued that it was not difficult to restate the 

ethical principles of  medicine to think in terms of  broader social needs — to look beyond the 

patient to society at large. He asserted: “when this is done it will be impossible for anyone to deny 

that war and preparation for war are as directly the concern of  an organized medical profession 

as the control of  tuberculosis or the elimination of  the diseases of  deprivation.”  431

Funding Sickness Rather Than Health 

	 In 1950, a year before the “Prospect of  War” letters, the British Medical Journal published a 

forceful series of  correspondence about the ethics of  nuclear war, and the perversion of  science 

for military gain. These articles reflect the changing perspective of  the British medical profession 

on matters of  war by 1950. The initial writer, Dr. W.V. Cruden, remarked that until Hiroshima, 

weapons were designed to destroy military targets and kill combatants. After 1946, however, a 

“new and outrageous” situation was afoot. He asked:  

Should this greatest threat to human life evoke no reaction from the medical 
profession? Our sole raison d’être as doctors is the helping and saving of  life, 

 Duncan Leys, “The Hippocratic Oath and the Declaration of  Geneva,” (Paper Presented to the Conference of  430

the Medical Association for the Prevention of  War at the Royal College of  Surgeons, May 11, 1959) [JBPL, MAPW, 
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and it is surely our duty to do what we can to prevent disaster from overtaking 
the human race. Doctors all over the world united against the menace of  
bacteria. Surely they should be united against the menace of  this ‘super 
pathogen.’ I suggest that the leaders of  the medical profession issue a solemn 
manifesto condemning the use of  atomic weapons and, in the name of  
humanity, urging their abolition.  432

Responses to Cruden’s letter affirmed his perspective and emphasized the humanitarian nature 

of  the profession. Many physicians also revealed their belief  that science must be reined in if  it 

was going to be used to annihilate humanity. One physician wrote,  

It has seemed to me for some time that we as a profession have been 
deliberately turning fearfully away from the implications of  the ‘atomic age.’ 
This is not good enough. We, par excellence, are a humanitarian profession. Yet 
what barbarism could excel the proposal to use weapons which can wipe out 
100,000 or more at one stroke?… There can be no justification, neither 
military, nor social, nor ideological, for the use of  mass-extermination weapons, 
which even from a military point of  view are self-stultifying.  433

Another writer placed the responsibility for condemning atomic weapons squarely on the 

shoulders of  medical professionals.  He remarked that any physician who did not oppose 

technology that would destroy their practices and humanity itself  was “divorced from reality.”  434

In this way, physicians separated themselves from scientists who were involved in the wider 

nuclear project and established their professional position as defenders of  human life, rather than 

complacent accomplices in its destruction. The accompanying realization that so much scientific 

research funding was being allocated for nuclear weapons testing, rather than for medical 

research or public health (including how to protect populations from nuclear annihilation) struck 

a chord with the readership of  the journals.  It pointed to an issue that would become a 435
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lynchpin in MAPW’s earliest arguments about the futility of  military spending, and the 

misallocation of  resources to fight the wrong kind of  disease. 

	 Earlier chapters in this thesis discussed the fact that some industrialized nations — 

exemplified by the United States and Canada — experienced unprecedented economic growth 

and prosperity during the early 1950s, and quality of  life improved accordingly. The construction 

of  physical infrastructure, expansion of  education, establishment of  the NHS in Britain, and 

gains made by consumers in their own homes were a testament to the way that national wealth 

was injected back into the daily lives of  citizens. Nevertheless, as countries like Britain and the 

United States kept a wary eye on the international geopolitical situation and continued to 

mobilize for the possibility of  war (even if  by proxy), pacifist-minded individuals lamented the 

hypocrisy of  spending money to improve healthcare while simultaneously continuing to finance 

weapons programs and military procurement. MAPW viewed the financial implications of  the 

enlargement of  militaries as equivalent to funding further sickness on the national body, rather 

than funding its cure; it was like buying cigarettes for a lung cancer patient, rather than paying 

for chemotherapy treatments. 

Professional Exceptionalism 

	 Based on their professional standing, MAPW and its founding members envisioned a 

particular responsibility for themselves within society, especially as governments increasingly 

turned to the threat of  war as a solution for geopolitical problems. Doctors had a twofold 

responsibility as ordinary members of  society and because of  their specific duty and privilege as 

healers. By extension, physicians were afforded an opportunity via their level of  education to 

think and behave more rationally, and to connect with people of  all ages and walks of  life. The 

latter meant that they had an “unrivalled opportunity” to understand the needs of  society and 
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the motives that underlay human action. Moreover, Leys argued that physicians were bound by 

an ethic “as clear and austere as that of  religion; to preserve life and to take no action which can 

injure it,” and that their “first loyalty” as professionals was “to humanity, irrespective of  race or 

creed.”   436

	 Appealing to their professional sense of  importance, Duncan Leys wrote that physicians 

had a genuine opportunity to halt the spread of  war, because they were “perhaps, the most 

strongly integrated social group, and one of  the most secure, with a disinterested motive, 

accustomed to weighing evidence and more able than others to remain detached and to resist the 

hysteria of  fear.” He continued, stressing the international ethic of  the profession and the 

universal respect that it commanded. Moreover, physicians already possessed networks of  

communication and association. Disarmament could “only be achieved through an approach to 

mutual trust; our reasons tells us that war cannot resolve a conflict of  ideas,” he wrote. “One does 

not treat a neurosis with penicillin or surgery. Why should we not base an attack on war through 

the very same methods we use in other disease and through the same international agencies on 

which we have come to rely?”   437

	 Leys highlighted the international character of  physicians’ communication, and in so 

doing underlined the importance of  the international network that they had constructed, both 

intentionally and unintentionally. One of  MAPW’s founding principles was that physicians were 

duty-bound to oppose acts of  aggression internationally, which necessitated taking a global view 

of  responsibility. Concerned citizens could not be constrained by national boundaries, and had to 

take a global view of  the problems facing humanity. In the early 1950s, the Association reached 
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out to the national medical associations of  numerous countries in Western Europe, as well as the 

Soviet Union and China. In letters exchanged between the executive committee and medical 

leaders in those countries, the Association stressed that the analogy between war and disease 

meant that the same international cooperation used to curtail the spread of  epidemics could be 

put in service of  pacifism.   438

	 Additionally, the Association stressed the degree to which the medical profession was 

responsible for promoting peace and educating the wider population about the dangers of  war. 

Physicians had to inform themselves about current events, and always be prepared to separate 

fact from fiction. MAPW issued a bulletin entitled “How to Read the News” that was intended to 

inform its members about how to see through the “persuasive use of  the news.” The author, Alex 

Comfort, stressed that the Association was comprised of  doctors, not politicians, and was thus 

concerned with “news and its abuse” because it was worried “by the resemblance between the 

effect of  propaganda on public thinking and the kind of  thought-processes which characterises 

[sic] lunatics.”  The bulletin laid out the various ways in which readers could identify bias and 439

skewed language in seemingly innocuous news reports, and how best to read editorial and 

opinion pages with the intent of  forming one’s own opinion. In closing, Comfort urged readers to 

learn to  

play the News Game. It may save your life and the lives of  others… it is you, 
not they themselves, who are asked to press that button. You would not burn a 
total stranger, Chinese, American or Russian, alive individually, by hand. 
Whether or not you do it collectively and at long range will depend on your 
skill and integrity in warding off  the assaults made upon your sanity by the 

 Letter from MAPW to Moscow, nd. [JBPL, MAPW, C1].438
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agents of  insanity. And to ensure your success in this task is a medical 
responsibility.   440

The notion of  responsibility was a constant refrain in the Association’s literature. Doctors were to 

be held to a higher standard, and were expected to take on the mantle of  morality and to ensure 

that society continued down a more correct path. 

Labour Party Proscription 

	 One of  the key stumbling blocks that the Association encountered in its early existence 

was its close affiliation with the Left. MAPW built upon the existing political knowledge and 

sensibilities of  its membership, and their left-leaning views frequently aroused suspicion from 

their peers and the wider public about whether or not they were simply Communist sympathizers 

looking for another outlet. Over its entire lifespan, the Association reached out to medical 

organizations across the Iron Curtain with the intent of  improving medico-diplomatic ties with 

other organizations and likeminded individuals.  Correspondence shows that there was a great 441

deal of  interest among foreign groups of  doctors regarding updates from the Association, and in 

keeping open lines of  communication so that similar work could be conducted in their own 

countries.   

	 In August 1952, a member of  the association wrote a personal letter to Lionel Penrose 

expressing his irritation at having been reproached by friends for his membership in a 

Communist organization, as he had been under the impression that MAPW had no political 

affiliation whatsoever. Indeed, he remarked that he felt that membership had been (and should 

remain) confined to individuals like himself  who thoughts that “political modes of  thought are 

 Ibid., 6.440
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the cause of  all the trouble.”  The physician asked for a clarification of  the association’s 442

perspective on the political affiliation of  its members, and apologized for having needed to ask 

the questions in the first place. He also managed to convey what was then a fairly common 

outlook on involvement in organizations which had para-medical aims, including pacifism. 

Namely, that “many medical people who are genuinely opposed to war are too faint hearted to 

join an anti-war organization if  they find themselves involved in a polemic of  a different kind, 

and a thoroughly unscientific kind at that.”  443

	 On 25 February 1953, MAPW was proscribed by the Labour Party, as part of  a broader 

sweep by the Party to ensure that it was not affiliated with any group that could tarnish its 

reputation — meaning any group that leaned too far leftward and could be accused of  being a 

front for the Comintern. Subsequent correspondence expressed the perturbation felt by the 

MAPW Executive Committee committee at the National Executive Council of  the Labour Party 

having decreed that membership of  the Party and the organization “were not compatible.” The 

organization was anxious that “the decision should be rescinded and that it should be achieved in 

as friendly a way as possible.”   444

	 Penrose and his colleagues took issue with the implication that their membership were 

being influenced politically by involvement in the association. MAPW was a “purely professional 

body,” he assured Morgan Phillips, secretary of  the Labour Party. The Association was 

concerned “solely with the ethical responsibilities of  the profession and with the contribution 

which medical science could make to the lessening of  inter-group tensions.”  The publication 445
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records and the activities of  its ranking and executive personnel gave further evidence of  the 

multi-faceted political character of  the association as a whole, according to Penrose. In general, 

the reality was that the vast majority of  MAPW members had left-leaning politics. The sheer fact 

that so many of  them were also members of  the Labour Party is evidence enough in this regard, 

but in the context of  1950s British political culture, it was also indicated by their willingness to 

support socialized medicine and to oppose all attempts by the British government to advance its 

foreign policy via militarism in all its forms.    

MAPW sent a representative as an observer to a June 1953 Peace Congress in Vienna, 

organized by the World Peace Council, after that meeting had been specifically proscribed by the 

Labour Party as a Communist gathering. The letter from MAPW to the Party in the aftermath of  

the event stressed that the association had only sent an observer “to report on the character and 

value of  the Congress,” which had been organized by a non-medical but potentially allied 

organization and was “allegedly concerned with finding ways to prevent war.”  Penrose stressed 446

that the work of  the association had been, and remained, “professional in character; it [was] not 

concerned with political considerations and was at a loss to understand why the Party Executive 

should wish to hamper [its] work.”  In July, Phillips wrote a letter of  response to the MAPW 447

executive committee, stressing that the Party had specifically proscribed the Congress in view of  

its known “character and value” as a “bogus Communist ‘peace’ campaign.”  Labour fears 448

about Communism circulated concurrently with McCarthyism in the United States. Indeed, the 

correspondence between members of  the organization about the Labour Party proscription 
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frequently raised the irrational fears of  McCarthyism as a reason why the proscription needed to 

be so rigorously and righteously opposed.  

	 The Labour Party proscribed a large number of  other organizations between 1953 and the 

early 1960s.  Proscription came to an end by 1962, when the World Council of  Peace convened 449

a World Disarmament Congress to be held in Moscow in July. The efforts served to enforce Party 

discipline, but had little effect on the activities of  affected organizations and their members, 

MAPW included. Proscription and its consequences aside, MAPW’s members refused to take 

positions that demonstrated even an iota of  support for weapons proliferation or the further 

militarization of  the global system. If  this meant that they were faced with a choice between a 

position of  neutrality regarding Soviet policies, or blind support for the British government, they 

inevitably held firm to the line that Communism was less a threat to humanity than the arms 

race. 

The Hydrogen Bomb; Transition to Psychosis of  War 

	 As the preceding chapter made clear, the introduction of  the hydrogen bomb in 1952 

ushered in a completely new phase of  Cold War power relations, and radically altered the way 

that physicians and the lay public perceived the threat of  nuclear weapons. Accordingly, its 

introduction changed the way that the Association articulated its vision for the international 

system. After the British Government acquired a hydrogen bomb, MAPW expressed its dismay at 

the change of  national policy regarding nuclear weapons: “Whereas before we had, in common 

with others, played on the fear of  the catastrophe which awaited us should an enemy drop such a 

 Proscription had been introduced in 1929 to protect the ideological integrity of  the Party against infiltration and 449

subversion by the Communist Party of  Great Britain. By the 1950s, the CPGB was not interested in infiltrating the 
Labour Party, but the onset of  the Cold War made hostility towards the USSR and Communism a central facet of  
social democratic ideology and practice in Britain and elsewhere. See Eric Shaw, Discipline and Discord in the Labour 
Party: The Politics of  Managerial Control in the Labour Party, 1951-87 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), 
57-59.
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bomb on this country, we are now beginning to understand that we have as much to fear on the 

moral plane should our own hands ever by bloodied by using this weapon against even the most 

terrible of  our enemies.”  This was a subtle shift in the way that the organization conducted its 450

affairs. Rather than existing in fear of  the weapons themselves, MAPW began to advocate for 

changes in foreign policy. The recognition that one’s own national government was potentially at 

fault for the escalation in violence around the world undoubtedly influenced the Association’s 

perspective on international geopolitics and the bifurcated power dynamic of  the Cold War. No 

longer could there be an “us versus them” mentality, as the British government no longer had a 

moral leg to stand on, in the eyes of  the Association. Though the Association had always 

advocated for the termination of  weapons programs and the military ambitions of  the British 

state, it took a harder line on government policy after the H-bomb entered the picture.  

	 The very existence of  such a destructive weapon shifted the conversation from the 

pathology of  war to its psychology, and specifically to the disturbance that had to exist in the 

minds of  any world leader who would dare to use it. The clearest precursor to medical interest in 

the psychology of  war, and to the reframing of  war as a form of  psychosis was Robert J. Lifton’s 

postwar study of  the survivors of  the Hiroshima disaster, in which he investigated the behaviour 

of  individuals exposed to extreme stress, and later urged that his findings favour the prevention 

of  war.  Others detailed the psychiatric effects of  the arms race, the psychological backgrounds 451

of  activists in the peace movements, or those of  political leaders responsible for detonating 
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dangerous weapons.  Another study gave a detailed description of  the psychiatric aspects of  452

deterrence versus civil defence, neither of  which was found to contribute to détente.  Indeed, 453

the psychiatric and psychological community pursued their own disciplinary interest in peace 

studies, as evidenced by what Ike labels “a copious flowering of  articles” by 1966 on the subject 

of  psychological mechanisms as an instrument in the pathogenesis of  war.  454

	 In an article published in Proceedings (the successor to the MAPW Bulletin), Norman 

MacDonald explored the difference between modern warfare and natural, evolutionarily-

constituted forms of  “normal” conflict between individuals. The difference, according to 

MacDonald, was located in the degree of  harm that could be done by increasingly destructive 

weapons.  MacDonald argued that society accepted certain forms of  aggression as part of  455

human psychological make-up, and could be comforted by the fact that the struggles between 

individuals and groups were part of  natural selection and the survival of  the fittest.  456

MacDonald spoke to a broader recognition on the part of  the Association that some degree of  

conflict was unavoidable. The issue arose when the aggression was magnified and used as a 

geopolitical tool by nation-states who had ever more deadly weapons at their disposal. MAPW 

members frequently alluded to the psychopathy of  leaders and policy makers who would 

willingly and knowingly subject their constituencies to war and further violence. This fit with the 
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description as war of  a perversion of  the human condition, and more clearly defined war as a 

form of  psychological disease that plagued society as a whole, but had a particularly strong effect 

on certain individuals and groups. 

	 The anxiety about the H-bomb was captured by a series of  correspondence in The Lancet 

under the heading “The Bombs.” Prior to the publication of  the letter, Sir Alexander Haddow, a 

renowned oncologist famous for his work on the biological hazards of  radiation, published an op-

ed appeal in The Times to his fellow scientists and physicians, imploring them to seek a 

supranational solution to the continued efforts of  governments to manufacture ever-more deadly 

weapons, which he understood as a form of  mental instability. Haddow remarked that some 

scientists had hoped “that the advancement of  biological science might permit the control or 

neutralization of  many of  [the hazards of  nuclear weapons]; but the contrast between the 

massive application of  physics to destruction, on the one hand, and the slower growth of  

fundamental biology on the other—to which disparity part of  our problems may indeed be 

traced—compels us to abandon any such illusion.”  The solution was one for science and 457

statecraft to share, but as states had thus far proved incapable of  resisting the pull of  matching 

the stockpiling ambitions of  their friends and foes, it fell to “world science itself, imbued by some 

sense of  humane responsibility,”  to arrest what Haddow envisioned as the near-certain 458

destruction of  life on earth. 

	 On 17 April 1954, The Lancet published a leading article stressing that the detonation of  

the H-bomb necessitated a “fresh examination of  opinions on the ethics of  war.”  After an 459

exploration of  the us vs. them mentality that had characterized conflict between humans 
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throughout recorded history, the editor suggested that the preceding fifty years of  international 

history and the on-going Cold War had led to a situation where most nations belonged to one or 

other of  two opposing groups. The bifurcation led to the hope that “the creation of  these two 

immense groups, each securing peace within its borders, maybe be the last stage on the way to 

the creation of  a single world community—a community in which every human being is a 

member, and whose protection he enjoys.”  This idealistic point of  view had been squashed by 460

the reality of  life under the shadow of  nuclear war. Setting aside the moral peril, on a practical 

level, the use of  nuclear weapons in a context where the hydrogen bomb was an option meant 

that the risk had moved from “the indiscriminate to the incalculable.” Rather than learning to 

accept the H-bomb “as a legitimate means for protecting our civilization, we should consider 

what effect such protection is having on the civilization itself.”  The editor wholeheartedly 461

denounced continued national aspirations at amassing armaments, and called leaders on both 

sides of  the Iron Curtain to consider whether petty political differences “really justify and 

necessitate the continuance of  an undeclared war carrying such risks for everybody.”   462

	 Following the editorial, Duncan Leys and Alex Comfort both replied with letters that were 

published in The Lancet. Leys remarked:  

The established facts about the bomb reduce to tragic absurdity the arguments 
of  statesmen and military leaders that the world must, to preserve peace, devote 
itself  to preparing for war. Homicide on a scale approaching this has hitherto 
been possible only when millions of  people have been persuaded that their duty 
of  interest lay in supporting war, and the act of  war demanded that these 
millions should throw themselves into movement. The hydrogen bomb makes it 
possible, for the first time in the history of  the world, for a few men in positions 
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of  power to dispense with the consent and active support of  their people in 
waging war.   463

Comfort stressed the psychological implications of  the H-bomb, and that “total renunciation of  

such weapons” by the British government “would enormously raise our domestic morale and our 

external moral authority. This is a case where British opinion might without arrogance act as 

therapist.”  In the following weeks, other readers responded to Comfort and Leys, and 464

expressed disdain at their suggestion that nuclear proliferation in and of  itself  was more 

threatening than creeping Communism.  Afterward, Leys and Comfort took to the letters pages 465

once again, and asserted:  

even if  one believed Communist Russia and China to be governed by the most 
corrupt and sadistic of  tyrannies, no people who hoped to preserve civilization 
could consent to the employment, in the effort to prevent the extension of  such 
tyranny, of  a weapon intended to kill millions of  people, a whole population. 
This seems to me the greater evil, incomparably the greater.   466

Comfort stressed that aside from one’s own dislike of  socialism as a model for government and 

the economy, of  the two main nuclear powers, unbridled American self-interest engendered by 

liberalism was far more threatening to the global system than the more rigidly controlled Soviet 

system, especially where the use of  available weapons was concerned.  “The Bombs” series 467

demonstrated the intractability of  Cold War geopolitics and the challenge that they presented to 

MAPW’s vision of  a physician-led quest for peace. The psychology of  nations was equally 

important to their political ideology in determining the threat that they posed to the international 

system. From that point onward, the Association placed renewed emphasis on the 
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psychopathology of  nations and their leaders in determining the likelihood that they would use 

the weapons at their disposal to bring about mass destruction. The intensification of  the nuclear 

arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union was oft-cited as evidence that even 

greater effort on the part of  the Association was essential to steer the world back to peace. 

The Pugwash Conference of  1957, which was largely the result of  the Russell-Einstein 

Manifesto of  1955, issued by Bertrand Russell and Albert Einstein, called on scientists to 

assemble to discuss how to avert the dangers arising from the arms race and militarism 

worldwide. The conference was one of  the first instances of  an international group of  scientists 

coming together to discuss the social implications of  scientific discovery, rather than the technical 

intricacies of  the discoveries themselves.  The “ivory tower attitude” of  scientists had persisted 468

too long, and had led to  

a sense of  indifference to the social and political impact of  their work is being 
replaced by an increasing awareness of  their moral duty to help reduce and, 
when possible, to eliminate the actual and potential harmful effects of  the 
scientific and technological explosion that have become the hallmark of  our 
time. An ever-growing number of  scientists now realize that they have a share 
in the responsibility of  governments to utilize knowledge for constructive 
purposes, so that beyond the interest of  individual groups and countries the 
achievements of  science and technology shall benefit the welfare of  mankind as 
a whole and not contribute to its detriment.   469

Pugwash was a scientific equivalent to MAPW in a lot of  ways; its singular focus on nuclear war 

soon expanded to encompass many more issues related to the state of  world affairs and their 

impact on human health and well-being. The expansion of  the Pugwash movement to include 

additional social justice issues upon which scientists could reasonably comment mirrored the 
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evolution of  MAPW itself, as it gradually came to embrace issues related to the emerging field of  

“global health” and the intersection of  its physician peace movement with the social and 

economic development of  the Third World. Through the 1970s and 80s, MAPW maintained its 

connections with physicians from other nations, and took an active interest in the wars and 

violent skirmishes which broke out close to home and further afield. 

Alma Ata 

	 As was discussed in Chapter 1, one of  the WHO’s key success stories by the late 1970s 

was its Smallpox Eradication Program. The enormous success of  the SEP program coincided 

with a shift in the overall focus of  international health work back towards horizontal programs. 

The late 1960s and early 1970s witnessed an explosion of  interest in global social justice 

movements, and an attendant rise in the power of  organizations associated with those causes.  470

The shift from international to global health can be related to this widening of  the types of  issues 

that made the agenda of  multinational institutions more generally. Social movements in 

industrialized countries in support of  women, ethnic minorities, and the environment drew 

attention to social issues in general, while the call at the UN in 1974 for a New International 

Economic Order (NIEO) coincided with the impressive achievements of  low-income states like 

Cuba and Kerala in their community-based health models.  The NIEO was intended as a 471

revision of  the Bretton Woods system set up after the Second World War, and called for 

technology transfer to developing countries, and increased control over global trade policies. 
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Serious health needs in developing countries could not be met with vertical programs spraying 

crops and promoting mass-vaccination campaigns without attention to the wider social context in 

which those interventions operated.  

	 In 1977, the World Health Assembly declared that the WHO would pursue a goal of  

Health for All by 2000, meaning that all people should be able to attain a level of  health that 

would allow them to lead socially and economically-productive lives.  The declaration built 472

upon the principles laid out in the NIEO, and capitalized on the gains made by developing 

countries within the UN system by the end of  the decade.  The NIEO never materialized, but 473

following a conference in Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan in 1978, the primary health care movement was 

translated into “plans for a comprehensive policy… understood to include community efforts 

towards social and economic development and sanitation and to supply appropriate 

technology.”  These were plans for holistic health care, integrated into local communities, 474

which emphasized meeting needs on a case-by-case basis, rather than implementing top-down 

strategies. When viewed in this light, primary care vis-a-vis Alma-Ata was a model for global 

health more akin to the relationship between an individual doctor and patient, than that of  a 

broad public health campaign aimed at, say, vaccinating all toddlers against diphtheria just for 

the sake of  leaving no stone unturned. This is not to denigrate the importance and positive 

health outcomes associated with vaccination campaigns, but merely to say that the model of  

primary care advocated by Alma-Ata and its supporters was intended to be more adaptable in 

the face of  local particularities and challenges than WHO programs had been, up to that point. 
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	 Following the Alma Ata declaration, one MAPW member implored his peers to express 

their unbridled support for the new initiative. He cited “the embarrassing helplessness of  the 

tragedies of  Vietnam, Cambodia, Ethiopia, the Middle East and many other regions where 

violence and famine have made millions wretched. Even in peaceful areas millions of  people 

throughout the developing world suffer from malnutrition and lack of  primary medical care — 

an incongruity in a world potentially capable of  satisfying these needs but wasting its efforts on 

conflict and armaments.”  In order to truly pursue the program laid out at Alma Ata, it would 475

be necessary  

to put pressure on politicians of  all countries to reduce spending on armaments 
and unproductive space research so that funds become available for essential 
programmes of  irrigation, increased agricultural production and primary 
medical care. It is possible that cooperation between East and West on an 
agreed programme such as emerged from the Alma-Ata conference would do 
much to reduce tension and suspicion between the two power blocks and 
permit a measure of  disarmament.  476

Here again, the misallocation of  resources to militarization, rather than to the improvement of  

health services, was cited as a key concern of  the organization. Governments were promoting ill-

health to the international “body” rather than working to treat its ailments; MAPW argued that 

any physician who was upholding the truest pacifist incarnation of  the Hippocratic Oath had to 

consider the way that Alma Ata would expand its mission in the world. Additionally, the 

international cooperation that would result from increasing numbers of  organizations getting 

involved in work to implement the Alma Ata and Health For All targets meant that there was a 

growing audience for the Association’s longstanding mandate and vision.  
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	 One of  the cornerstones of  the primary care model advocated by Alma Ata and the 

programs enacted in its aftermath was an emphasis on maternal and child health. Dr. Cicely 

Williams, who was made head of  the Maternal and Child Health Division of  the WHO in 1948, 

was also a member of  MAPW and a supporter of  its anti-war work. Her affiliation with the 

Association meant that her work on primary care and maternal and child welfare was frequently 

featured in the Associational literature, especially as the organization expanded its gaze to include 

more holistic approaches to the doctor’s role in preventing war. MAPW had always promoted a 

medical model that required the physician to look beyond the immediate physical needs of  his 

patients. Through its attempts to reduce violence between people on a micro-level, through 

greater understanding of  human psychology, and at a macro-level between states, MAPW 

envisioned a role for physicians that required them to be attuned to the social determinants of  

health, because war was a socio-psychological disease that was greatly influenced by social strife 

and poverty. The ascendency of  primary care as an institutional mandate for the WHO and 

other organizations simply created a clearer definition for this approach.  

	 In the late 1960s, Williams had articulated her view of  the physician’s position and role in 

society. She argued: 

The physician holds a privileged position in society. His training is of  necessity 
both in the humanities and the natural sciences. As a clinician he is bound to 
study not only the disease and its processes, but the physical, mental and social 
contexts that affect those processes. At present the natural sciences hold an 
exalted position. But there is some evidence that common sense is increasing.  477

Physicians were uniquely capable of  appreciating “the waste, destruction and damage of  war, 

violence and civil disorder. They know that their most vulnerable patients, the mothers and 

young children, are the most pitiful victims of  any deviation from law and order at every 

 Cicely D. Williams, “The Doctor as an International Expert,” Proceedings of  the Medical Association for the Prevention of  477

War, vol. 1: 1965-1969, Part 10, nd, 1 [JBPL, MAPW, Z].
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level.”  Physicians, on the whole, had not recognized the different between medicine as science, 478

and medicine as art. Increased specialization and the relative ignorance of  physicians to the 

wider world around them meant that the dream of  total health was slipping away.  Williams 479

stressed: “unless medical programmes are adapted to the needs and resources of  an area, unless 

they consider attitudes, traditions and priorities, as well as the material needs, unless they pay 

attention to long term as well as to short term results, they may be wasteful and even 

damaging.”  Here, she alluded to a broad view of  primary care, and of  the importance 480

physicians fully recognizing the challenges facing the communities in which they worked.  

	 Rather than simply ministering to the sick and the injured with little regard for the 

broader social conditions, she and her likeminded colleagues advocated for the adaptation of  

medical programmes and health systems to the local context, especially when physicians were 

working in foreign countries. Truly embedding physicians in communities was a logical extension 

of  the mentality that physicians were uniquely suited to lead states and societies to a higher moral 

plane. The notion that the cycle of  poverty could be linked to the outbreak of  violent skirmishes, 

especially in the developing world, demonstrated how MAPW’s view of  the doctor’s role in 

preventing war could be linked up with primary care. Moreover, it prefigured the establishment 

of  the best known example of  physician humanitarian and anti-war activism: Médecins Sans 

Frontières. 

 Ibid.478

 Ibid., 2.479

 Ibid., 3.480
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Médecins Sans Frontières	 

	 Médecins Sans Frontieres was founded 22 December 1971 by a group of  thirteen young 

French physicians and medical journalists.  Renée Fox remarks that “a key element in MSF’s 481

historically grounded myth of  origin portrays its original members as a small group of  young 

‘French doctors,’ working as volunteers for the French branch of  the International Committee of  

the Red Cross during the Nigerian civil war of  1967-70, in the seceded southern province of  

Biafra, whose inhabitants were primarily of  Igbo tribal origins. These physicians blamed the 

famine-stricken plight of  the Igbos that they had seen firsthand on the ‘genocidal’ intensions of  

the Nigerian government in blocking the distribution of  food to them.”  The ICRC had a long-482

standing policy of  discretion regarding the victims of  humanitarian disasters, meaning that it did 

not divulge any information that could be exploited by their adversaries.  In response, the 483

“French doctors” (as they called themselves, notwithstanding the journalists who were part of  

their number) of  MSF instituted a policy of  témoignage whereby it would witness breaches of  

international conventions, and would speak out against them. Fox remarks that the principle was 

implicit in MSF’s ethos until 1995, when it was made official by the Chantilly Document. It 

affirmed the experiences of  MSF personnel in the field, and emphasized that while medical care 

 Much of  the existing literature on MSF takes the form of  first-person narrative, from individuals who are or who 481

were actively involved in the organization and its mandate. The works that take a more scholarly tack are frequently 
anthropological or sociological in sensibility, highlighting the successes and failures of  the organization via its 
involvement in various humanitarian campaigns and initiatives with little regard for historical continuity or analysis 
of  change over time. See, for example: Dan Bortolotti, Hope in Hell: Inside the World of  Doctors Without Borders, (Buffalo: 
Firefly Books, 2004); Renée Fox, “Medical Humanitarianism and Human Rights: Reflections on Doctors Without 
Borders and Doctors of  the World,” Social Science and Medicine 41, no. 12 (1995):1607– 1616; Elliott Leyton and Greg 
Locke, Touched by Fire: Doctors Without Borders in a Third World Crisis, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1998); Peter 
Redfield, “Doctors, Borders, and Life in Crisis,” Cultural Anthropology 20, no. 3 (August 2005): 328-361; Joelle 
Tanguay, “The Médecins Sans Frontières Experience,” In Framework for Survival: Health, Human Rights and Humanitarian 
Assistance in Conflicts and Disasters, edited by Kevin M. Cahill, 226–244, (New York: Routledge, 1999).

 Fox, Doctors Without Borders, 45.482

 “Why Doesn’t the ICRC Denounce Unaccetable Behaviour More Often?” Question 15 in Bernard Oberson, 483

Nathalie Floras, et al., ICRC: Answers to Your Questions (Geneva: ICRC, Public Information Division, 1995): 34, quoted 
in Fox, Doctors Without Borders, 46.
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remained the first priority of  the organization, the organization had a duty to openly criticize or 

denounce breaches of  international conventions.  Effectively, it meant that it had the duty to 484

speak out against war, just as MAPW had done in earlier decades.  

	 When MSF was formed, it did not receive nearly the same amount of  fanfare as MAPW 

had done two decades earlier. All of  the English-language medical literature emphasized that it 

had been formed as a private members organization under French jurisdiction. The article in the 

BMJ remarked that the organizations consisted “exclusively of  doctors who, in subscribing, have 

pledged themselves to conform to certain rules. These include offers of  services to all victims of  

natural catastrophes, group accidents, and war situations, without any discrimination of  race, 

politics, religion, or philosophy.”  MSF was established as an organization that would dispatch 485

medical teams to provide medical aid and humanitarian assistance wherever needed, much like 

earlier medical missionary teams had done, but without the intention of  religious conversion or 

the desire to establish a permanent presence. 

	 In some ways, MAPW’s emblematic status within the physician peace movement paved 

the way for organizations like MSF. Though the organizations differed in their approach and 

mandate, with the latter preferring neutral humanitarian intervention as a form of  anti-conflict 

activism, the spirit that they embodied was remarkably similar. MSF was like MAPW, except that 

it was out in the field, the physical embodiment of  the kind of  outreach that the Association 

articulated was essential to curtail the further spread of  war. Interest in MAPW lagged in the 

early 1970s, following the death of  Lionel Penrose, who had been a great booster of  the 

organization. The Executive Committee expressed particular concern about the recruitment of  

 Ole Jacob Sending, “United By Difference: Diplomacy as Thin Culture,” International Journal 66, no. 3 (Summer 484

2011): 655.

 Medical News Section, “Médecins sans Frontières.” BMJ 1, no. 5954 (15 February 1975): 406.485
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new blood and younger physicians to the cause. Though there was no doubt that its mission was 

palatable to the socially-informed physicians who were being churned out of  medical schools, 

there were so many other organizations and causes that the doctors could take up, that senior 

members worried that MAPW was being lost in the shuffle. One 1971 letter from a medical 

student and family friend of  Alex Poteliakoff  explained:  

I heard many lamentations concerning a paucity of  young recruits. I can only 
suggest that this may result from the resentment that most young people have 
for any organization that appears to them to be impotent, or in which they 
sense their views may be treated with contempt. I sympathized with the 
suggestion, raised in several discussions, that the Organization should confine 
itself  to strictly medical problems in which it could attempt to be authoritative 
and to propose solutions. This change could probably not occur if  the 
organization remained, as at present, solely an exciting discussion group. It 
occurred to me that you could, in addition to calling meetings, publish a 
scientific journal to which articles which are in any way related to the 
promotion of  the cause of  peace through medicine may be submitted. While I 
would suggest that these articles be for the most part purely scientific in 
content, such a journal would through editorials, provide a mouthpiece for the 
Organization and, through meetings at which scientific papers were read, allow 
a conversation towards a more practically and medically orientated society.  486

The sense that MAPW was a figurehead organization that engaged in a lot of  talk and very little 

action was not lost on the Executive Committee. Nevertheless, MAPW stuck to its familiar 

program of  disseminating information about the perils of  war and the responsibilities of  

physicians to prevent it, rather than getting involved at the grassroots of  the problem. The 

Association was more invested in discourse than doing.  Though its members involved themselves 

more practically in various causes — speaking out against apartheid in South Africa, working on 

humanitarian relief  teams following natural disasters, and promoting primary care — the 

Association itself  remained a clearinghouse for information and a supporter of  forums for debate 

about issues related to war and peace. 

 Letter from Paul Meyer to Alex Poteliakoff, 11 July 1971 [JPBL, MAPW, C2].486
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Looking Forward to IPPNW 

In 1979, Bernard Lown, one of  the founding members of  PSR, and his friend Evgeny 

Chazov, a Soviet cardiologist and personal physician to Brezhnev, came to the conclusion that the 

time was right for them to organize an international conference to discuss the medical 

consequences of  nuclear war and the arms race. The two had formed a friendship through 

meetings at international conferences over the previous decade. In 1980, Lown and some of  his 

PSR colleagues formed IPPNW as an organization wholly separate from PSR, because of  the 

misgivings that some of  the membership had about affiliation with Soviet physicians. The 

founding members decided that IPPNW would  

1. Restrict its focus to nuclear war and the nuclear arms race 
2. Require that its membership work to prevent nuclear war as a consequence 
of  their professional commitments to protect life and preserve health 
3. Involve physicians from around the world 
4. Circulate information about nuclear war to the public and members of  all 
nations 
5. Remain non-partisan, inspire of  its mission to advocate against nuclear 
proliferation.  487

Over its forty-year involvement in British and international affairs, MAPW and its members 

brought the expertise of  physicians and allied medical professionals to bear on a variety of  issues. 

MAPW was eventually folded into the organizational structure of  International Physicians for the 

Prevention of  Nuclear War in 1982. This amalgamation brought an end to the particularly (and 

peculiarly) British efforts, but not to the work of  its vibrant membership. Their efforts are written 

all over the pages of  anti-nuclear literature and activity at the international level from the early 

1980s onward. MAPW members participated in the IPPNW-sponsored Congresses, often being 

asked to speak on their particular specialties. 

 Lewar, Physicians and the Peace Movement, 79.487
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	 Education — of  both physicians and national governments — was IPPNW’s greatest 

priority, and in angling itself  so, it created an international forum for the same issues and 

approaches that MAPW had advocated since its inception a generation prior. Lewar observes 

that IPPNW was virtually guaranteed to be successful from the outset, because “it enjoyed the 

support of  a respectable, upper middle class, conservative group that was not ‘tainted’ with any 

pro-Soviet bias by the US establishment. Importantly, there was initial high-level personal contact 

between Lown and Chazov, so that a large degree of  mutual trust was always present.”  In his 488

opening statement to the IPPNW Congress, Bernard Lown stressed that physicians charged “with 

the responsibility for the lives of  their patients and the health of  the community must begin to 

explore a new province of  preventive medicine, the prevention of  nuclear war.”  While the 489

prevention of  war as a form of  preventive medicine was by no means a new concept, the fact that 

Lown articulated it as the raison d’être of  the new organization demonstrated its validity as a 

concept. Nuclear war had always been a centrepiece of  the MAPW platform, because of  the 

degree to which fears about all things nuclear infiltrated virtually every aspect of  social life. As 

was discussed in chapter 4, to bring up nuclear war meant to use a lexicon that had 

contemporary relevance and meaning. This was no less true by the early 1980s with the 

dissolution of  détente between the United States and the Soviet Union, as it had been during the 

heyday of  the H-bomb crisis in the mid-1950s. 

	 The Preamble to the Proceedings of  the Congress stressed that physicians could play an 

effective role in the prevention of  nuclear war because it was a form of  preventive medicine, and 

that they could mobilize across borders to work with like-minded colleagues in the service of  

 Ibid.488

 Bernard Lown, “Comments on Proceedings of  the First Congress of  International Physicians for the Prevention 489

of  Nuclear War,” 20-25 March 1981, Airlee Virginia, 2 [JBPL, MAPW, I1].
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humanity. Echoing the statements made by MAPW in the early 1950s, the framers of  IPPNW 

stressed: 

Physicians are in a unique position to continue this international dialogue and 
to further the cause of  nuclear disarmament and peace.  They are widely 
respected as scientists, they identified with human life and health, and they are 
members of  an international community which has kept its lines of  
communication open at a time when other scientific contacts between the US 
and the USSR have been cancelled.  490

Picking up on other themes that MAPW had expressed, in a section of  the report on the social, 

economic and psychological costs of  the nuclear arms race as related to health needs, the 

Congress stressed that any social undertaking resulting in the buildup of  arms would affect social 

structures and values. As the scale and number of  arms escalated, relative to the size of  social 

institutions and the strength of  social values, IPPNW argued that those institutions and values 

would become subverted to the “unproductive and impoverishing priorities and values inherent 

in the buildup of  arms.”  If  a well-functioning society was understood in terms of  the human 491

body, nuclear war was a form of  sickness that would attack the very heart and fabric of  that body. 

Moreover, the continued acceptance of  (and by extension, support for) nuclear war and the 

amassing of  arms would eventually alter the mindset and outlook of  the entire population — by 

affecting the brain of  society in a fundamental way. When considering the economic costs of  war, 

IPPNW also phrased their concern in a way that alluded to society as a body. As scarce economic 

resources were put towards armament, there was a diminished capacity for “the development of  

knowledge, technology, and manpower that could address global ecological and overpopulation 

problems. The strains these problems place on the world’s limited resources will result, if  not 

 “Funding Proposal for International Physicians for the Prevention of  Nuclear War, Inc.,” ca. 1981 [JBPL, 490

MAPW, I1].

 “The Social, Economic and Phycological [sic] Costs of  the Nuclear Arms Race as Related to Health Needs,” 491

Proceedings of  the First Congress of  International Physicians for the Prevention of  Nuclear War, Airlee Virginia, 6 [JBPL, MAPW, 
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resolved, in dire health consequences and, in themselves, increase the likelihood of  a nuclear 

war.”  Resources were like nutrients — there was only so much to go around to keep the body 492

healthy, and when they were put in service of  aims that were harmful, rather than helpful, the 

entire society would eventually suffer the consequences. As Lown said 

Physicists who let the atomic genie out of  the bottle did not succeed in either 
stemming the nuclear arms race or persuading humankind of  the ominous 
peril to their lives. We physicians must join our scientific colleagues who have 
insistently, with an increasing sense of  despair and urgency, attempted to alert 
humanity. Only an aroused world public opinion can compel political leaders to 
stop the spiralling nuclear arms race. Physicians, as few other groups in society, 
are committed to maintaining health and promoting survival… We can have 
credibility and be effective only as long as we scrupulously adhere to the 
province of  our expertise as scientists and healers. We must not become bogged 
down debating the political differences that have fuelled the cold war and have 
hindered détente. We are not politicians. Nor are we arms control experts; we 
cannot discourse or debate over weapons systems, deterrence, retaliation, or 
overall. We can speak on the threat of  nuclear weapons, on the consequences 
of  nuclear war, that the futures — the very fate— of  American, European, and 
Soviet societies are indissolubly linked. We shall either live together or die 
together.  493

The problems of  war were social and individual. When facing the reality of  a nuclear attack, the 

medical problems that resulted were measured not only in terms of  the initial death and 

destruction caused by the first blast, but in terms of  the health crises that would persist for 

generations. From the vantage point of  the early 1980s, the horrors of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

had affected two generations of  people who were living with the physical and emotional scars of  

what nuclear war had wrought. The physicians who continued to advocate for the complete 

abandonment of  the continued quest to develop ever more deadly weapons did so because they 

imagined preventing war as a form of  preventive medicine, and a central facet of  their push for 

 Ibid.492
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holistic health. Preventing violence between individuals and groups was articulated as the ideal 

and most essential form of  primary care.  

	 In an article about the formation of  IPPNW published in The Boston Globe, the author 

quoted Professor Bernard T. Feld, chief  of  nuclear and high energy physics at MIT and the 

editor of  the antinuclear Bulletin of  Atomic Scientists: “coming from physicians, the message that 

nuclear war would be the history’s worst conceivable epidemic comes across in the clearest 

possible terms”  This sentiment encapsulated the way that MAPW viewed war and its threat to 494

society. Violence between individuals and societies was like an unstoppable epidemic, made up of  

a constellation of  symptoms and disparate illnesses that all coalesced to wreak havoc on the social 

body. Attempts made by medical professionals to halt the spread of  the epidemic can be read as a 

way that ideas about the proper role of  medicine in the international community of  institutions, 

experts and nations were brought to bear on the world. MAPW and likeminded organizations 

capitalized on the postwar expansion of  scientific networks, civil society and multinational 

institutions in articulating their views and disseminating them to groups who were convinced of  

their validity and those who opposed them. Through the Association’s efforts, question of  where 

medicine fit into the international political system was clearly answered: physicians were called to 

improve the well-being of  the system itself, by steering it away from activities, ideologies and 

behaviours that seemed certain to lead to its destruction.  

 Richard A. Knox, “MD group’s aim is the prevention of  N-war,” The Boston Globe 219, no. 7 (7 July 1980): 1.494
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 	 Conclusion 

	 This thesis has charted various manifestations of  the struggle to determine the place of  

health and medicine in the international diplomatic and institutional landscape during early 

years of  the Cold War. The actors and organizations profiled often grappled with these 

fundamental questions: could medicine supersede politics and elevate the international 

organizations to a higher moral plane in all their endeavours? Was applying medical expertise to 

the pursuit of  health necessarily political? Was the inherent character of  medicine itself  not 

political with its power relationships between doctors, patients, the state, and society? My answers 

and the arguments that underlie it are twofold.  

	 First, I see an often rigid delineation between ambitious intentions and real outcomes. In 

the planning phases and early days of  the organizations, the rhetoric espoused by physicians 

about the positive qualities of  medicine and their applicability to the international system was 

discussed in the broadest and most optimistic terms. These views were subsequently disseminated 

to the wider population of  medical men and women through professional literature. Once 

circulated, these perspectives on the rightful place of  medicine and its professional tenets 

percolated and reinforced awareness of  what the organizations and their champions were trying 
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to accomplish. This latter process is marked by lively chains of  letters printed in the same 

journals, which also frequently referred to other news or information connected to the broader 

subject at hand. All this communication contributed to the construction of  the epistemic 

community that developed around the internationalization of  medicine and health in the period. 

It informed professional and lay expectations about organizations like the World Health 

Organization and to a lesser extent, the World Medical Association.  

	 Second, I argue that in almost every case profiled in this thesis the efforts of  the 

idealistically-inclined framers and participants in these organizations were stalled when 

confronted with the realities of  politics, the problems facing the international community, and the  

agendas of  their nations of  origin. Additionally, practical application of  the mandates of  

organizations like the WHO meant that outcomes of  programs were often messier than 

anticipated. The ideal mode of  bringing health to all, discussed in Chapter 2, might have been 

plausible when conceived as a mass-vaccination program to eradicate smallpox, for instance; 

however, the complexities and challenges inherent to such a grand vision are already well known. 

The best intentions of  the policy were premised in idealism, but the result was decidedly more 

complicated due to international geopolitics.  Continuing efforts to eradicate polio are met with 495

similar challenges, especially given the manner in which vaccination has been linked with 

 Sanjoy Bhattacharya, “Struggling to a Monumental Triumph: Re-assessing the Final Phases of  the Smallpox 495
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espionage and the suggestion of  Western (American) imperialism in Africa, Southeast Asia, and 

the Middle East.   496

	 Political realities were also at work in what is unquestionably the best example of  a vision 

squandered: the WMA. Many of  the same hopes were pinned to that organization as were 

attached to the WHO, but the basic fact that the WMA was comprised of  representatives from 

national medical associations effectively ensured that its thinking was kept inside the political box. 

It struggled to implement policies that would promote better health for all in the manner that was 

originally imagined. This cynical assessment is not to say that the WMA failed in its mandate to 

support physicians and their concerns; however, its ambition to provide global health on a broad 

scale through that mandate was perhaps misguided, anchored as it was in disease treatment 

rather than health maintenance. Furthermore, average physicians did not engage with the WMA; 

the data in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 clearly demonstrate the greater number of  articles published 

about the WHO compared with the WMA, even at the latter’s peak time of  interest in the 

mid-1950s. Chapter 3 shows WMA’s relative success in coordinating information exchange 

between national medical associations, while highlighting the sad reality that it failed to live up to 

its own global health aspirations.  

	 Chapter 4 gives a practical example of  how health outcomes were expected to be 

improved by international collaboration on cancer control. Bringing together the best research 

from national institutes and experts generated the hope that the combined effort would lead to 

better results, or, at least, greater awareness of  what worked and what did not. The willingness to 

 Sanjoy Bhattacharya and Rajib Dasgupta,“A Tale of  Two Global Health Programs: Smallpox Eradication’s 496

Lessons for the Antipolio Campaign in India,”American Journal of  Public Health 99, no. 7 (2009): 1176–84; Judith R. 
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provide greater institutional support for cancer research was a product of  the postwar interest in 

the disease more generally;  the constant contemporary references to the wealth and success of  

the American medico-industrial complex served as a reminder of  the ascendency of  the United 

States within the international system. In Chapter 4, politics entered the picture in a less direct 

way that in other chapters. Nevertheless, I think that the initial tension between American and 

British efforts at cancer control and efforts to mediate it within the international system 

demonstrate the sometimes competitive nature of  medical research. Even the pursuit of  

prevention and cure for a disease with global reach was constrained by national realities.  

	 The reactions of  the medical profession to postwar advancements in nuclear research 

both inside and outside the clinic were the subject of  Chapter 5. Improved availability of  

radioisotopes was the result of  funding and efforts directed at demonstrating the peaceful use of  

atomic energy, especially in the United States. Physicians making use of  radioisotopes 

simultaneously tried to turn a blind eye to the military applications of  the same research; they 

were implicated through the burgeoning field of  nuclear medicine into far larger and more 

complicated issues about the relationship between medicine and scientific research. These 

questions were taken up outside the clinic too, as physicians wary of  the health dangers of  

nuclear war and artificial radiation turned to likeminded colleagues across national boundaries to 

mount opposition to nuclear weapons and the nuclearization of  society in general. Nuclear 

research was a closely-guarded national secret, heavily influenced by the political winds at any 

given moment. Conversely, the international exchange of  radioisotopes was intended to promote 

international goodwill and indeed to diminish growing fears about American nuclear supremacy. 

Physicians who took an interest in these issues were forced to contend with balancing their 

professional responsibility to “do no harm” with the possibility that their governments might 
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release untold destruction on another population with the push of  a button. Chapter 5 

demonstrates, perhaps more clearly than any other element of  this thesis, that physicians who 

attempted to extend the tenets of  the Hippocratic Oath to the international context during the 

Cold War had to soberly reconsider whether their efforts would ever produce results. 

	 Chapter 6 examined the most unambiguous manifestation of  the idealism of  medicine 

and its capacity to improve international relations. By optimistically turning their attention to the 

underlying psychology of  war, physicians involved in the Medical Association for the Prevention 

of  War (MAPW) hoped to use their expertise to convince other physicians and the rest of  the 

world that violence between groups was the greatest possible threat to human health. MAPW 

articulated health as inherently above and beyond the petty scrambling of  politics. The 

Association argued that only the pursuance of  health could rebuild the international system after 

the wrenching experience of  the Second World War. In its purest form, medicine itself  was also 

to rise above politics and to see suffering in the world as a responsibility that the entire profession 

was called to address. MAPW defined health as apolitical and yet it provides an example of  how 

even efforts to turn away from politics were politicized. In MAPW’s case, detractors argued that 

the left-leaning political slant of  the organization undermined its authority on issues in 

international affairs. The suspicion that it was a Soviet front indicates the way that health was 

unavoidably politicized. 

	 One of  the most surprising things that I discovered in researching and writing this thesis 

was the inescapable, contemporary interest in psychological motivations for actions and beliefs. 

Physicians opposed to socialized health services were adamant that the psychology of  having 

anything, even medical care, handed to individuals by the state would somehow weaken the social 

fabric, as people ceased to understand the value of  hard work; it was class-based, Protestant work 
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ethic masquerading as social advice. The idea that physicians could believe that health insurance 

would deprive from patients being denied access to care ran counter to my own reading of  the 

spirit of  medicine. Psychology also entered the story of  MAPW and its descriptions of  the 

dangers of  war. The willingness of  national leaders to enter armed conflict was evidence of  

psychopathy, according to certain wings of  the physician peace movement. A great deal of  ink 

was spilt trying to untangle the links between basic human psychology, dating back to prehistoric 

examples of  violence between people, and the terrifying reality of  late twentieth century conflict 

on a global scale. 

	 One of  the things that inspired my interest in this project in the first place was the relative 

paucity of  scholarship that existed on the international engagement of  physicians after the 

Second World War, or indeed until the advent of  Médecins sans Frontières in the 1970s. The 

history of  international health work before and after the war emphasizes the engagement of  

public health professionals in plans and programs enacted by the WHO and other UN agencies, 

but the role of  physicians has not been so clearly elucidated. Moreover, these histories focused 

more on the outcomes and challenges that those programs faced, rather than the guiding 

ideologies or epistemic communities that spawned the ideas behind their creation.  My project 497

fits more closely with Amy Staples’ work on the broader mindset of  international civil servants 

who participated in the creation of  the WHO, FAO and World Bank.  Through their 498

construction of  epistemic communities, physicians sought to involve themselves in the 

international system on issues that were of  professional interest. The effort to apply the expertise 
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and knowledge developed via these international networks often fell on deaf  ears outside the 

medico-scientific community. This was most tellingly demonstrated in Chapter 3 when 

physicians’ internationalized attempt to stave off  state intervention in medicine were largely for 

naught and in Chapter 6 when the best intentions of  the physician peace movement failed to 

stymie government efforts to make war. Nonetheless, I would argue that the attempted 

application of  professional expertise and the guiding humanitarian philosophy of  medicine 

beyond the basic doctor-patient relationship speaks to the manner in which physicians were 

caught up in broader trends of  internationalism and transnationalism during the period under 

review, which then carried over into later decades.  

	 As I see it, the most natural extension of  this project would be expansion of  the 

timeframe covered in some of  the chapters. The emphasis here was largely on the first two 

decades of  the Cold War, simply for the sake of  clarity of  purpose and “doability” of  research. 

Moving the analysis into later phases of  the Cold War might increase the richness of  the story, 

especially given the geopolitical complexity added at an institution level by the ascendance of  

developing nations within the UN system, both as actors and targets for programming. A future 

expansion of  the timeframe covered in Chapter 4 would extend to recent efforts at international 

collaboration in cancer research. The “cancer problem” has not abated, nor has the international 

interest in it. While science and treatment options have improved considerably since the 1950s 

and 60s, the epidemiological burden of  the disease has only increased, especially in the 

developing world. The International Organization for Research on Cancer, formed under in 

1965 the auspices of  the WHO, fulfilled many of  the same goals as the UICC with the added 

benefit of  offering technical assistance and training programs to cancer research institutes 
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worldwide in similar fashion to the way that WHO offers assistance to countries on other health 

matters.  

	 I came to this project through an interest in the way that health can function as an 

instrument of  foreign policy and in how physicians articulated the social and moral aspects of  

medical practice as a force for positive change in the international system. I was intrigued by the 

way that doctors and public health workers, often those from Canada, Britain, and the United 

States, became involved in postwar reconstruction abroad and subsequently in their refashioning 

of  health arrangements in their respective domestic contexts. My initial focus was on the 

differentiation between social and technical models of  global health, specifically the means 

through which the technical model came to be prioritized over all other approaches to global 

health intervention and governance. As my work progressed, I moved well-beyond the simple 

division between the two camps, while simultaneously streamlining my project. I gravitated to the 

ideas advanced about the place of  medicine in the world, preferring them to tracking the 

particular policies enacted, their outcomes, and courses of  action.  

	 The efforts preceding these concluding remarks have been more about discourse than 

diagnosis. I have described the outlines and intricacies of  a professional outlook during a 

particular moment, rather than surveying the more practical (and perhaps more easily measured) 

clinical and research outcomes. Studies of  technological advancements in nuclear medicine or 

the outcome of  resolutions passed in international institutions are intriguing, but they are the 

purview of  a different thesis project. My emphasis has been on profiling and untangling the 

epistemic web in which physicians operated during the early Cold War and on how that web 

contributed to their involvement in international networks and institutions. At the outset, I also 

had some faith in the ability and the necessity of  international health agencies to do “right” in 
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the world. This faith has abated somewhat as my own naiveté and idealism have worn off. In 

their place, I now see the significance and power of  health promotion and I see how the 

mobilization of  a group of  individuals can have an impact on the perceptions of  the population 

at large and eventually (hopefully) on policy too. Incidentally, this shift from faith in international 

organizations to a grassroots-level activism mirrors the trajectory of  the chapters in this thesis. It 

also defines the lens through which I investigated my subject and now look outward onto 

continuing efforts at improving global health.  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